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PUT ON ITS FEET AGAIN.
ft

“Nine months after having the typhoid fever, my head was perfectly bald.
I was induced to try Ayer’s Hair Vigor,
and before I had used half a bottle, the
hair began to grow. Two more bottles
brought out as good a head of hair as
ever I had.
On my recommendation,
my brother William Craig made use of
Ayer’s Hair Vigor with the same good
results.”—Stephen Craig, 832 Charlotte
st., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Striking Sentences.

Omaha, Neb., July 3.—The committee

Ayer’s Hass* Vigor

Loucks is looked upon, as
the originator of the movement for independent political action which culminated in the foundation of the party.
Two years ago, he was a candidate for
the governorship of his state and receivThe vast ased over 25,000 votes.
semblage which attended the second
day’s session of the convention afforded
mous

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by Druggists Every where.

a

vote.

striking proof

of the

respect

in which

the memory of the late Col. Polk is held
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was instrumental in
sion was devoted to the

founding. The sesdelivery of addresses eulogistic of the dead champion
of reform.
Though the speeches contained many inspiring sentences as to
the future of the fight in which the independent party is engaged, recogni-

for
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of the loss which the party has
sustained in the death of its leader
seemed the one thought which filled the
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/fQuartermaster’s Story!
“Dana has done me more good
than all the medicine I
have ever taken.”

Hpinkham,

PORTLAND,
jel5
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following—

ANOTHER VICTORY FOR DANA’S.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co.:
Dear Sirs:—I served 12 years in the
U. S. Navy, during that time I was stationed
at China and other Foreign Ports,
h .1 m I also sorved 4 years in the late
H
Kehellion, and was discharged
I have been rcn>
on account of ill health.
nlng down for years, suffering from extreme
B.T x
stk
1*0 and other CHRONIC DISET. Ill
EASES. I have tried a great
many kinds of medicines, but received
little or no benefit from them. At last I was
to
try DANA’S
cob induced
and it
»
■ SARSAPARILLA, benen W
greatly
has
FITED ME, in faot has done me MORE
GOOD THAN AEE THE OTHER MED.
ICIKE I HAVE EVER
__ _
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Dana Sarsaparilla Go., Belfast, Maine.

W'

cartel
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caidtaated,

recommend

It to all suffering from complicated
chronic diseases of long standing.
Very truly yours,
Friendship, Me. EDWARD T. DAVIS.
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several years, the tide has been
steadily flowing in a way to waft the
UNION MUTUAL forward in the
current of continued and increasing
Its policy contracts taken
success.
as a whole are the most liberal of any
in the market.
For

Showers,

To

Be

Clearing

by

Washington, July 3.—For New England: Showers; clearing during Monday:
winds shifting to
northwest; slightly
cooler.
Boston, July 3.—Local forecast for
England for Monday: Clearing;
fair; slightly cooler, except on coast. For
Tuesday: Fair:
New

SAVED HER LIFE.

ftlass.,

Local Weather

Charlestown)

Rescued from the Grave.
Mrs. L. A. Haskell was a dreadful sufferer
irom nervous
debility. Life was gradually
'wasting away. She could barely walk,
but a shadow of her former self.
Prominent physicians could not help her.
Weeks in the country were of no avail.
Turned her footsteps sadly homeward.
Family and friends felt anxious. Thought
she must die. A friend recommended Hidden’s Magnetic Compound.
It
an aaget helper.
’Was the Oootl
itmaritan in the hour of need. It rescued
her from the very brink of the grave. Under date of Jan. 24,1892, she says: “lam now
in very excellent heulth—a living testimonial to the rare worth of Hidd^n’n
They all tell
Magnetic
the same story.
Patients improve from the
very first dose. The flush of health returns.
They are soon well and strong. Our compound
is not a sarsaparilla. Do not confound it with
such mixtures. It is a valuable all the year
It cures nervous diseases,
’round medicine.
paralysis, rheumatism, heart disease, diseases
of the blood, liver and kidneys, and stomach
troubles of every name and nature. Hidden’s
Compound sells on
its merits. Icdoes not require to be boomed.
A trial wins it new friends
Composed of carefully selected and
prepared roots, herbs and barks, it is a natural
medicine. It cures in the natural way. if you
try it once you will always recommend it. it
is the coming medicine. Druggists. $1. BUY
IT, TRY IT, ’TWILL DO YOU GOOD. If you
are sick do not delay. Try
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Barometer. 29.852 29.668

Thermometer.61.0
Dew Point.61.

Humidity.100.
Wind.3

,65.0
65.
100
S
12

Velocity.20
Vicatlier.Fogg. ICloudy
Mean daily ther.. ,64 0!Max. vel. wind.28S
Maximum ther.. ,70.0lTotal precip.... 1.18
Minimum ther... E8.0|
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The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for

other

as

they

He died

man.

can
a

around

martyr

to

from overwork.”
Mrs. Todd of Michigan paid a touching
tribute to the deceased leader. She said
his attitude to the debauchery of the pres
ent system of government gained for
him persecution and villainous slander.
“He was crucified,” she said, “as the
saviors of the people have been crucified
in one form or other, but he is not dead.
He never lived until now and the recollections of his deeds will ever be an inspiration until the victory of our cause is

proclaimed.”

Gen. Weaver summed up in pathetic
and well chosen words the life and deeds
of

Col.

Polk.

The

sentence received

with the loudest and longest cheers was
“I
a quotation from the dead reformer:
am standing nOw just behind the curtain
and in the full glow of the charming sunset. Behind me are the shadows of the
traok, before me lies the dark valley.

When I mingle with its dark waters I
want to cast one lingering look upon the
country where government is of the people, for the people and by the people.”
Mrs. Lease of Kansas was followed by
the most eloquent speaker of the day,
Hon. Ignatius Donnelly. “Agreatman,”
said Mr. Donnelly, “has fallen, and we
erect today over the dust of our dead
friend and brother a monument more enduring than brass or marble, a monuHis great
ment of aflection and honor.
If he moves
heart was in this work.
tiu

uuio

muiuGut.

11c

yesterday, July 3,

the assassin cannot touch him. Even his
enemies will say of him now the words
which they should have said of him in
life.”
It was voted to raise a fund for Col.
Polk’s family by five cent subscriptions

throughout the country.

FOLLOWERS OF BELLAMY.
Doings of the Delegates—Still Hoping for
Gresham.

Omaha, Neb., July 2.—Two hundred
delegates of the People’s party convention, followers of Edward Bellamy,
had a meeting here today.
Major
Henry Winn of Massachusetts presided.
Nearly all the states and
territories were represented. IV. P. Rogdeclared that in his
ers of California,
state the people were socialists and this
remarkable reformation was brought
about by a careful study of Bellamy’s
book. Mr. Cox of Illinois said that the
nationalists in Chicago cast 80,000 votes
for their candidate for mayor. The People’s party would never amount to anything unless it took up the ideas of the

nationalists.

Weather Observations.

Compound,”

Magnetic

Report.

Portland, Me, July 3,1892.
8

hopes centered

derly also eulogized Col. Polk, saying,
“He has gone to the kingdom behind the
clouds, where the tongue of calumny cannot reach him and where the dagger of

Weather.

Mrs. I,, A. Haskell of

our

regard the honors we pay his
memory, but he sees a vast vista of future and uncountable millions of other
nations, whose faces are to be wreathed
in smiles or distorted with agony as we
succeed or fail.”
In response to loud calls, T. Y. Pow-

WEATHER.
Followed

speaker continued,

will little

..

THE

the

“was the man whose place cannot be
filled. He was the one around whom all

uo invioiuic
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Polk,”

er

our cause

Merchant of Friendus

minds of the delegates.
Rarely was
there a departure from a solemn silence
which gave to the gathering more of the
air of a church service than a great national convention.
The opening address was delivered by
Mr. Loucks of South Dakota, and was
marked by sympathy and feeling which
caught every member of the vast audience.
One sentence which broke the
painful stillness of the gathering was the
declaration that the people of the new
movement looked to L. L. Polk as the
“BrothLincoln of the era of freedom.

no

DANA’S IS KING!
Mr. A. B. Cook,
ship, Me., sends

County

Asked to Nomi-

Democrats
a

[Special to the Press.]
Rockland. July 2.
Knox County
Democrats today nominated the following ticket:
Senator—Owen P, Lyons, Vinalhaven.

Clerk of courts—L. Frederick Starrett of
Rockland.
Judge of Probate—J. B. Hobbs of Hope.
Register of Probate—Daniel P. Rose, Thomas ton.

County

Commissioner—Robert L. Thompson,

Friendship.
County Attorney—Bradford K. Kalloch, Rock-

land.
Sheriff—J. Warren Gray, Rockland.
County Treasurer—L. w. Benner.
The contest of the day and one which
came near to raising a storm, was the
nomination of a candidate for treasurer.
When the time arrived for announcing
candidates, I]. II. Mansfield of Hope,
arose and presented the name of Alvah
B. Clark of Rockland. A dead silence
followed. Mr. Clark’s position is a radi-

taken at

8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station being given in

Temperature, direction of
wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 70°, SW, rain; New York, 70°,
S, rain; Philadelphia, 70°, SW, cloudy,
Washington, 70°, SW, cloudy; Albany,
03°, S, cloudy, Buffalo, 50°, NW, cloudy;
Detroit, 64°, NW, partly cloudy; Chicago, 06°, S, cloudless; St. Paul, 70°,
W, cloudy; St. Vincent, 62°, SE, cloudy;
70°
NE, partly
Huron, So. Dak
cloudy ;Bismarck, G4°, E, doudy; Jacksonville, missing.
this order:
the

Fire in San Jose, Cal., did S500,000
damage yesterday.

Although Judge Gresham said he
would not accept the nomination of the
People’s party, he is still the man of the
aggressive faction. They say he will accept the nomination if tendered him and
that the success of the party demands
that he be named.
There is every indication that Gresham’s name will be presented to tlxe convention by his admirers
and an attempt made to force his nomination.
Mi-. Canon of California says: “There
is some crookedness about those Gresham dispatches. We shall wait until tomorrow and learn more before we
accepl

these dispatches

as

authentic.”

Messrs. Streeter of Illinois, Temple tor
of Indiana and Orr of Colorado left Omaha tonight to find ,lodge Gresham and
obtain from him an expression whicl;
shall, beyond all doubt, be authentic.
Three men loom up as candidates to-

one

who had already

been announced for office by that party,
and who is even now chairman of the

Prohibition city committee, was well
known, and it seemed to strike everybody
quite, forcibly that endorsing him would
hardly be consistent with the Democratic

principles, as expressed during the morning. Even the Opinion faction which
had been working heart and soul for

Clark was silent. When a few moments
later Obadiah Gardner of this city, presented the name of L. W. Benner, “an
active and aggressive young Democrat,”
it became very evident how a ballot
rcrsuiu,

wvuiu

ored to

Left on Railroads.

Prohibitionist.

permanent organization last night
chose Henry Loucks of South Dakota for
prominent chairman of the People’s
Party convention by an almost unani- cal Prohibitionist,
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Speakers—
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vator, Steam Boiler, Life, Marine,
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of the

T. V. Powder! y, Gen. Weaver and

Employers’ Liability, Accident, Ele-

r:~.and

—

Extravagant Praises
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Some Blown to Flinders and Others

Knox
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again
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Clark sentiment. “The
Democrats,” said he, “elected Clark before, and he has made us a most worthy
official.” “But is he a Democrat?” asked
Hon. E. K. O’Brien
of
Thomaston.
arrouse a

The question got a hesitating negative
answer, and when J. H. Montgomery of
Camden seconded the nomination of
Benner the thing was practically settled.
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INDEPENDENCE

DAY

HERALDED

BY SEYERAL CYCLONES*

In Western

States They Did Much Damage

and Foss of Fife is

Reported—One Ven-

tured

as

as

Far Fast

and Made

New

People

of

a

Hooper of the cutter Corwin, at Port
Etcher, Prince William Sound, June 22,
for having blank manifestoes on board,
showing neither cargo nor passengers,
and for entering and towing vessels out
of the ports of Alaska and bringing stores
to the British sealing fleet, and receiving
sealskins in return, within the jurisdiction of the United States, without entry
or permit.
The seizure of the Coquillam leaves all
of the British sealing fleet in tho northern waters without supplies.
The news
was a great surprise.
It was thought qhat the action of Capt.
Hooper of the Corwin was to cut off the
schooners from their source of supply,
thus starving them home.
This will not
be the result with all, as some of the
boats are outfitted for the whole season,
a few may be compelled to return.

but

TRIED TO SAVE HIS FRIEND.

Hampshire

Considerable Havoc—Another

Startled the

Pennsylvania

The

Current Swept Both Away and They
Drowned.

City.

Calais, July 3.—Patrick McGovern,
aged 8, and Leonard Butler, aged 13,
ing about 10 miles north of this city. were drowned at Mile Back, above MillThe
first
The storm was in the nature of a cyclone town, at noon yesterday.
for five miles or more. Largo horse and named got beyond his depth and Butler
hay barns, corn cribs and other bnildings attempted to rescue him, but the swift
current carried both under.
were blown down and totally destroyed.
Big cotton wood trees of half a century’s
Didn’t Dike Their Welcome.
growth were uprooted and carried long
[Special to the Press.]
distances. The storm swept a district
P.ockland, July 2.—Thirteen Italian
half a mile wide. It was tbo heaviest
wind and raiu storm which ever occurred laborers, who had been sent to Vinalhaven to work in the
granite quarries durhere. Most of the houses on farms were
well protected by trees and only shakeu. ing the lookout, returned to this city toProm this place straight to within two day. Upon arriving in Yinalhaven they
miles of the river on nearly all the farms, were greeted at the wharf by men, wombarns and other buildings except houses en and children, who hooted and hissed
were picked up and blown into
kindling them, and so manifest was the feeling
wood. Rain fell in torrents and washed
against them that the would he scabs re.
away a portion of the Milwaukee track fused to work.
Davenport, Iowa, July 3.—A terrific

raiu and wind storm occurred last even-

within an hour. The fields were flooded
in all directions.

HOUSES ON THE TRACK.
How

the Cyclone Stopped Railway Traffic
at

Chapin.

The ballot stood: Benner, 52, Clark, 8.
The nomination was made unanimous.

A.awior j.ngeg an

[Special

to

uar.

the Press.]

East Machias, July 2.—Captain Law)
lor, in the 14 foot dory which he is navigating across the Atlantic, was spoken
by a fisherman anchored in the surf near
Cutler Harbor. The captain had lost an
oar which he intended to replace at Cutler and proceed on his voyage to Ireland.

Springfield, 111., July 3.—Chapin
and vicniity wrs visited by a severe cyclone lost evening. The particulars are
Met in Bath.
Bath, July 2.—The Sagahalioc Demo- unobtainable owing to the prostration of
cratic county convention met here today.
Cause of Death in Doubt.
the wires. Passengers arriving on a late
For the nomination as state senator there train last
night said that one man was
Houlton, July 2.—In the case oi
was a close contest between Melvin P.
three persons fatally injured and Pierre Michaud, who died at Houlton on
Milliken of Richmond and Edward Beau- killed,
mont of Topsham. Milliken was success- several slightly. The Wabash freight Wednesday, alleging that he was given
ful by two majority.
train was blown from the track and a poisoned liquor
by John Futter, the inThe other county candidates were tramp fatally injured. A large number
quest today leaves the cause of death
nominated by acclamation as follows: of residences and business houses were
Sheriff, James Sampson of Bowdoinham: severely damaged. Great damage was somewhat in doubt. The heart was unjudge of probate, Chas. W. Larrabee of done the crops and all trains were de- healthy but there was not enough eviBatn; register of probate, Ernest E. layed by buildings being blown across dence to establish the cause of death beCoombs of Bowdoinham; treasurer, Den- the track or by washouts. It is reported
yond a doubt. A chemical analysis will
ny M. Humphreys of Bath; commission- that at Winchester, sixteen miles distant,
er, Charles Hunnewell of Woolwich; the storm was even more severe than at be made of the stomach for possible poiscounty attorney, Geo. E. Hughes of Chapin.
oning.
Bath.

Three Persons

Somerset County Democrats.

Drowned.

Hampshire’s Experience.
Oxford, N. H., July 3.—A regular
western cyclone struck the south end of
New

Rockland, July 2.—Mary, daughter
Skowhegah, July 2.—Somerset counof Robert McGee, aged 17; Alexandei
ty Democrats met in convention here today. A full representation was present this village today. The path of the McCloud, aged 16, and James Hawkins,
and the following cou.*' t’tket was storm was a fourth of a mile wide. Trees aged 14, were drowned this afternoon ofl
nominated: Senators, R. W. Ellis, Emb- were blown down and barns and houses Clark’s Island by the upsetting of a boat
den; J. W. Manson, Pittsfield: county at- unroofed. The total damage is $5000.
McCloud leaves a widowed mother, o:
torney, S. W. Gould, Skowhegan; countyA Fair Building Gone.
whom he was the only support.
commissioner, Prince W. Thompson,
Bethlehem, Pa., July 3.—A cyclone
Hartland; sheriff, Geo. H. Pishon, SkowThe Pension List.
hegan; county treasurer, E. F. Fairbroth- struck here this afternoon. The main
er, Skowhegan; judge of probate, Ed- building of the Bethlehem Fair and
Washington,
July 3.—Pensions havt
ward Low, Norridgewock; register of Driving Association and the stables of J. been granted to the
following Maim
C.
Sambelle
were
demolished.
»
Crops people:
probate, A. W. Miller, Hartland; clerk of
were
The
loss
is
about
C.
D.
greatly
damaged.
courts,
Small, Madison.
ORIGINAL.
$150,000._
Nathaniel Stewart,
Senator Wadlin Denominated.
George W. Bailey,
Horace P. Merrill,
Thomas A. King,
IN PRETTY BAD SHAPE.
Andrew Skinner,
Wm. Kelly.
Belfast, July 2.—The Waldo county
John
C.
Campbell.
Democrats today nominated Daniel A.
The
Steamer
Still
Hard
and
Fast
On
Big
Wadlin of Northport for senator; Joseph
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
Dianthee Pettee.
R. Littlefield of Brooks, sheriff; Fred W.
the Rocks.
of
Brown, Jr.,
Brooks, judge of probate;
STATE TOPICS OF INTEREST.
Joseph Williamson, Jr., of Belfast, regisLondon, July 3.—The {Liverpool Unter of probate; Fred W. Brown of BelS. Higgins lias been appointed post
fast, attorney; George E. Berry of Burn- derwriters have despatched their biggest
wrecking vessel to Kinsale to aid the master at East Orleans.
ham, commissioner.
Would-Be Swindlers Swindled.
stranded steamer City of Chicago. It is
Winthrop has elected Milliken dele
St. Louis, Mo., July 3.—Win. Chilton, intended to commence lightening the
to the Third District convention.
John A. Chilton and Absalom Coleman ship tonight. Two compartments of the gates
were arrested at Van Buren,
It is reported that the white squadroi
Mo., yester- steamer are full of water and forty feet
day, charged with perpetrating a green of her
has been ordered to Bar Harbor, July
bottom, from the forefoot, has 25t.h.
goods swindle whereby they are alleged
to

have netted

$2000

profit

a

month.

The men were held in $2000 bail each.
Their plan of action was to advertise
counterfeit money, and instead of the
fine bills they promised to give in return
for the money of their
customers, to

send them Confederate bills.
IN GAY PARIS.

been torn away. It is feared the fastenings of the after compartment will give
way, owing to the vessel’s bumping on
the rocks. A lot of the ship’s furniture
and about one hundred boxes and trunks.
the contents of which are completely
saturated with water, were landed today.
The weather continues fine.
The

Crew Must I..©avo Her.

A postoffice lias been established at
West Raymond, Cumberland county, and
Elias Bartlett has been appointed post
master.

The New England Advent Campmeeb
ing Association, now in session at Oic
Orchard, has elected these officers:
President, Rev. Jared Whitman, Otis

Queenstown, July 3.—The steamer field; vice-president. Rev. O. S. French,
Alaska, from New York, on her arrival Westbrook; secretary, Rev. A. W. Sibley,
here at 1 p. m. today, reported that, as Biddeford: treasurer, T. J. Carle, Hollis
she was passing the stranded City of Centre. The association is considering
Paris, July 3.—A meeting of Anar- Chicago, the latter’s captain signalled the offer of the Boston & Maine railroad
chists in St. Denis today adopted a res- that it was unsafe for the crew to remain for the lease of Ferry Beach Park as a
olution to blow upMontbrison prison and longer aboard. They will be relieved at campground.
once.
Two special town meetings were held
rescue Ravachol.
iu Orono, Saturday afternoon.
It hapBRIEFLY TOLD."
M. Lowewi, a diamond merchant of
pened as follows: A call was duly postthis city, has committed suicide. He is
ed to build an engine house to replace
James S. Clarkson, president of the Monitor
suspected of having perpetrated frauds national
building, recently desRepublican league, has issued a troyed byengine
fire. After this call was postamounting to 3,000,000 francs.
call
the annual convention ed
announcing
paries interested iu a water suppij
will be held in Buffalo, N. Y., September
The Ellen Morrison’s Hard Luck.
petitioned for a meeting the same after1st.
noon one hour earlier.
So it came to
Vineyard Haven, Mass., July 3.—
The mammoth storage warehouse B. of pass that the last called meeting was
Schooner Ellen Morrison, Captain Grass, B. & R.
at
Pier Point, R. I., to- first to be held.
Affirmative action was
Knight,
New York, of and for Bangor, with a
gether with 6,700 bales of cotton, and taken on botii propositions.
a
violent one thousand
cargo of coal, encountered
were
depieces cloth,
southwest gale off Absecom, July 1st,
Capt. A. F. Stubbs, the irate Yankee
stroyed by lire Friday night. Loss $500,duriner which she had her deck swept of 000.
snipper, who carried Deputy Sherifi
moveable.
She
lost
her
foreeverything
At Buzzard’s Bay,the Old Colony Club Peter A. Martin to sea on the schooner
sail, had her mainsail torn, broke her are
to arrange a fisherman’s compli- Carrie A. Buoknam from Eastport, ir
pump and sustained other damage.
the latter part of May writes from Cardmentary dinner to Grover Cleveland.
enas, Cuba, explaining his position ir
The Electricity Kicked.
At
John
A.
O.,
Logan,
Youngstown,
this
proceeding, which causer
while riding a running horse at the such singular
Jr.,
a
trimmer
for
the
Eleca sensation in marine circles at the
Henry Phillips,
race track Friday, was
thrown
off,
time.
Stubbs says he had shipper
tric Light Company, was knocked down
His left a cabin Oapt.
dragged and seriously hurt.
hoy, cne boy saying that his parand badly burned about the hand last arm was broken, and it is feared he was
ents consented.
When the deputy sher
night. He had lowered one of the swing- injured internally.
iffs attempted to arrest the skipper foi
At Buffalo, N. Y., information is re- shipping a minor,
he found that tliej
ing arc lights, and while standing on the
without a warrant
wet ground, tried to fix it by using his ceived from a high official of a well- were proceeding
known locomotive manufactory that the Capt. Stubbs says he had no desire tc
bare hands.
various locomotive works of the United take the hoy unless everything was al
States, including the Brooks, Baldwin right, arid sent tho youngster ashore
Cyrus Field Very Low.
and others, have been or are to be con- The skipper did object to being arrester
Dobbs Ferry, July 4.—Cyrus Fie’d at solidated into one large plant at Depow, without due
process of law, and as Sher
3 o’clock this morning was very low. a new suburb of Buffalo.
The purpose iff Martin retused to leave the vessel
His physicians say he may die at any mo- of the
great scheme is to control the when she sailed he went too.
After :
ment, while there is a possibility of his price and market in the United States little seafaring, the marshal was trans
and South American countries.
living for some days.
ferred to an inward bound ship.
Capt
Stubbs says that instead of carrying tin
At Woodland, Cal., Friday,fire
ploughSunday Serenity Undisturbed.
ed its way through the business portion officer to sea, be offered to send Ion
ashore and the offer was rejected.
Pittsburg,Pa., July 2.—The iron and of the city.
steel strike situation presents no new
A
Sealer Seized.
features today.Quiet has reigned supreme
Attempted Iturglary.
at the Homestead works and nothing has
Victoria, B. O., July 2.—The Colonist
A man passing through Temple stree
occurred here to disturb the Sunday se- today publishes the following.
The Coquillam, for Vancouver, Mc- late last night, discovered four men ii
renity.
Clellan master, arrived at Sitka June 26, Hogan’s men’s furnishing store. Tin
The Races at Saco.
in charge of Lieut. Quinn and Assistant
had just entered the buildin<
A despatch from Saco last evening said Engineer Barton, anil was turned over to burglars
that the York County Wheelmen’s races the United States collector of customs by breaking a pane of glass and unbolt
would not be postponed as things were for violating the revenue laws.
ing the rear door. The passer seized om
then.
'The Coquillam was seized bj Captain of them, but all succeeded in escaping.
Anarchists Resolve to Blow Bp
Afraid to Live.

_
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Prison

—

PRICE THREE

828^3580

OF COURSE THEY DIDN’T DO IT.

—

THEN THE GRESHAM BOOM WAS

4, 1892.

HOUSES SCATTERED.

nate

—

■.

PRESS.

night: Gen. Weaver of Iowa, Senator
Kyle of South Dakota and ex-Senator

Eulogized Yesterday.

Everywhere Popular

First District convention.
Portland Club reception.
Funeral of Mrs. W. E. Chandler.

Page

Polk, tlic People’s Party’s Hero, Was
!>■■

JULY

Van Wick of Nebraska. With Gresham
out Weaver and Kyle will lead on the
first ballot.

-_

Restores faded, thin, and gray hair
to its original color, texture, and
abundance; prevents it from falling
out, checks tendency to baldness,
and promotes a new and vigorous
growth. A clean, safe, elegant, and
economical hair-dressing,

Maine towns.

DAILY

CENTS.

WM. A. FIELDS’S DEATH.
His Bruised Bo;!; Found in
Dock.

the

POLICE TRYING TO LEARN

THE

HOW IT CAME THERE.

A

Soldier From the Fort and Two Bibulous
Women Saw Him Bast; But Do Not
Give

Satisfactory Stories—Bum
of the Tragedy.

at the

Bottom

Saturday evening about 8.30 p. m. Mr.
Libby, who works for T. F. Beals & Co.,
was on Portland Pier, when he was
ap-

proached—according

to his statement—
soldier from the fort, who was in
citizen’s dress. The soldier said that he
thought a man had fallen off the end of
the pier as he saw the man walk in an
apparently somnolent state, to the end of
the wharf and disappear. The soldier
said further that he went to the end of
the wharf to see what had become
of the
man.
Looking over he
saw
a
boat containing two
men,
and another
man
e
standing on
lobster float below the wharf. He asked
the men if they had seen or heard any
body fall overboard and they replied
The soldier gave his
they had not.
name as Matthew S. Cahill.
Mr. Libby first noticed Cahill
standing
The soldier left
talking with a woman.
the woman, went to the end of the wharf,
returned and spoke to Mr. Libbv. tellinohim the above story.
From the time heleft the woman, until he spoke to Mr.
Libby, was only a few minutes. Earlier
in the evening a woman was found on
the wharf in a drunken sleep.
She was
aroused and ordered off the premises.
Officers Webster and Frank upon
further investigation found an man’s
brown Derby hat and a empty half
pint bottle at the spot near where
the woman had been asleep.
Yesterday morning some of the family
of a longshoreman named William A.
Fields, who resided on Dunphy’s Lane,
came to the /station and
reported that
Fields was blissing.
Upon seeing the
hat, picked up on Portland Pier, they at
once pronounced it the hat of the missing man. Fields was about twenty-three
years of age and had been at one time

by

a

quite

a

prominent

oarsman.

As the soldier Cahill seemed to know
the most about the matter Deputy McCallum telephoned the officers at the
fort requesting Cahill might be held until wanted.The officers at ih fort
replied
that Cahill ha'd been absent without
leave since Friday night, but later tele■

phoned that Cahill had reported and that

he would be held.
About i o’clock Field’s
body was
found with grappling irons in the water
off the end of Portland Pier and taken to

Undertaker

McDonough’s rooms

on

Ex-

change street, and Coroner Stephen D.
Hall notified. The body rvas seen
by
Dr. C. D. Smith and City Physician Sullivan. They found the man’s" jaw broken.
This may have been caused by
striking on his face on the lobster float
when he fell in, or it may have been
caused by a heavy blow delivered before
he went into the

told
man

water.
Dr. Sullivan
Pkess reporter last night that the
evidently had come to his death by

a

drowning.

Coroner Perry impanelled a jury,
among whom are Messrs. Micah Higgins,
N. O. Cram, Ariel C. Pitman and J. N.
Tolford. They will hold an inquest at 2
o’clock Wednesday.
Deputy McCallum had ascertained in
the meantime that the woman found in
a drunken sleep on the wharf—whose
name is Mary E. McLane—and another
woman named Kate
Feeney, were together Saturday night, so he brought
both of them to the station.
The McLane woman said she was
walking with
the Feeney woman down Commercial
street that

evening,

and

they

met

Fields,

who they knew. Fields addressed them
and joined them;
they walked down
me pier rogerner, ana on tne
pier they
met Cahill. She said the two men knew
each other and spoke to each
other.
That’s about all she had to sav.
The Feeney woman said that she and
the McLane woman were walking down
Commercial .street when they met Fields.
Cahill joined them afterwards.
The
party went and bought a quart of rum
and then went down the wharf to
enjoy
it. After they bad drunk it she and Cahill sailed two or three times back and
forth on the ferry boat.
The women do not tell very satisfactory stories and the affair will hear inIt seems very
vestigation.
doubtful
whether Fields, in falling from the pier,
could have suffered the bruises which
his body shows. Cahill’s course seems
to have been very queer, and his story
seems rather thin.
When Cahill reported to Libby that he saw a man fall off
the wharf he did not seem to know the
man, although by the story of the girls,
Cahill and Fields had been together a
short time before. It also seems strange
that the men whom Cahill says he saw at
the end of the wharf should not have
seen or heard Fields fall in.
Those men
also are mysterious personages whom no
one seems to know about.

POWDER
Absolutely
A cream

of tartar

Purebaking powder. Highest^

all in leavening strength.—Latest United Statm
Government Food

Fe^SfL

Koval Bakikg Fowlek Co.. IOC Wall S’, Nr.*>

PORTLAND STILL CLIMBING-

Dr.

The Lewistons Were the Victims in Saturday’s Game.

The home team presented rather au
unfamiliar appearance Saturday afternoon when play was called.
Burns was
at third and Carey at short, and all on
account of Kirmes’s painful accident of
the day before, when he split his hand,
but for all that they played a fine game
of

ball, except

for

two bad er-

Roger’s

and beat Lewiston out easily.
Keefe, who pitched for the visitors, was
somew’hat off, giving seven men bases on
balls.
Both teams hit the ball hard, the home
team getting the most hits, while the
visitors got the highest total basesKelley was hit hard in only one inning,
and that was in the fourth, when two
singles and as many double, earned three
runs for the visitors.
In the seventh,
Keefe, with three men on bases, gave
bases on balls twice, forcing in two runs.
Clymer played fine ball for the home
team, while McCormick did likewise for
the visitors.
Platt’s throwing to bases
was the finest he has done this season.
Rogers twice during the
game,
rors,

ran

in

nearly

to the

home

plate,

after

pop flies that belonged to either Platt or
Kelley, but, as there was no coaching,
Rogers and Platt collided the first time,
but happily neither was injured, Rogers
dropping the ball. The second time,
they just missed one another, Rogers
dropping the ball again. The score:
PORTLANDS.
AB.

Annis, If.
O’Brien, cf.
Rogers, lb.
Clymer, 2b.
Burns, 3b.

6
6
4
3
6
Carey,|ss. 6
Tobin, rf. 4
Platt, c. 6
Kelley, p. 4

Totals. 40

R.

B.

TB.

F0. A.

E.

2
2
1
1
0
1
1
2
2

0
3
3
2
0
2
o
2
o

0
4
5

3
0
12
4
2
0
0
1
o

d

0
1
2
0
0
2
0
0
1

12

12

2
0
2
o
2
o
15

0
1
4
3
4
O
2
2

27

16

6

LEWISTONS.
AB. R.

Mullen, cf. 6
McDermot, 2b. ...4
Cook, If. 6
J. Lezotte, lb. 5
A. Lezotte, rf. 4
Welch, ss. 5
McCormick, 3b_ 4
Sheehan, c. 3
Keefe, p. 4

d
0
0
0
2
2
2
0
0

B.

TB.

o
1
1
o
3
2
2
1
0

d

d

d

d

1

6
2
11
0
2
2
1
1

3
0
0
0
1

O
0
0
0
1
1
o
0

2
0
4
3
5
1
0

PO.

A.

5
1
4

E.

Totals. 39
6 10 16 27 16
2
Innings.1 23456789
Portlands.2 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 4—12
Lewistons.0 00301020—6
Earned runs—Portlands, 5; Lewiston, 3. Two
base hits—O’Brien, Rogers 2, Cook, A. Lezotte,
McCormick.
Three base hit—McCormick.
First base on halls—Annis, O’Brien, Rogers,
Clymer 2, Carey, Tobin, McDermot, A. Lezotte.
Sheehan. First base on errors—Portlands, 2;
Lewistons, 6. Sacrifice hits-Annis, Kelley,
Cook. Struck out—O.Brien, Welch.
Stolen
bases—Clymer, Mullen, Burns. Hit by pitched
ball—Kelley. Double plays—Btirus anu Rogers,
Keefe, McDermot and J. Lezotte. Wild pitches
—Keefe, Kelley. Left on bases—Portlands. 9;
Lewistons, 9. Time of game—lh. 45m. Umpire—Cray. Attendance, 650.
1

Game This

Morning.
The Lewistons and Portlands will play
the home

grounds this morning at 10
o’clock.
Carey will be in the box for
the home club and Welch for the visitors,

on

Ladies will be admitted free to the
grounds but will be charged the regular
The same
price for the grand stand.
clubs play at Lewiston in the afternoon.
Other New England League Games.

The

National League.

The following games were played in
the National League Saturday:
At Cleveland—Bostons, 4; Clevelands, 2.
At Cincinnati—Cincinnatis, 7; Washingtons, 5.
At Pittsburg—New Yorks, 4; Pittsburgs, 2.
At Louisville—Philadelphias, 10; Louisvilles,
4.

St. Louis—Brooklyns, 6; St. Louis,
Chicago-Baltimore game postponed.
At

Sunday

1.

Game.

The following National League games
were

played yesterday.
AT CINCINNATI.
o o 0 0 0

Cincinnatis.0

1

2

0— 3
0— 0

Washingtons.o 0000000
Base hits—Cincinnatis, 6; Washingtons, 4.
Errors—Cincinnatis, 1; Washingtons, 4. Batteries—Mullane and Vaughan; Duryea and McGuire.

AT LOUISVILLE.

Louisvilles.0 2110000 0—4
St. Louis.1 0000001 0—2
Base hits—Louisvilles, 18; St. Louis, 6. Errors—Louisvilles, 2; St. Louis, 1. Batteries—
Heal? and Dawes; Getzein and Moran.
Portland Wheel

Club.

The Portland Wheel Club have arranged to hold races the last of the
month and have arranged the
following
list of events:1
One-half mile safety novice race, single heat.
One mile state record safety with time limit,
single heat.

open ordinary, single, heat.
One-half mile safety, best two in three heats.
one mile

Potato race.
Team raee.
P. W. 0. championship safety race.
G. B. Merrill is the chairman

the
with
been
silver

of

racing committee and is meeting
great success, A gold medal has
presented by Gage Brothers, a
medal by L. B. Chase and another

by

Track Is

Muddy.

Old Obohabd, July 3.—Today’s rain
that it will be impossible
to trot tomorrow on Old Orchard’s new
The opening day’s races
kite track.
have 1)6611 postponed till next Thursday.
was so severe

Notes.

The Lincolns and Andersons will play
this afternoon on the Lincoln street

grounds.

Diamond Wrench Tool Company, 22;
Webb & Cushing, 11.

Alerts, 29; Young Portlands, 18.
Sloop yacht Viva of the Portland
Yadht Club was reported at Boothbay
Saturday, cruising east.
The

in the second beauty of her
womanhood. She
has large, soft
brown eyes that
seem to look into
mrs. parkhurst.
one’s heart with an expression of sincerity. Her face is indicative of thought
and a full appreciation of the seriousness of life rather than of great force
of character. Her hands are delicate
and pretty, and she uses them grace-

lady,

Mrs. Parkhurst dresses plainly, with
very little ornamentation about her apparel, and she gives the visitor the impression of being a thorough “home
lady” and an ideal housewife. But the
predominating, the absorbing charac
teristic of Mrs. Parkhurst is her devotion to her husband, and her implicit
confidence in the wisdom cf all that he
does. Every sneer intended for the doctor passed lightly by him and found
lodgment in the gentle heart of his
faithful helpmeet. She felt every unkind word, and does not hesitate to admit that she did.
__
1

a__1
V/CUU UC

sarcastic when aroused, as is evidenced
by the following reply which she made
to a question as to whether Dr. Parkhurst minded the harsh criticism and
violent abuse that appeared in some
She said, with considerable
papers.
spirit: “He was philosophical about it,
and considered the source. The unprincipled class hate him as they do the
devil—worse, in fact, for he has no terror for them but as good people hate
the devil. They are morally irresponsible. For truth they do not entertain
even a vague regard, and where there is
no truth there can be no honor.
To notice the utterances of such persons in
court or in print would be folly. They
are beneath the dignity of
contempt.
Liars are generally cowards, and one of
the weapons of cowardice is the anonymous letter.”
It is said that Dr. Parkhurst consults his wife about all his
work and has great confidence in her

judgment.
A
She

FEMALE

Thinks

BICYCLIST,

Nothing

teen Miles

an

of

Hiding

Six*

Hour.

The advent of a lady bicyclist upon the
racing path in this country would naturally create quite a furor in cycling circles,

but in Denmark one of the best-known
riders is Miss Johanne Jorgensen,
who has gained wide repute by some
marvelous track and road performances.
Cycle racing is entirely foreign to the female element in this country, and, in
fact, in Europe.
Miss Jorgensen has just reached her
majority, and rides a bicycle purely for
recreation. She holds a number of Denmark records, including six Danish miles
on a
tandem, upon the road, in 1 hour and

bicycle

“““
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6

hours, and 129 3-5 miles in 12 hours.
Upon the track she has ridden six Danish
miles in 1 hour and 32 minutes, and four

miles in 59 minutes.
A Danish mile is equal to 4 4-5 English
miles.
All of the above records were
made in 1890.
Last year, on the road,
Miss Jorgensen rode 100 miles in 6
hours,
lowering the previous record of 96 2-5
miles made by a wheelman.
In 12 hours’
time upon the road she rode 161 miles,
lowering the wheelmen’s record of 160
miles.
Miss Jorgensen is a light-built little
woman, and appears to be delicate. She
is, however, thoroughly infatuated with
cycling. She frequently rides tandem
with M. Petersen, the Danish racer, and
they aspire to meet Holbein and Shorland, the English tandem team, in a race.
Miss Jorgensen has also won several
prises in trioycle contests. She is very
popular among the wheeling fraternity,
holding the position of secretary to the
Danish Bbad Club.
The 21-Footers’ Test.
The fln boats in the new 21-foot class
had a strong and fair test on June
17, in
the Massachusetts Yacht Club
regatta,
off Nahant, Mass., and the yachtsmen who
watched the manoeuvres were unanimous
in the opinion that the type of boat has
no claim to supremity in the new class.
After a combination of heavy weather the
two Herreshoff fins, Reaper and
Vanessa,
were defeated by the Herreshoff oentreboard Alpha and the Jenkins centreboard Exile.
Not only were the fins
beaten by the centreboarders. but the
Alpha pointed much higher in her windward work than either of the fins. The
result of the day’s oontest has restored
confidence among the owners of old style
boats, and there will be no roolassification of 21-footers, as had been suggested,
on account-of the easy victory of the fins
in the earlier races.
A Great Nine.
of the best players of the various
colleges will form the Boston Athletic
Association base ball team this year. It
will be made up as follows:—
Cobb and Upton, catchers; Highlands
and Wiggin (and probably O'Connor of
Dartmouth), pitohers; Diokinson, first
base; Soule, shortstop; Cook, third base
—all of Harvard—Stearns, of Amherst,
second
base; Corbett, of Harvard in
the field; also Farron and probably
Swanton, of last year’s team.

Many

Mfteliell’s New Record.
About four thousand spectators witnessed the spring games of the Bank
Clerks’ Athletic Association, of Philadelphia, on the University of Pennsylvania Grounds on June 18. The features
of Champion C. S.
were the efforts
Mitcheli, New York A. C., to break hie
hammer
records. He succeeded
shot and
in the latter, advancing the world’s rec141
feet
9
inches
ord to
by a grand throw.

Highest Priced Newspaper.

The Mashonaland Herald and Zambesian Times, printed in Fort Salisbury,
Africa, enjoys the unique distinction of
being the highest priced newspaper in
the world. It is about the size of a sheet
of foolscap, is issued daily and costs a
shilling a copy. It is printed on the

hektograph*

DEPEW’S
The

Old

miscellaneous.

BIRTHPLACE.

House at

I. Warren Merrill

Farmington, July

Nominated.

2.—At

a

Republi-

here this afternoon the FarmNew Sharon district nominated I. Warren Merrill of Farmington,
treasurer of the Franklin County Savings
Bank for representative to the legislacan caucus

ington and

ture-

miscellaneous.

Peekskill, N. Y., June 23.—When
the Dutch and other pioneers bargained
with the Indians of Sachus, as this locality was known among the red men,
they found one Sirham, a sachem in authority. Were any analogous election
of a chief to occur among the later natives, who so worthy of election as Depew, of silvery speech? In fame and
honor he overtops all the sons of Peekskill. His family were of Huguenot descent, and have lived here from the earliest times.
The old Depew mansion
has been in the possession of the family
for about 200 years, having been remodeled from time to time. It is a large,
old fashioned wooden house, painted

They’re

Not

“In It” With Us.

1

t

1

i

!
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jTrTubby.
Great Sale

F^p-SflRSflPflRlLLfl COTTONUnWEAR
I

COMPOUND EXTRACT OF

eUIA

I

Simply-IMSTAIVCESaU competitors, both in quality and price. Itia the only preparatiou of the kind composed
entirely ot Boots and Mecba, and contains nothing injurious
It is guaranteed to cure SCROFULA, BHEU-1 the most

d61icate_aystem.
“TEK DISEASES, INDIGESTION. SICK
CONSTIPATION, and all diseases of the STOMACH and
KLOOB. Sold by all Druggists. 128
DOSES, 50 CENTS,
ALLEN SARSAPARILLA CO.,
WOODFORDS, ME.
Branch Office, I2S Broad St., Beaton.

SS&S??1’.
HEADACHE,

CONSTANT

DEPEW’S BIRTHPLACE,

Brief Description of

A most interesting

rnnm

NIGHT JOBES.

Water 38c. Night Robes,

-IKT

good cotton, cambric ruffle neck,

TIIS-

front and sleeve.

BEST CONDITION!

50c. Night Robe,

the

wide bookshelves.
On its walls
hang oil portraits of Isaac Depew and
his wife. The faces of father and son
hear a striking resemblance, heightened
Mrs.
by identical cut of whiskers.
and

a

constant flow of trade keeps a stock in the best condition.
have no dead stock because our stock never stands still.

We

65c. Night Robe,

Paulding, Depew's sister, owns and occupies the old homestead, which Chaun-

very good cotton, SO tucks in
yoke, tucked cuffs and sailor
collar, and one lot tucked hamburg and insertion yoke, hamburg sleeve and broad collar.

cey makes his home whenever he visits
Peekskill. She pointed out a small oil

portrait of the patriot Paulding, her
husband's grandfather, who achieved
renown as one of the captors of Major
Andre.
It was copied from an old daguerreotype. and represents a handsome

GIVEN

young man dressed in Continental uni-

form.
There are about three acres attached
to the homestead, most ot it lying on a
hillside. I climbed the steep hill at the
rear of the house overlooking the tennis court, and was rewarded with a fine
view of the village, the Hudson and the
surrounding highlands. The country
about here was the theater of active
operations during much of the Revolutionary war. Fort Montgomery, Stony
Point and West Point are but a few
miles away on the opposite shore. Up
in the country four or five miles is the
site of old Continental village, where
some 1,500 patriots were quartered in
barracks, from which General Tryon
forced them to fly, whereupon, as usual,
he applied the torch.
Iron ore is mined in the vicinity of
n —I.

1

tv
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turned out. The road before the house
is the original Main street, of the town,
w hich led along and down the same steep
cut to the old boat landing, before the
days of railroads. Isaac Depew’s farm
lay across the valley to the south. He
was an old line Democrat, and failed to
relish the Republicanism of his gifted
Of the latter, now in his fiftyson.
ninth year, numberless anecdotes might
tie told. 1 will allude simply to the
strong domestic side of his nature, to his
fondness for the old home and the old
friends, and to his tender filial regard.
On the Sunday just before each Memorial Day his custom is to visit the ceme
tery of his native village to lay wreaths
of flowers on the graves of his father
and mother.
Albert J. Potter,
Blacksmith.

New Britain, Conn., June 23.—Few
finer examples of pluck, indomitable
will and high individual achievement
can readily be cited than that of Elihu
Burritt,familiarly known as the “learned
blacksmith.” He was born here in December, 1810, in a little old house near
the cemetery.
Llihu Burritt was a stanch peace advocate and was possessed of a strong
philanthropic bent, which really dominated all other tendencies in his nature.
He established missions in the outskirts
of New Britain and built that now on
Cherry street. In the northwestern part
of the city he bought a farm of forty
acres and planted an orchard and built
a barn.
Part of this barn he fitted up
as a meeting room and used it as a mission headquarters. He made special efforts to gather in those who were neglectors of religious matters.
In his
garden near the barn he sought physical
exercise by wielding the hoe among his
potatoes and cabbages; then would retreat to a little study in the barn to
write.
Lemuel Lombardy, an aged colored
man, still lives on “Nigger Hill,” as the
hill has always been called, though
slight occasion for the name exists. He
was the janitor for Burritt, and well remembers his patron’s habits. He showed
me over the old farm, now in imminent
danger of a metamorphosis into city
lots, and pointed out the sight of the
mission barn. Nothing remains but an
excavation. The outlook is sightly, and
the gilded dome of the capitol at Hartford is plainly seen. Mrs. Strickland,
an aged sister of the scholar and philanthropist, still lives at the Strickland
house, where Burritt used to make his
home. She possesses many of his manuscripts, several being grammars and
S. T. Spotswell.
learned treatises.
You want a Live

to customers

AWAY

75c, Night Robe,

purchasing goods to the amount of 10.00, Ten Dollars worth
or upwards at any one time.

MEN’S

SUITS.

J Men’s All wool Suits at $6.00, 8.00,10.00, 12.00, 15.00, 18.00
and 20.00;
Odd Pants at $1.00, 1.25,1.50, 1.75, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 4.00
and 5.00.
Men’s Spring Overcoats at $4.50. 5.98, 8.00, 10.00, 12.00,
15.00, 18.00 and 20.00.

Campaign Paper.—

Ike Pbess costs 50 cyats a mouth,

Pant Suits at

and 18.00.

Boys’ Long Odd

Pants at

and 5.00.

$4.00, 4.50, 5.00, 6.00, 8.00, 10.00,
$1.00, 1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 4.00

CHILDREN’S

SUITS.

Children’s All Wool Sawyer Suits at $2.75, worth $4.00.
Children’s Suits at $1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00.
7.00, 8.00, 10.00 and 12.00.
Odd Short Pants at 25, 50, 75 cents, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50 and
1.75.

FURNISHING GOODS.
C. & H. Unlaundered White Shirt at 37 l-2c., worth 50c.
Outing Shirts at 25c., 45c., 75c., 98c., $1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 2.00,
2.50 and 3.00.
C. & H. Laundered White Shirts at 48c., worth 75c.
Men’s

88c. Night Robe,

back,

pointed

long

»

ME.

$1.25 Night Robe,

broad tucks, front and back,
wide hamburg collar and cuff.
One lot
solid
insertion
and
tucked yoke, insertion sleeve.
One lot broad tuck front and
back, sailor collar, hamburg
and feather edge trimmed collar and cuff, and tine lines up
to

Root Reer CRESSEY, JONES
THE GREAT
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TEMPERANCE DRINK
5 a

f

family1 affair—a requisite

the

home.

A

25

_

CORSET COVERS.
12 1-2c. CORSET COVERS.
Plain, well made, of the best
material.

17c. CORSET COVERS.
Fine cambric, hamburg neck.

25c. CORSET COVERS.
Fine cambric and best cotton,
shape, square and high neck,
hamburg neck.

V

38c. CORSET COVERS.
Fine cambric, high neck, elab«
orately trimmed with hamburg,
low neck, with hamburg front,

50c. CORSET COVERS.
Fine cambric and cotton, high
and low neck, V shape and
square, hamburg and torchon
trimmed.

75c. CORSET COVERS.

tuck
above. One lot 7 inch cambric
ruffle, narrow hamburg edge, 4
tucks above.

rufHe,

broad

75c. Skirts,

Fine cambric and cotton, high
front and back,

and low neck

square and V shape,
and lace trimmed.

hamburg

$1.00 CORSET COVERS.
Fine cambric, hamburg and
lace insertion neck and sleeves,
especially adapted to be worn
with thin waists.

CHEMiSE.

inch hamburg tucks above
ruffle. Oue lot, 10 inch cambric
ruffle 8 tucks, 10 tucks above
ruffle.

25c. Chemise.
Good cotton with ruffles.

St .00 Skirts,

9 inch hamburg ruffle, « tucks
above. One lot, 14 inch ruffle,
10 tucks, lO tucks above ruffle.

$1.25 Skirts,

hemstitched hamburg
ruffle, 3 clusters of tucks above.
Also fine lines up to $3.00.
7

inch

38c. Chemise.
Excellent

front,

material,

tucked

and one lot with ruffles.

75c. Chemise.
Good cotton, all over fronts,
sleeves
hamburg neck and
worth $1.00.

ALLEN,

Congress St.,
OPPOSITE RINKS

jelOeodti

$1.50.

BROS.

Portland, Me.

cent

>ackage makes 5 gallons of
delicious, strengthening,
ffervescent beverage.
»

>on’t be deceived If a dealer, for
:ie sake of larger profit, tells you
)me other kind is
just as good
-’tisLfalse. No imitation Isas good
as thfe genuine Hibbs’.

aprll

&

75c. DRAWERS.

$3.30.

SKIRTS.

TELEPHONE 426-2

To have your PIANO or ORGAN
TUNED, POLISHED or REPAIRED.
All orders for Sheet Music or anything in the musical line will receive
prompt and careful attention.

trimming.

hamburg

collar, and hamburg cuffs. One
lot 14 hemstitched tucks, V neck
front and
back, hemstitched
tuck aud hamburg sleeve. One
lot 32 tucks in clusters, V neck,
elaborately tucked and hemstitched hamburg cuff.

6

STREET, PORTLAND,

65c. DRAWERS.
Best cotton, ] O narrow and one
wide
broad
tuck,
hamburg

20 tucks in clusters, front and

9 inch tucked

482 CONGRESS

50c. DRAWERS.
Best cotton, 5 tucks, wide ham.
burg trimming and one lot
Lonsdale with 4 clusters of tucks
of 4 tucks each. Also out sizes
that are usually hard to find.

sleeve.

50c. Skills,

Spot Cash Clothiers,

Good cotton, 5 tucks and wide
and one
lot Lonsdale with broad hem
and four tucks.

hamburg trimmings,

elaborately tucked and insertion
yoke, low neck effect, tucked
and hamburg sleeve, and one
lot 4 rows fine insertion, 6 broad
tucks, hamburg and insertion

at 8c. a pair.
Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers at 23c. each.
50 dozen Hose at 7c. a pair, 4 pairs for 25c.
Thin Coats from 45c. to $3.00.
White and Fancy Vests from 75c. to $2.50.

The One Price

38c. DRAWERS.

Best cotton, 10 tucks, 3 rows
neck, torchon trimmed, feather edge, fine wide hant.
with 24 tucks,
torchon
and burg trimming, and one lot fine
hmstitcheed
trim,
tucked sleeve.
hamburg
Also fine lines up to
ining.

Suspenders

IRA F. CLARK & CO.,

25c. DRAWERS.
Made of good cotton, 4 tucks
one lot with rutiles,
superior
shape and fit.

lot low

$1.00 Night Robe,

Boys’ Long

DRAWERS.

very handsome hamburg insertion and tucked yoke, hamburg
and tucked full sleeve, and one

-i-v

house, in the deep, ravinelike valley
through which Magrigaries brook seeks
the Hudson, are clustered a dozen or
more iron shops and foundries, where
great quantities of stoves, etc., are

The Learned

tucks, lace neck, sleeve and
front, and one lot 12 tucks,
pointed collar, cambric ruffle,
collar and sleeves.
IS

And

Few Leading

MOTION

Keeps

is

a

3XTXJ3VIBE3I1S.

white, with stately portico upheld by
four Ionic pillars. It is set well up on

large, well lighted library in the
south wing, with its generous windows

GOODS

[

AI

I

inereased.

DRY

i

1

the bank above the street and is surrounded by shrubs and trees that supply abundant shade.
Chauncey M. Depew was born in the
upper front chamber, the window of
which is seen on the left in the cut. A
wide hall with ample stairs divides the
main part, to which wings with additional apartments were added by Chauncey’s father, Isaac Depew, as his family

|

DRY GOODS.

Peekskill Where the

Orator Was Born.

fully.

H.

W. McCausland.
Considerable money
has been contributed for prizes and
many firms have signified their intention
of donating prizes, so that the list of
prizes will amount to over $300.
The Kite

matronly looking

*“***»«'-u.

At Brockton—Brocktons, 10;
Manchester, 3.
Second game, Brocktons, 12; Manchester, 6.
At Lowell—Lowells, 7; Woonsockets, 2.
At Pawtucket—Salems, 7; Pawtuekets, 6,

Paikhurst’s Wife.

In all the gossip, news, criticism and
praise of Dr. Parkhurst’s crusade for reform in New Yprk city, the name of the
woman who
encouraged him by her sublime confidence
and unswerving
faith to continue
the work which
he has mapped
out for himself
has
not
been
mentioned. Mrs.
Parkhurst is a

M,W&F4mcd

HARNESS.
T*TE make to order all kinds of custom harness
and sell every grade o£ harness from $10
up. Our stock of whips is first-class, prices
10 cents to $4.
JAMES G. McGI.UAFI.IN,
Portland, Me.
jull lmo

T,

.

je2S

Congress
0

Street.

AT THE IRON GAME.
One Fourth of

July

on

the Field of

Mare.
fa

It Was

1863

Grim

and

Sullen at

Gettysburg, a Breathing Spell
Vicksburg and a Day of Blood
Helena, on the Mississippi Shore.

at
at

1892, by American Press Association. Book rights reserved.]
TJRING tha civil
war a new notch
or two were added
to the record of
happenings set
down in our national annals to
the credit of
the “Glorious
Fourth.” On July
4, 1863, Lee abandoned his lines of
attack in front of

^Copyright,

Meade’s army on
the heights
around Gettys-

burg and fell back
to a defensive line
at a safe distance.
That night
his
troops began the
retreat hack to the
Potomac. It rained a flood that day at
Gettysburg, or no doubt the boys in blue
would have burned some powder either in
fun or earnest to honor the occasion. As
it was, the men in
gray got off without a
parting salute. At Vicksburg, however,
on that same day, the fckies there being
brighter, there was some characteristic
jollification over the surrender of Pemberton’s Confederates, the evacuation of the
city and the occupation by Grant’s troops.
General Pemberton began his negotiations
for terms on the 3d, but the parley did not
terminate until the wee small hours of the
4th, and the consummation was set down
for the convenient hour of 10 a. m. General Grant wrote of the event in a very
familiar strain in his memoirs.
“During the siege,” he said, “there had
been a good deal of friendly sparring between the soldiers of the two armies on
picket and where the lines were close together. All Confederates were known as
‘Johnnies,’ all Union troops as ‘Yanks.’
After ‘Johnny’ would call, ‘Well, Yank,
when are you coming into town?’ the reply was sometimes, ‘We propose to celebrate the Fourty of July there.’ Sometimes
it would be, ‘We always treat our prisoners
with kfndness and don’t want to hurt
them;’ or, ‘We are holding you as prisoners
of war while you are feeding yourselves.’
The garrison, from the commander down,
undoubtedly expected an assault on the
Fourth. They knew from the temper of
their men it would be successful when
made, and that would be a greater humiliation than to surrender. Besides, it
would be attended with a severe loss to
them.
“The Vicksburg paper which ^ -eceived
regularly through-tnfe courtesy c_ the enemy’s pickets s»idi prior to the Fourth, in
speaking of the‘Yankee’ boast, that they
woijld take dinner in Vicksburg that day,
that the best receipt for cooking rabbit
was, ‘First ketch your rabbit.’ The paper
at this time, and for some time previously,
was printed on the plain side of wall
paper.
The last issue was printed on the Fourth
and announced that we had ‘caught the

rabbit.’

“I have no doubt that Pemberton commenced his correspondence on the 3d for
a twofold
purpose; first, to avoid an
assault, which he knew would be successlui,

iiiiu

atjuuxiu,

iu

pireveutue capture

caK-

ing place on the great national holiday—

anniversary of the declaration of American independence. Holding out for better

the

as he did, he defeated his aim in
the latter particular.
“On the 4th, at the appointed hour, the
garrison of Vicksburg marched out of their
works and formed in line in front, stacked
arms and marched back in good order. Our
whole army witnessed this scene without

terms,

cheering.”
The Confederate general, in his report of
the surrender, gave another reason for selecting July i: “If it should be asked,” he
wrote, “why the Fourth of July was selected as the day for surrender, the answer
is obvious. I believed that upon that day I
could obtain better terms. Well aware of
the vanity of our foe, I knew they would
attach Vast importance to the entrance on
the Fourth of July into the stronghold of
the great river, and that to gratify their
national vanity they would yield then what
could Dot be extorted from them at any
other time.”
The day's drama was not closed, however, With the retreat of the Confederates
at Gettysburg nor with their surrender at
Vioksburg. They got the worst of it in a
plucky but ill starred assault on the fortified position at Helena, Ark., on the Mississippi, between Vicksburg and Memphis.
It was a galling sight for the southerners
all through the months of May and June
to wilness the unbroken tramp, tramp,
tramp of Grant’s legions, closing around
their list great stronghold of the west. To
throw help into the doomed post by direct
method was out of the question, and the
next best thing was to assail some outlying
point and draw part of the besieging army
off from their hunt for the larger game to
the rescue of the smaller. Helena in the
contrtl of the Confederates would have
been another Vicksburg, another obstruction to the free use of the Mississippi.
mu,,
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western army loose from the toils at Vicksburg, were assembled at Little Eoek, 100
miles inland from Helena, and in the closing days of June Gen. Sterling Price’s

nected by infantry breastworks. The redoubts on the north and northwest were
known as Batteries A and B, and were
located on Righter hill. The redoubt on
the west was Battery C, on Graveyard
hill, and one on the southwest, Battery
D, on Hindman bill.
When the Confederate leader, Gen.
Holmes, learned what was in the way of
his entry to the town, he realized that the
contract was a big one, even with the spirit
of the day to fire his soldiers with American valor. But he went bravely at the
task and laid out a plan that would have
delighted beyond measure the professor of
a graduating class in a military school.
He assigned to Marmaduke’s 8,000 cavalry
the capture of the Righter hill redoubts, to
Price’s 3,000 the Graveyard hill breastworks and redoubt, and to Fagan’s 2,000
the line on Hindman hill. These positions
the troops were to carry with a rush at
daylight, turn the captured cannon on the
large work, Fort Curtis, nearest the town,
bombard and carry that, and all else was at
their mercy. And had Gen. Holmes and his
people known the situation In the enemy’s
camp they might have been as highly elated
over the prospect before them as they
were with their masterly plan. There were
about 4,000 Union soldiers distributed
around Helena, but their long line was
exposed to attack about equally at all
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Mr. J. H. Lauison Informs his old
PHOTOGRAPHS.
friends and patrons that he has repurchased the wellknown DAMSON STUDIO, and has added many novelties
to the already very complete appointments of this famous
Photo establishment. Having visited most of the leading
studios of our largest cities, during his absence, and been
actively engaged in his profession in California, he feels
better prepared than ever before to insure his patrons the
most satisfactory work, especially as lie will give every
sitter his personal attention. STUDIO, No. 5 Temple Street,
opposite Falmouth Hotel, Portland, Me.
dtf
maylG

which threatened
to make him old
before his time.
His case deserves to rank with those of
the many geniuses who have suffered
long and triumphed at last.
He was born in Utica, N. Y., in I860,
but taken soon after to Binghamton,
where most of his life has been passed.
He early showed a native talent for
painting, and had made some progress
when his father became infected with a
religious craze and went off “in quest
of holiness,” as he termed it, leaving the
boy the only support of an invalid mother.
His life for many years thereafter
was peculiarly hard, but he still worked
at his chosen art and occasionally sold

Another Grand Bargain Sale to Close Out the Stock.
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THE HEIGHTS

COVERING HELENA.

Missourians, Fagan’s Arkansas brigade
and Gftn. Marmaduke’s cavalry, about
8,000 men, marched stealthily toward Helena, intending to give the garrison a
Fourth of July surprise party. The city
is in the lowlands, on the Arkansas bank
of the river. Its water front was guarded
by the gunboat Tyler, and on the land side
fortifications extended in an unbroken
chain from the river’s brink above to that
below. The western front of the town was
about hall a mile in length and just outside the limits; nearly opposite the center there was a heavy earthwork fort,
mounting siege guns. About half a mile
inland was a semicircular range of hills,
on the crests of which lay the outer line of
fortifications. This line comprised four
redoubts mounting ficldpiices and con-

j

|

The Grandest

PAINTERS.

committee met at Eallston, and youn 5
Cowen was the only candidate. A inert
I thin 1
ber of the committee remarked:
a single question will determine the leg! 1
qualifications of the candidate. Youn t
can
man
you name the best brand c
“
champagne?” I can,” responded Cower
“
but for fear that your honors may su!
pect I am in error, I will forward to eac ti
of you a sample that will vindicate m y
judgment.” That satisfied the commit
tee, and Cowen was admitted. He kej 4
his promise.
The riohfc:a community in the worl 1
is said to be the Osage Indians. The r
are but 1,509 in number, but they hav 3
$8,000,000 deposited to their credit in tb 3
treasury at Washington, on which the r
'draw $100,000 interest every tlire 3
and they own 1,470,000 acre e
bf the best laud in Oklahoma. Most c f

them

wear

blankets

despite

their wealtl

Scenery, Greatest Health

Tbo Democratic Candidate for

CONTINENT.

Unsurpassed Cuisine,

k
1

M.

Wonderful Glen Springs.

81W.

W.

DYER
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OOdtt

Swansbourne, of the Boston Symphony
leader of orchestra.

*

OPEH JOTE 25th.
Telegraph and Post Office in house.
For further

jul7,3mo

information and circularsaddress C. B. MJLEIKEN, Prop.

Large Purchase
—OF—

HOT WEATHER CLOTHING

■

-AND-

OUTING GOODS.

Then Keene gave his instructions to
his friends. The brother artists painted
his face brown and yellow and red, and
muffled him in coats and gave him the
corner seat near the window.
When
the other passengers arrived they avoided that carriage. They were business
men, grave, solid, careful of their comtort, men who had. sons-in-law with
young families—they were not going to
travel with a patient in virulent smallpox. That at least was certain. And
on the way np a dreadful idea occurred
to them; suppose that v§ry night they
were to return in that very eompartment without knowing it. The thing
was too Iwrrible.
The guard was sent
for and instant action in the mutter
claimed. And so the train was searched
for that fever stricken patient, and
every door was opened and every passenger scanned, but Charles Eeene had
won his bet and washed his face.

'WILLIAM M. FISHBACK.''■

and Pleasure Resort

ON THE

a

an

White and

fl

CHEVIOT
AND

H

MADRAS

1
81>815°

I 6 2-3C YPaerrd.

fflMerino 50c, 75c, SI.

all

Weight

Summer

wool

$1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50.
1/EOTC £9 White
1 CO I 0 bN Fancy
*

$1.00 to $5.00.
$1.50 to $5.00.

j.

Try our Guaranteed Black
Hose “The Soudan,” $2.00 per
half dozen.

Manufacturing

rTubby,

Congress

HASKELL & JONES,

Street.

*|e30

dtf

Clothiers

AND-

MENS

FURNISHERS,

MONUMENT SQUARE.
eodtf
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BURROWES’ IMPROVED

Wire Screens
FIRST

i

CLASS

5

PIANOS
FOR SALE OR
Very Fancy

RENT; ALSO
or

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

For
Public

Il

decJ.7

fj

f

|
j
11;

Are You
TROUBLED
With

\

IND8GESTSON

||

f

1

Dyspepsia or any form of Stomach Trouble? (<
TRY DR. BRONSON’S
IT on
%

(Hr
I'

P. HASTINGS’.
<M

OU PEPSIN TROCHES

a

They will relieve and cure you. 25 cents
>>
per box, at druggists or by mall.
CHEMICAL CO., Providence, R. I.

|BS0NS0N
decia

eod2wtc

Circulation,

the

Hot Water
Heaters
AND RADIATORS

and best.
failed to take
the highest awards wherf
ever shown.
Send for
<
s
our new illustrated book
? “ How Best to Heat our Homes,”
S
a work of art on the subject
of house-warming.
<
are the

S

V.

Heating Dwellings,
Buildings, etc., by Hot

Water

s

>

he was elected to the convention of 1861,
such he remained through the war and
was elected to the United States senate
in 1864. But when the reconstruction
measures wefe in progress he opposed
them and has since been an active
Democrat.
After serving in the legislature and
constitutional convention of 1874, besides other public services, he is now a
candidate for governor as an avowed
“original Union man.” Most of the old
Confederate soldiers supported him, and
428 of the 529 votes of the convention
were instructed for him.

Wholesale Stock.

BHGauze $.50

UNDERWEARfete75c<

of Arkansas.

W. M. FISHBACK.

a

32 inches wide, made to sell for
37 l-2c, within two picks as fine as
the “Anderson” Scotch Ginghams that
sell for 40c. Beautiful Scotch styles,
Our price for all styles,
fast colors.
without limiting the quality,

*i:§g
1.76

Laundered Shirts with high
turn down Natick Collar.

Governor

Hon. William Meade Fishback, whom
the Democrats of Arkansas have named
for next governor of that state, is a living illustration of the sudden and tremendous changes in southern politics,
He was bom Nov. 5, 1831, in Culpepper
county, Va., his mother’s people being
English and his father’s German. He
was educated at the tlniversity of Virginia, read law in Richmond and located in Arkansas in 1858.
His advent there was at the beginning
of that fierce struggle which ended in
eivil war, and he was an uncompromising Union man from the first. As eu?h

Balance of

Fancy Flannel Coats and Pants.
SHIRTS.

I

Admitted.

months,

eodt3

ju29

According to the Troy Pre3s the lai e
Patrick Henry Cowen, a prominent Sara
toga lawyer, was fond of relating tt 0
story of hi3 admission to the bar. Tt e

i

try half a dozen pairs of “the Stocking that Fits.”

compartment.

a□

WINDOWS,

OUR

HASKELL & JONES, 470 Congress St.

Separate Compartment
English Train.
In his life of Charles Keene, Mr. Layard remarks that Keene was once staying with a very famous painter, whose
country house was near Godaiming.
Another painter was of the party, and
all three were going up to London by
an early train.
They were discussing
over the breakfast table the probability
of getting room in the same carriage,
when Keene announced that he would
promise them a compartment to themselves. No guard was to be bribed, no
porter was to be tampered with, no consideration was to move from customer
to company—the thing was to be done,
and done silently. A bet was readily
made, for the feat to those who knew
Godaiming traffic seemed an impossibility. The three painters were early
at the station, before the customary passengers arrived, and easily secured a
How

only comfortable Hose.

The most durable and the

still refusing to follow the merely commercial line he developed his peculiar
Such success has recently
genius.
crowned his efforts that he is in a fair
way to reach the highest rank.
THE

I case 10c Printed Chaiiies 6 l-4c.
I case $5.00ToiletQuilts $3.75.
I case 10c Printed Cambric 8c.
Best Cocheco Prints 5c.
Steel Scissors, all sizes, 25c.
Ruchings at half price.
Leather Shopping Bags half price.,
Portmonnaies half price.
Colored Dress Goods half price.
Nice Vases half price.
Colored Lansdown 80c, worth $1.25.
6-4 Plaid Cloakings 69c, worth $9.25.
Brown, Creen and Blue Faille Silk for dresses 85c,
worth $1.25.
Wine, Drab, Blue, Creen and Peacock Satin Rhadame
75c, worth $1.25.
Antique Lace Tidies 7 and 93c, worth 20c and 30c.
Fans for graduating classes, very cheap.
Ladies’ Colored Ribbed Hose 25c, former price 75c.
“
“
Misses’Fancy Cotton
8,12 1-2, 15c,
50,62,75c
The best 25c Fast Black Hose in the world.
15 inch'White Brocade Sash Ribbon $1.25, worth $2.50.
Our special discount sale of Handkerchiefs will be continued this week.

THE NEW SHAPE.

picture.

His mother died after ton years of this
life, and the lad then gave his whole
time to art. Two of the pictures he
then painted adorn the executive mansion at Albany, and others are in various parts of New York.
His health
failed by reason of hard work, but he

met with grape and shell fron
Battery C, and as they pressed over th >
front rifle pits the guns of Battery D, 01 1
Hindman hill, raked their lines as the gun 1
of C raked Fagan’s. Their sharpshooters
however, stole up behind logs and stump
and picked off the Union cannoneers, am l
about 7 o’clock the battle flag of Price’s di
vision floated over the Graveyard hill re
doubt. A handful of expert gunners, wh >
had been in the front rank of the stormers
threw aside their muskets and rushed t 1
the captured cannon to turn them on th
works in the rear and upon the town, a
had been planned. But the Missouri boy
had been too clever for them and hai [
plugged the bores with shot and carriei l
away the worms and primers, leaving th
pieces worthless to the captors.
Meanwhile Fort Curtis made use of it i
long range siege guns, and shelled the cap
tured hill and redoubt, and the gunboa S
Tyler did the same. Price ordered an ad
vance upon the rear of the Hindman hil 1
battery and upon Fort Curtis, but hi f
troops mistakingly passed them and dashei
on to the town.
Fagan took advantage o j,
the turn of affairs op Graveyard hill am I
put his men to the assault of Battery E
By that time it was nearly the middle o f
the forenoon and his men were panting ii
the fierce heat and suffering for lack o (
water. They made a gallant attempt, bu ;
scores of them were shot down and th *
survivors were captured at the works
The sharpshooters in their own lines firei [
at them to prevent them becoming trophie ,
to grace an enemy’s triumph.
On Righter hill Gen. Marmaduke’s Cor
federates had also been checked by tree
fallen across the road. The horsemen qui h
their saddles and made the attack on foot
dragging cannon to the front by hand
They assailed Battery A, but were repulsed
and at the same moment were treated to
counter attack in the flank and barely go
their cannon safely off the field. Befor
high noon Price’s men were expelled fron
Graveyard hill and retreat was soundei
all along the line.
At that moment th
garrison at Vicksburg were prisoners o
war and the besiegers
rejoicing in a Fourti 1
of July triumph. So Helena would hav >
been useless to the Confederates had the;
taken it, and it cost them nearly 2,000 me! I
to not take it.
George L. ICiuusE.
wns

■
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MISCELLANEOUS.

CARD TO THE PUBLIC.

that seems the
result of inspiration.
His story
is a rather sad
one, and he has
toiled against difficulties with a

was

How He

ALONE.

landscapes a
spirit and a life

a

|

MISCELLANEOUS.
WAY

Rising Young Artist Who Is the Son
of a “Prophet.”
Arthur Teed iB a young American
artist in Romo who has recently won
some fame by breaking away from the
hard realism so
dominant of late,
and giving to his

There were six roads from the interior to
the town, and the defenders, being ignorant
of the particular one or ones by which the
assailants would move to the attack, were
bound to look sharp to them all. For another thing there were no trained artillerymen to handle the guns in the works, and
the duty was in the hands of several companies of the Thirty-third Missouri infantry. The remaining infantry was divided
up into detachments, so that no regiment
intact, much less a brigade, could be called
together at a given point in the emergencies to follow. There were many things in
their favor to counterbalance all the circumstances, but these the Confederates did
not know, and promptly at daylight on Independence Day each of the three col
Hums, Marmaduke’s, Price’s and Fagan’s,
told off in storming parties and reserves,
moved against the batteries and intrench
ments that lay across their paths.
Fagan’s Arkansans found themselves
confronted by the rifle pits and redoubt or
Hindman hill, with only their muskets tc
aid them. More than a mile back their ar
tillery had been blocked by obstructed
roads, and on both sides of the highwaj
steep ravines made the route across lots
impassable for cannon. The Officers had
been compelled to dismount and leave
their horses behind, and the men, witt
free use of limb, barely made their waj
through the labyrinth in time to meet the
engagement. They were the first to opei
the ball, and as soon as the straggling line
could pull itself together moved forward
in battle order. Here a gorge intervened
there a steep hillside loomed before then:
and the thicket and trenches in front were
alive with sharpshooting riflemen. One
by one, however, the rifle pits and breast
works were yielded to the Arkansans unti
they were under the guns of Battery D or
Hindman hill.
But they were likewise
abreast of Battery C on Graveyard hill
and the Missouri boys at the guns there
raked the line of the charging columi
lengthwise. For Graveyard hill had no
fallen, Price was behindhand in his assault
and the plan so masterly in theory wa
working admirably the wrong way. Thi
Union folks could play the hills agains
one another, too, and Fagan’s Confederate:
on Hindman hill were targets for ihe gun:
intact on Graveyard hill.
Price’s division was slow at getting te
work because it comprised two brigades
whose movements were to be timed to
gether. They, too, found the roads blockec
with fallen trees and were obliged to aban
sault

HIS

A

points.

flfiri t.linir

WON

I
S

They

have

original
never

? GURNEY HOT WATER

HEATER

CO.,

eodGmo
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ENGINEER OFFICE. 537 Congres s
•
Street, Portland, Maine, June 25, 189:
—Sealed proposals for completing the construi
tion of Stone Wharf and for rough stone in Je
ty at mouth of Kennebunk liiver, Maine, wi
be received at this office until 3 p. in. Wedne:
dav, July 13,1892, and then publicly openei
Specifications, blank forms, and all avajlabi
information will be furnished on application t
this office.__jy2,4,5,0,ll,12

US.

i

BOOK BP JOB PKlSTEK,
Wo. 37 PLUM STREET.

ENGINEER OFFICE, 537 Congres
•
Street, Portland, Maine, June 22,189:
—Sealed proposals for dredging at mouth ( f
Saco River, Maine, will be received at tills ofllc e
until 3 p. m. on Wednesday, July 13,1892, an j
then publicly opened.
Specifications, blan k
forms, and all available information will t e
furnished on application to this office.
•

Jy2,4,5,6fll,12

THE

ARE

LARGEST

IN

WORLD

THE

Lowest,
sojW'r’""’"^'”

made screens.
There is
screens will wear at least three times as long as
difference between a Portland made carriage and one made in the West, hut there is a greater
difference between our screens and the cheaper grades that are sold at prices in advance of
ours.
We make screens to order only and will send men to show samples, give estimates, or

cheaply

our

take

measures.

E. T. BURROWES & CO., 70 FREE ST., PORTLAND MAINE.
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

; EPPS'S

ENGINEER OFFICE, 537 Congres
Street, Portland, Maine, June 22.189:
—Sealed proposals for construction of rip-ra P
jetty at mouth of Saco River, Maine, will be ri
ceived at this office until 3 p. m. on Wednesda;
July 13.1892, and then publicly opened. Spec
flcations, blank forms, and all available info
mation will be furnished on application to tni 3
office.
]y2,4,5,6,11,12

US.

FACTORIES

Our Prices Are tli©
and

may23

SCREEN

BURIIOWES’ IMPROVED WIRE WINDOW AND DOOR SCREENS are made from
which has been In preparation from one to three years. Every part of the work Is dono
carefully and systematically (in large rooms thoroughly equippecl with machinery) by experienced screen makers. We have already this year screened more than one hundred miles of
fine residences.

163 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

c

US.

STEPHEN BERRY,

OUR
stock

COCOA.

THE

OLD

RELIABLE

FIRill

-op-

BREAKFAST.

which
-‘By a thorough knowledge of the naturailaws
nutrition and
govern the operation* of digestion and
of wellby a careful appl icatjon of the flue properties
selected cocos, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables
with n delicately flavo red beverage which may save us
It is by the judicious use of
many heavy doctor’s bills.
such articles o! diet that a constitution maybe gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundreds of subtile maladies are floating arounu
us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We may
ourselves wellescape many a fhial shaft by keepingnourished
frame,
fortified with pure blood and a properly
—"Civil Service Gazette."
Made simply with boiling water or milk.
half-pound tins, by grocers, labelled thus:

Hold

only

(ESTABLISHED 1847.)
Have removed to tlielr elegant wardrooms,

400 Congress St.,
high grade X*X^V!KTC5S and
OR.GA.KTS at prices that dely competition.
Piano tuning personally attended to.
Pianos exchanged. Second hand instruments
and offer

in

JAMES EPPS & Co., Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England
marse

STu&wly

for sals.

t

tobOSeodlv

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
-AND
MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; S3 for six
50 cents a month.

months; S1.50 a quarter;

Daily Is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Vi'oodlords without extra charge.
Daily (Not iu advance), invariably at the
The

rate of

$7

a

year.

Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, S3 per yearSI for six months;
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long oi
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Rates.
IN Daily Press $1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, $1.00 per square. Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square” Is a space of the width of a
column and one inch long.
special Notices, on first page, one third adfirst

ditional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
or less
square each week. Tlmee insertions
$1.60 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpariel type and classed
paid notices 20 cents per line each

with other
insertion.

Reading Notices in reading matter type
25 cents per line eacli insertion.
rurc

Want, To Let,, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week, iu advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
at

regular

rates.

per square
square for

In Maine State Press—$1.00
insertion, and 50 cents per

for first
cavil

ouujvijuviii1

iujw. ......

Address all communications relating to sub
adaptions and advertisements to Portland
£>7 Exchange Street,
Publishing Co.,

Portland. Me.

JULY

MOKDAY,

4.

PRESIDENT,

FOR

public
punch

that

the

materials

for

ing

comparison

fection,

They digged a pit, they digged it deep,
They digged it for another;
But by their sin they all fell in
This pit they digged for t’other.

A

According

to the Portland

correspond-

of

BICYCLE
*fir»

July

—l__ r. j.l.

New

j—’Ll

-J—

England Magazine will

i-1,

~

1898,

Portland, Me., May 31,1802.

Edith Elmer.
Good Housekeeping enters its fifteenth
Sheriff Cram was informed on Friday
that a large quantity of liquor had been volume with the July number. Among
cai-ried into a notorious place on Dan- the articles of special merit in this numThe circumstances were ber are those on Carving, by Frances
forth street.
suclx as to create a very strong presump- Spalding; A Perfect Treasure, by Judith
tioa that it was intended for illegal sale, Speneer; Concerning Servants, by Joseand the sheriff accordingly ordered it phine E. Martin; New Designs in Laces.
Jellies, Bags, Useful and Ornaseized, as it was clearly his duty to do. Jams andThe
Household Laundry, The
mental,

Run-

ners Entered.

liquor was taken to the city bxxild- Food of the People, A Supper in the
Subsequently several gentlemen Woods with the Children, and many othconnected with the Portland Commercial ers, a goodly number of which relate
Travellers’ Association went to the especially to the duties and details of the
the

property

of that

to

bo

mixed into

punch.
Upon their representations the liquox-s
were placed at the disposal of their
Cram.
Now
Sheriff
owners
by
is
this
really all there is oi
the
“outrage” upon the commercial
travellers by Sheriff Cram. Had the afforth

street

months ago it would
serious comment what-

fair occurred six

have excited no
But a certain Democratic
ever.

politic-

ian who was on the commercial travellers
committee thought he saw in the incident some votes for Swett for sheriff and
so it was fired off in the Argus. The

discharge was intended of
bring down Sheriff Cram, but

course

tc

guns well aimed at duck or plover
Bear wide and kick tlieir owners over,
Some

says the Hudibrastic

couplet

and this

household.
Several articles of national and patriotic interest give timeliness and spacia'
value to the July number of Harper’s
Magazine. The opening paper, bj
Charles D. Deshler, relates How tiie
Declaration was received in the ole;
Thirteen. It is appropriately illustrated
wiih numerous characteristic pictures bj
Howard Pyle, among which is the frontispiece, representing the Beading of the
Declaration to Washington’s Army it
New

York, July 9,

1776.

A nother

arti-

cle which all Americans should read is
Henry Loomis Nelson’s exposition of the
which have,promoted The Growtl
of the Federal Power in this country
Brauder Matthews contributes a valuable article, as to American Spelling, de
fending the usage of Americans agains;
the aspersions of the British critics
John Aeard, Jun., eonteibutes a storj
entitled Captain John (1814), in which In

causes

account

thrilling
fives
otweeu British
a

|of

the

men-of-war

G. D. WAINWRIGHT &

GO.,

28 State

Street, Boston.
ju30d3t

sea-flglu

and th<

-OF THE-

Longshoremen's Benevolent Society,
SEBAGO LAKE, JULY 4,1892.

Portland

Double ami single working boat races for
$100 in cash. Field games with cash prizesand
souvenirs. Also awards for Ladies and Gentlemen’s

jig dancing.

particulars

For

large

see

by American Cadet Orchestra.
Special music for step dancing.
Tenders for Kefresnments (of which society
has sole control), and all other privileges, must
be addressed P. I. Higgins, 128 Middle street,
received up to duly 6tn, inclusive.
Trains leave Union Station at 8.30 and 9.30
a. m., 1.06 p. m.; Commercial street station at
9.30 a. m, Returning, leave Sebago Lake at
4.00 p. m. and 6.00.
Tickets—Adults, 60c.; Children under 9 years,
Music

posters.

v

25c.je28dlw

::: SPRING ::: CASINO
Xiong; Island.,

in

our

Thomas and Watson,

SPECIAL RATES ON BOSTON & MAINE.
(12t

FRANK C. MORAN.

“I Itched

Intensely!”

A TERRIBLE SKIN DISEASE
Of Eight Tears’

“PERFECTLY

Standing
CURED”

■■J ft733^0UfiRffEKEgED
"
ri P^STO V Ev3
I WLPf* URNACE5

!VI

nd ay,

o

The New York Ideal Opera Company
-IN-

-OF-

MASCOT !
PORTLAND,

Star cast of 25 people.

1VX33.,

Skoda’s Ointment and Discovery

Lewiston, Me.
Gents:—I wish to inform the suffering
through you that SKODA’S GERMAN

OINTMENT and SKODA’S DISCOVERY
will cure the worst Skin disease to
fOUIMl.
This
MBS SuXQIM&BI OH
statement
may
KsriP Siam ■
■ Has. IB
8eem strong, but I
think a true statement of my own
case, will convince the most
For some eight years I have had a terrible Skin disease from which I have
suffered untold misery. I have tried
of repute and about all the socalled “skin cures,” but the result was
failure.
My body was covered with white scales.
I itched intensely, and when I would
rub or scratch boh ■ « ®,n the scales
sensation
off,aborning ■ B
™
such as only
those afflicted as I was may kno^t, tormented me.
My skin was so dry that my elbows,
knees, hands, etc., wonld crack
open so badly that they would bleed
freely. My scalp was so that I could not
comb my bair, and had to keep it clipped close to my head.
I have now used a half dozen bottles of
SKODA’S DISCOVERY and about eight
of
SKODA’S ^ a ■ a
ounces
The result
OINTMENT.
^ ^
W'
lam
PERFECTLY
is
CURED. My skin is soft as an infants.
Instead of torment I have sweet sleep
at night, and a good head of hair.
FRANK C. MORAN.
ms.

FI TEBp

skeptical.

Physicians

| gng

Oval Fire Box

cluding this issue

Ranges

The most

economical, cleanly
durable Ranges ever con-

structed.
Continuous fire can be kept
Guaranwithout any trouble.
teed made of the best material.
Perfect in woi'kmanship, finish
and operation.

O

C. A. CUMMINGS.
Portland, Me.

d2m

may27

SKODA’S OINTMENT, the Great German Skin Cure and Finest Cosmetic made
in 3 ounce tubes. Price, 50 cts. Try a tube.

GLORIOUS

See later announcements: for athletic events
and races, address N. W. Hamm, Bath.
N. B.—This combines a city and country
celebration, the Bath Driving Track being near
the bank of the romantic New Meadows ltiver,
Bow railway fares.
four miles from Bath.

jlyld3t

Admission to Park 25 cents.

»

piano

This

is

used at

all

concerts

as

by

host of others.

The

la of

THURSTON'S PIANO HOUSE,
3 Free St. Block, 12 Free
S. THURSTON,

aprlldtt

John Conley £ Son.

Lubricating, Burning and Leather Oils
Naphthas and Gasolene, Tallow, Axle and
Machinery Greases, Parafine Wax
and Candles, Cod Liver Oil for
Medicinal Purposes, and all
Kinds of Fish Oils.

BARRELS,

TANKS

AND CANS.

33 and 35 Commercial St.9
PORTLAND, MAINE.

dtf

mayl6

PLUMBING.
Having secured the services of Mr. J. W.
McCubrey, a graduate of the New York
Plumbing School, I am prepared to do plumbing in all its branches in accordance with the
New York sanitary laws at

Lowest Prices For Good Work

T. H. SNOW,

eod&wlynrm

DORMAN’S TOOTH ACHE ANTIDOTE
It will cure the most obstinate case
of tooth ache in one minute. Liberal
For one package
terms to agents.
send 10 cents silver to Chas. Meeker,
48 Fora St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
lw*
jjl

quality, lowest prices.
CHASE & SDNS &

NEW HAMPSHIRE
TRUST COMPANY,

New Hampshire Legislature and is annually
examined by the Bank Commissioners of that
State. Liabilities Limited. 100 Saving Banks
and moneyed institutions have purchased these
securities. Call or address.
WM. P. CARR, Portland, Me. Oxford R’ld’g

ju24
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of Portland 4’s

1902-1912
Due,
“
1907
1897
1901-1911
1894
1898
1897

“
of Peering 4’s
“
of Calais I’s
“
of Bangor 6’s
“
of Bath 6’s
“
Town of Dexter 6’s
City of Cincinnati, 0. “
1894
6’s
City of Cleveland, 0. “
1897
6’s
“
City of Toledo, 0. 5’s “ 1893 to 1896
1895 to 1899
City of Canton, 0. 5’s
City of Stillwater,
“
Minn. 5’s
1921
Portland Water Co.
“
Cons. Mort. 4’s
1927
Maine Central R. B.
«
First Mort. 7’s
1898
Maine Central B. B.
Cons. Mort. 5’s and
“
7’s
1912
Portland and Kennebec
“
E. B. 6’s
1895
Leeds and Farmington
B. B. First Mort.
“
6’s
1896
Duluth Street Eaiiway
First Mort. Gold
“
1920
5’s,
First National Bank Stock.
Casco National Bank Stock.
Portland Water Co. Stock.
Particulars regarding any of the
above securities furnished upon ap-

plication.

CODFISH.
“Diamond Wedge Brand.”
2

$15,000

CROCERS-

PORTLAND

We have for sale the Portland & Rochester Railroad
Terminal Bonds, interest
guaranteed by Boston &
Maine Railroad Company.
FRED. E. RICHARDS & CO.
je9

dtf

OFFICE SUPPLIES
-AND-

Counting House Stationery.
ALL KINDS OF

ACCOUNT BOOKS
Made

to

at

Order

Short

Notice.

TAGS AND LABELS.

Stevens <£JoiiesCo..
UNDER THE FALMOUTH.

apr!8eodtf

MONEY TO LOAN.
T EC E

•

desirable assortment of
other securities for investment
paying from four to six per cent
interest.

and

a

Black Silk Fean de Soie—a soft

finish, double faced

beautiful

silk fabric, is claimed to be the
materal that will be the most

popular and stylish the coming
fall. We have 1 just received a
full line, which we shall offer,
in order to introduce them, at
the following low prices.

21 inch

“

21 inch

“

22 inch

“

75c

“

$1.00

“

“

1.25

“

“

“

1.50

23 inch

“

“

“

2.00

23 inch

“

“

“

2.25

J. it. LIBBY,

furnion household
organs horses and carriages,
and machinery; also pays up furniture leases, allowing the property to remain
with owner. All loans may be repaid by installAlso
ments reducing principle and interest.
advance money on watches, diamonds, jewelry,
warehouse
rein
bond
and
bonds,
goods
stocks,
ceipts. Business strictly confidential. Enquiries
bv mail promptly attended to. Office, Koom 1,
No. 478 Vc Congress Street, (up stairs directly
opposite the Preble House) Portland, Me.

PIANOS.

GEO. L.

FISH, Manager.

WM. M. MARKS,
-AND-

Catalogues

PRINTER,
EXCHANGE,

Exchange St., Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
orders by mail
tended to.
All

Anotliox-

WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

Card

Book,
1-2

The largest Piano House in the World.
Wholesale and retail representatives in the New England States for

STEINWAY,
WEBER,
HARDMAN,
CABLER,

MW&Ftf

aplS

I. 9M S Slli Cl

or

telephone promptly

arc

some

ol

dec2

Polishing

Congress Street,

McGOULDRIO,
Manager.

eodtf

PROVINCETOWN, MASS.
INCORPORATED, 1845.—MARINE RISKS ONI.Y.
1B1 HIS old and reliable Company is now writJL ing Marine Risks on the most favorable
terms.
If you desire Marine Insurance, write the
Company for rates and terms.

Correspondence solicited and given prompt
attention.
I,. N. PAINE,
LEWIS NICKERSON,
President.
Secretary.

may2

tine

some
extra nice
These horses can
be seen at onr sales stables on
York Street on and after July i>.

CUMMINGS BROTHERS,
jy2__dlw
WILLIAM A.

T. O.

and

EQUITABLE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HORSES.
them

Portland Branch 540

at

noylleodtf

Carload

mailed free.

Repairing
Tuning,
promptly attended to.

GOODWIN,

(I.ate City Engineer.)

d6m

CUMBERLAND SANITARIUM,
Cumberland,

Me-

Institution will open July 15th. A few
rooms in Sanitarium and 7 rooms in Maple
Cottage will be let for summer boarders Meals
in Sanitarium dining rooms. No people here
objectionable to those in good health.
For prices and circulars address
JOHN II. POTTER. Treas., or
WM. CALDWELL, M. D.

THIS

je7__

lm«

gUIOKE AM

-FOIt SALE BY-

ALL IE. M. PA YSON &
iai
el8,lmo

PEAU DE SOIE.

stock

drivers and
draft horses.

6s
City
City of Bath.4s
of Portland

«

-OF-

Congress Street.

Negotiates mortgages

Among

SIXES.

Sale

Introductory

ju29dtt

—

ture, pianos,

farming

SPECIAL

19 inch Pcau de Soie

DENNISON’S

—

J. R. LIBBY.

BONDS.

JUST ARRIVED.

Portland Water Co.

Packed in 3 to G pound boxes and
pound
cartoons. Try it. It is the best.

AT

COMPANY.

All Bonds and Cupons of Series A and al
Cupons from Series B Bonds of the Municipal
Security Company due July 1,1892 will be paid
upon presentation at the office of WOOD
BURY & MOULTON on and after that dateFREDERICK F. TALBOT, Secretary,
tf
ju30

97

BANKERS,
186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dtf

CO.,

Absolutely Boneless Georges
TO BE HAD

SECURITY

jy2dlw,

/

jel7

MAINE
d6m

janl9

MUNICIPAL

Manager.

Something going on al! the time from 10 a. m.
to 10 p. m.
No waits, no delays, no postponent on account of the weather.
Take steamer at Portland Pier, near foot of
Exchange street.
25 cents pays fare both ways, including admission to Garden.
Reserved Seats in Theatre 5 and 10 cents.

dtf

A FULL LINE OF

City of Portland 6’s

llll Y 4th

-----

me

Cashier.

President.

PRINTERS’

57 and 59 Kennebec Street.
PORTLAND,

time

febl4

SWAN &BARRETT, JOB

Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined,
Hose Reels and Nozzles; best

ap4

portxjAKtx), zrvriE.
_rtU

]ul

City
City
St.,Portland. City
City

OIL

Al. Haynes,

agency

HOS^ l
Makes an every-day convenience of an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having the
NONE SUCH brand.
MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N. Y.

Cor. middle and Exchange Sts.

WE OFFER

42 MAIN ST.,
WESTBROOK, ME.
ju20dlw*

<

BANKERS,

City

no

i

MOULTON,

JULYINVESTMENT

general

on

MflNIlAY

corpora

StephenR.Small, Marshall R. Goding,

as

DR. HANS VON BULOW,
EUGEN D’ALBERT,
a

T

FIRST, by such great

lights in the musical firmament

and

WOODBURY

SAFE 6 PER CENT. GUARANTEED INVESTMENTS
The company has special charter fromtlie

NiSS NEALLY STEVENS,
and is commended

recommend this Bond to
investment for
Trust Funds.

parties desiring

Manchester, N, H -306 Sears Building,Boston, Mass
Capital Paid in, $500,000.

KNABE.

SKODA DISGOVERY GO., BELFAST, ME.

$93,102.30

We

With oscillating draw centre
anti-clinker grate, have the most
perfect combustion, the freest
burning and clearest fire.
and

Greenwood Garden,
deposits.

7,000

OPENINC
OF

Interest allowed

Assessed Valuation $3,054,923.25
Total Indebtness In-

CO.

& W.

F.

g$Jj

f" O

Population

and

Acts.

jy2dtf

GRAND

Accounts of individuals, firms and
tions received on favorable terms.

P. P. STEWART

the

Between

POPULAR PRICES.

Incorporated 1824.

City of WestDrook, Maine,
4 PER. CENT BONDS,

DUE 1907.

July 4th,

Afternoon and Evening Performances.

dtf

HOME INVESTMENT.

RANQES5

BY

Managers*

WILL OPEN

Specialties

The

ing.

was

and

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

Portland Wheelmen and

A GOOD TIME AT HOME.

liquor

known

well

a

gold,
highly

Annual Excursion

-TJETEJ-

jly2o

THE

association having been purchased for
their Canadian
the entertainment of
visitors and taken to the place on Dau-

per

and

servative investment.

my31dtt_

Foot Races PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,

July 4th at 1 p. in.

-:4th:-

that the

five

few

Massachusetts corporation managed by able and
successful business men.
Interest payable in October and
We can recommend
April.
these bonds as a safe and con-

FRED E. RICHARDS & CO.
l

a

prosperous

application.

of the Boston

and informed the sheriff

of

Buckfield
July 1st,
Receivers Certificates due

1893 and 1895, can exchange the same on a safe
and profitable basis for the First Mortgage
Bonds of the Portland & Rumford Falls Railoffice.
our
Particulars given on
way, at

AND

offer

interest
bonds,
in
principal payable

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

con-

of “bottle merchants” who sell

sheriff’s office

We
cent

Rumford Falls &
Railroad Company bonds due
HOLDERS
and holders of

Deposits

Globe, Portland is full vince anyone at all doubtful of the fact
“split.” that this is a national and not a merely
If that be so why doesn’t City Marshal local magazine. The number opens with
Swett arrest some of them? Does ho re- an interesting paper on The Heart of
gard it as an “unreasonable” enforce- Chicago, by Franklin H. Head. It gives
ment of the prohibitory law to arrest an account of the characteristics of the
inner circles of the great Western mevenders of “split?”
and is finely illustrated with
tropolis,
The difference between Democratic
pen and ink sketches by
illuminating
profession and Democratic practice was Charles H. Woodbury, Jo H. Hatfield,
in
the
FriSenate
on
well illustrated
BATH.
and others. Don Cayetano Romero con- AT
day in the vote on Senator Stewart’s free tributes a valuable article on The Repubcoinage bill. Two weeks ago the Dem- lic of
Mexico, the second in the South
convention
ocratic party in national
American series to run through the sumadopted a silver plank, which gave the mer months. It is illustrated from phoMugwumps great joy. They said it was
Professor Horribles
in a. m,
tographs specially taken.
sounder than the Republican declaration
Eliliu Thomson outlines the possibilion the same subject, and showed that
ties of electricity in domestic and comCASH PRIZE.
the Democracy had been converted to mercial life, in a valuable article, Future
sound money. But when Senator Stew- Electrical Development. Prosper Bender
contributes an interesting paper on The HMD
CONCERT,
art’s bill came to a vote Friday sixteen
French Canadians in New England, showout of the twenty-three Democratic Senthe
ing how they are invading
country.
City Park, 9-10, Watervllle Military Band,
The bill is a Edith Mary Norris has a fine poem, with
ators present voted for it.
in
In
the
true
Crowded
it,
Ways. New Uniforms, 23 Men, R. B. Hall, leader,
ring
free coinage measure, pure and simple,
William Clarke, the well known English
the great Cornetist.
without a single redeeming feature;
a
of
sketch
Edward
Auessayist, gives
and two-thirds of the Democratic Sena- gustus Freeman; and Edward Grubb,
Sports of Merry England at Bath Driv'ng
tors repudiated their party platform and
another English author, writes on The
Park, beginning at 10.30.
voted for it, and the reason they repu- Socialism of James Russell Lowell,
Fifteen events by men of the Bath Iron Works.
Hosea Biglow’s sympathy with Clambake probably
at noon.
diated the platform was because they showing
Horse and Bicycle races p. m.
real socialism. W. D. MeCrackau, who
Foot and Base Ball during the day at Driving
knew it did not represent the views of has made a special study of Swiss hisPark
their consttuents. If the bill gets before tory, writes of The True Bonivard, the
Grand Fireworks and Band Concert at City
Charles Frederick Park in the evening.
the House we shall see there probably Prisoner of Chillon.
Star Theatrical Company at the Opera House
Danforth contributes a timely article on
quite as general a repudiation of the Black Bass Fishing in New England. The after the fireworks.
Hose contest, Bath and Brunswick firemen.
stories of the number are A Modern
Chicago silver declaration.
Celebration in the hands of a committee of 30
Lear, by Ethelwyn, and Tom’s ’Liza, by citizens, Bath, Brunswick and Bowdoinham.
ence

;
road Oompaiiy Socurities.
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Guarantee with Every 6 Bottles.
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trusted to

accept.

irlssln Rumford Falls&

AMUSEMENTS.

GOLD BONDS.

-OF-

One of the worst of them in his

Cleaves,

son, any one of whom can be

TO HOLDERS

of bis

opinion was the liquor agency, of which
he snoke as follows:
The increasing sale of spirituous liquors at the
city liquor agency, on tap from tile State House,
provokes also a good deal of unfavorable criticism. There appears to lie little or no restraint
in law noon their indiscriminate sale.
The
mere statement of the purchaser seems generalThe
of
conclusive.
a
ly
spectacle
professed
prohibition party running a grog shop under
false pretence, wiiere §25,000 to $50,000 of intoxicating liquors are sold annually, is one that
is viewed with disgust by the better moral sentiment of this city.
We have no comment to make upon

People’s Party, but the party need not
despair. It has Donnelly, and Livingstone, and Weaver, and Peffer, and Simp-

FINANCIAL.

FEED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier,

pre-election utterances with his post-election practices.
When Mr. Ingraham was nominated for
Mayor he addressed iiis fellow citizens at
considerable length, commenting on various plague spots which needed disina

nomination of the

clined to accept the

FINANCIAL.

the

that the liquor agent is forbidden to sell
liquor for the purpose for which those in
question were purchased. If this purchase liad his approval', as the Argus alFOR VICE PRESIDENT,
leges, then he approved a violation of
WHITE E A W REID. the law by one of the institutions of
which, to a certain extent, he is an official guardian.
That is not conduct
FOR GOVERNOR,
which becomes a public officer, and before the Democratic politicians who are
engaged in trying to put Sheriff Gram “in
OF PORTLAND.
a hole" proceed further it might be well
for them to pause aud pull their DemoThe New York Sun is supporting the
cratic mayor and Democratic liquor agent
tail end of the Democratic ticket with out
of the holes they, w ith the valuable
great vigor.
assistance of the Argus, have succeeded
Judge Gresham has peremptorily de- in putting themselves into.

Henry

miscellaneous.

obtained at the liquor agency
“with tlio approval of the Mayor,” tiius
inviting public attention to the propriety
and legality of his.conduct, and suggest-

Benjamin Harrison.

B.

American privateer General Armstrong
at Faya], jin the Azores.
Among the
art features of the number tne illustrations by (Edwin A. Abbey of Shakespeare’s comedy All’s Well that Ends
Well will attract universal attention.
The superb series of Danube papers.
From the Black Forest to the Black Sea,
is continued by F. D. Millet, with illustrations from iiis own drawings .and
those of Alfred Parsons. Cyril Humphreys-Davenport contributes a valuable
article on Ancient Gold-work which is
appropriately illustrated. William Demi
Howells’ powerful novel, The World Of
Chance, reaches its sixth instalment
without any abate of interest. Mary E.
Wilkins’s delightful novel, Jane Field,
is also continued, and is accompanied by
a full-page illustration
drawn by W. T.
A remarkable sto.iv which
Smedley.
will provoke no ittle admiration and com
rnent is The Soul of Rose Dede, by M. E.
M. Davis.

were

this except to ask the public to carefully
consider it in counection with the statement of the Argus that the liquor for the
commercial travellers’ rum punch was
procured at the agency “with the approval of the Mayor.”
Mayor Ingraham knows perfectly well

PRESS.

THE

was one of that kind of gun, for it has
kicked completely over two prominent
Democratic officials—one the mayor of
Portland and
the
other
the
city
Had
the
zeal
of
liquor agent.
the
author
of
the
Argus's
article beeu tempered with discretion
he would, not have revealed to the public where the liquor eamo from
or
through what influence it was procured,
for the sale of liquor by town and city
agents for any but mechanical and medicinal purposes is absolutely forbidden
on penalty of fine, removal from office
and disqualification from bolding any
similar office in the future.
Mr. Daniel
Carr, the city liquor agent, has rendered
himself liable to these three penalties,
and possibly to others even more severe,
and the Argus has publicly called the
attention of the county attorney to his
case, thus clearly inviting his prosecution. But this is not all that the Argus
has done. It has naively informed the

iyi

CO.,
dtf

Givi! Engineer & Landscape Architect
1st National Bank
anil

Building.
eodtf

ONION

THREE SHOWS TODAY.

FIRST DISTRICT COHVENTION.
Adam

Forepaugh Will Show
Waterproof Tents Thoroughly

The Republicans of the First Congressional
District will hold a convention in Reception
Hall, Portland, on Wednesday, July 27, at 2
o’clock p. m. for the purpose of nominating a
candidate for Representative in Congress, and
of transacting any other business that may
properly come before them.
The basis of representation will be as follows;
Each city and town will be entitled to one delegate, and for each 75 votes cast for the Repubin
1888
lican candidate for governor
for
an
a
additional
delegate, and
40
votes
in
excess
of
of
taction
7c
votes, an additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any city oi
town can only be filled by residents of the towr
or city in which the vacancy exists.
The District Committee will be in session at
the hall at 1 o’clock on the afternoon of the
convention for the purpose of receiving the
credentials of delegates.
By order of the Republican District Com
mittee.
ANDREW HAWES, Chairman.
S. W. JUNKINS, Secretary.
Portland, July 4,1892.
A

ter. Before the rain began tho massive
tents had been erected and everything
was covered.
This was an advantage,
for the canvas being thoroughly waterproof the rain did not penetrate. Standing under the great dome of tho canvas

hippodrome
flowing off.

was

ber

specimens

creations

Yesterday

of

of

the

to fast.

were

com-

1,t

~

--5

pan-

happy family, where

A

lYl/vlrnrrr.
-J

all

animal

lions, tigers,

thers and all the cat animals

pelled

nearly

accordance with

in

the usual methods the

V-™,

3

made a

the wife of

special study

of the

elephants.

It

h's efforts that the first
baby elephant ever born in captivity
made its debut in America.
For the past seven years he has been
travelling in Europe where he has given
exhibitions with elephants befor all the
royal families. He is full of interesting
stories and experiences that have been
the result of his travels.
It is a sight to see the cooking of a
meal for the army of men which this
show employs.
Portable ranges, immense kettles and dining halls that seat
nearly a thousand persons form a strange
feature of this pleasure city. Five cooks
are employed and fifty waiters are necessary to serve the wants of the circus
was

mind and heart. Kev. C. E. Cate of the
First Free Baptist church conducted the
funeral services and a quartette consisting of Messrs. Morgan, Parkman, Mrs.
Morrison, Miss Morrison, furnished the
music. The casket was literally covered
with beautiful flowers, which included s
floral basket from the cottagers at Little
Diamond Island.
Mrs. Chandler’s age
was 29 years, death having occurred
Thursday from consumption, after e
long and painful illness which her sweet,
uncomplaining nature bore with heroic
fortitude. She was the daughter of Mr
Adam W. Barbour.
To the bereaved
husband and little son goes out the
sympathy of a large circle of warm
friends in the sad event.

due

“Le Ruisseau.”.H. A. Wolieniiaupt
Miss Rose K. Wedgewood.
Salutatory, with Essay—“Today and Tomorrow.”.Alice Frank Rand, Cornish.
Class History...Grace Adelle.Milllken, Cornish.
Oration—“F’our Orators.”.
.Lucius Webster Pease. Cornish.
—

Essay—“Possibilities.”.
.Callie Mae Bunnells, Cornish.
Essay—“Writingan Essay.”...
Inez May Watson, Cornish.
..

VOCAL SOLO.

“Home, Dearie, Home.”.J. LJMalloy
Mrs. F. T. Flint.

Class Oration—/Education.”.
.John Warren Randall,'Cornish.
Essay—“The Influence of Art and Lit-.
erature.”. .Hattie Kimball Farnham,Cornish
Oration—“Grant.”.
.Harry Gordon Swasey, Cornish.
Presentation of Gifts-.
.Blanche Freeman Wedgwood, Cornish.
Essay—“Woman’s Work.”.
.Lizzie May Harding, Baldwin.

Oration—“Chivalry.”.
.Joseph Abner Dow, Baldwin
VOCAL SOLO.

“The Peddlar.”.Frederic N. Sohr
Mrs. F. T. Flint.
Essay—“The American Historians.”_
.Ruth Ella Spring, Hiram.
Oration—“Some Features of Maine.”.
.. ■ liuntuu

to

help.
The

oiij

riaiumg,

uaiuu ni.

Essay—“Fiction.”. Blanche Thompson, Cornish
Class Prophecy.Hannah Clifford, Cornish.
Essay—“On the Threshold”—With Val-..
edictory.. Mamie O’Brion Clifford. Cornish.
..

piano solo.

»vb«,

game roysters live in perfect harmony,
was a most interesting picture.
A baby
kangaroo held in its mother’s pouch was
a sight that is seldom seen.
George Arstingstall. who has charge of
the elephants, is probably the greatest
animal trainer in the world. Formerly,
with the Barnum and London shows, he

Maud,
Chandler, occurred Saturday afternoon at the family residence on
Franklin street. It was largely attended
by those who in life esteemed Mrs.
Chandler for her lovable qualities oi

The Island Club House of the Portland
Club will be opened for the summer or
Saturday next, July 9th. On this occa
sion the club will give a reception to the

q

uanuiuau

for Governor. President Edmund C. Rey

(Selected)

Miss Rose K. Wedgwood.
of Diplomas by W. B. Randall.
After the prayer by Rev. David Martyn,
Miss Wedgwood’s piano solo was rendered in the charming way customary to
Miss. Rand’s
our talented young artist.

Conferring

beautifully composed
and delivered. The History and Propli
were
two
ecy
very interesting parts, as
usual, and gave us some idea as to the
peculiarities of the class. The four OraSalutatory

was

tions were delivered to the satisfaction
of all present, were well composed and

interesting. The Gifts, by Miss,
Wedge wood, contained some very good
take offs best appreciated, of course, by
very

those who know them best. The five
all did credit to their composers.
Mrs. Flint gave some very fine taking
selections, given in her usual clear voice,
which is so much
enjoyed by all.

Essays

valedictorian.

Miss
Clifford, in
very nice manner, called the attention
of the school and clalled the attention of
the school and the class to school for
many and various pursuits. She thanked
the teachers for their kind interest and
instruction and the citizens for furnishing them with such a fine school building. Supervisor W. B. Randall conferred
the diplomas, after which the class Ode
The

a

the

have elected these officers:

m

n

Sagamore—Joseph Craig.

soubrette

Jr. Sagamore—F. L. Minott.
Prophet—H. F. Thompson.

lieai Estate

Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate
have been recorded in the office of tin
Register of Deeds:
Falmouth—Fred W. Stackpole to Miss Saral

A. Richards, $100.
Francena Tarbox to
Sarah A. Richards
$201
Francena Hardy
Fred W. Stackpole to
$100.
Island—James
R.
Hill
to Levi Alexan
long
der, $1.
Gorham—Cyrus Abbott to Rebecca A. Buz
zell, $1.
Deering—Nathan E. Redlon to Henry Els
chiep, $1.
Westbrook—George T. Cook to David Hana
way, $15.

1

during the past week, has made
a very good impression.
Her sisters,
Emma and Evelyn, who were at the
Pavilion last summer, finished with Mr.

It is richest in pure cream of tartar;
It is strongest in wholesome leavening power;
It has the best keeping qualities and
is the most

economical;

It contains no alum, ammonia or
other deleterious substance;
All the ingredients used are published on the label.

Clevelands
Baking Powder

1877 .6611887.62
1878 .641888.63
1879 .62 1889.64
1880 .661890.61
1881 .6111891.61
Mean temperature for this month for 21
years.64.0
Total deficiency in temperature during the
month.
37
Total excess in temperature since January

days
Tivaolnif-ofinn

Greenwood Garden.

total

A sort of circus in its way is the enterment to be given at Greenwood Garden

today, where all day long from 10 in the
morning till 10.80 at night, Al. Haynes,
the new manager, inaugurates his seaMile. Loretta, from Forepaugh’s
son.
circus, will give several performances upand the .Punch
on the flying ladders,
and Judy, trained birds, performing aniformances offer a

the Best.

1874 .621884.67
1875 .641885.65
1876 .661886.61

Harrigan Saturday night and have arrived and joined the Pavilion company,
1st. 129
as has also Lydia Boswell.
They will Prevailing
direction of the wind.S 28
all appear in their specialties at all the Total movement of wind.5910 miles
Maximum
of wind, direction and
velocity
performances this week. Ada Lewis, aldate.28, SW, on 16th
Total precipitation (inches).4.60
so of Harrigan’s company is with them.
on which .01 inch or more
Number of

mals and other outdoor and indoor per-

Absolutely

and Mrs.

[Ruth Ring

Everett, Mass., are in town.
Holbrook Lowell from Newton, Mass,
is visiting at Capt. S. A. Hoolbrook’s.
E. E. Morton has one of the finest pair
of dapple gray horses to be seen in town.
Rev. Mr. Crocker of Vermont preached
at the Baptist church Sunday morning

from

Avenue.
The Democrats of Freeport meet at
town hall Tursday July 5th at 7.30 p. m.,
for the purporse of forming a campaign
club.
Charles H. Soule and family fromJLynn,
Mass., are at the home of B. Frank Soule
having been called home by the death of
his father.
Capt. S. A. Holbrook has raised a
strawberry measuring six inches around
it. It is of the variety known as the
Bubach No. 5.
Quincy A. Chase Esq., and Mrs C. A.
Kohler

Oakland,

from

California,

are

guests at the pleasant home of Mrs.
Louisa Chase at Porters Landing.
Our Grammar school nine went to
Brunswick Thursday and played a game
of six innings with the Brunswick Grammar school nine, score 8 to 0 injjfavor of
Freeport, Batteries, Freeport, Randall
and Goodrich; Brunswick, Seco
and
Dennison. The boys are keeping up to
their challenge to other clubs in fine

Programme

for

July 4th

as

follows:

Salute sunrise, noon and sunset.
Fantastics 6 a. in. preceded by the “Periwinkle Band” 20 pieces.
Field sports 9 to 11 a. m.
Musical varieties at Cong’l Church, 11 to 12
o’clock consisting of short speeches, Binging,
music by the band.
Base ball 2 p. m. Actives vs. Freeports $2.00
and $10.00.
Gun club contest for cash prize of $10.00 at 4
p. m.

Band concert and young peoples’ promenade,
7.30 to 9p. m.
Westbrook Band (Babb Leader) furnish
music for the day.
Prizes forathletic sports, 100 yard dash, $1.50
75 c, 50c. Pole Vault, $1,50e. Standing broad
jump, 75c, 60c. 220yard dash. $2, $1, 60c.
One half mile bicycle race, i$2, $1, 50c.
Running high jump, J75c, 50e, 25c. Putting the
shot, 76e, 50c. Ball throwing, 50c, 25c. Running broad jump, 75e, 50c. Potato race, $1,
50c. Sack race, 75c, 50c,
Long bicycle race
$3, $2. From 9 to 11 o’clock. Prizes for Fantastics $10, $5, $4, $3, S2 and $1 Fantastics
will form at Quarry.
Free breakfast at 8
o’clock to ail in costume.
Mrs. Lettie A. Bibber, wife of Capt.
John L. Bibber died at her late residence
Friday, June 24th age 49 years 11 months
12 days. She was the daughter of Paul
R. and Lydia A. Curtis, born in Harpswell.
Married Capt. J. S. Bibber by
whom she had three children, one son
and |two daughters; the son and one
daughter are living. Some 15 years ago
Capt. Ribber moved to our town and
became a resident here.
J une 3, 1883
Mrs. Bibber united with the Baptist
church and retained her membership to
the day of her death.
Brunswick.

[From Our Regular

CorresppndentJ

REPUBLICAN CLUB FOBBED.

n-«

its first appearance it will be a success.
Miss Edith Pollock, who has played the

Sachem—G. L. Nelson.

C. C.—Chas. M. Littlefield.
V. C.—W. L. Shawuing.
Prelate—Jas. H. O’Neil.
M. A.—F. M. Minott.

Ring

great

amount of amuse-

Beside the
mechanical de-

ment for a very little money.

regular orchestra,

a new

vice will render the

most

pleasing

and

brass band music and Wagner’s operas at short intervals.
Plenty

complicated
of

tables,

change

street.
Second Parish Picnic.

The Second Parish

go

on

Sunday

School will

their annual picnic to Hope Island

Tuesday,

precipitation

dredths)

the 5tli.

Steamers

will leave

Portland Pier at 9 a. m., 10.15 a. m. and
2 p.m. All members of the church and
congregation are invited to join the
school on this occasion.

1 C

(in inches and hun-

FOR THIS MONTH IN

Inches.

Inches.
1871 .2.20 1882.3.20
1872 .5.05 1883.2.94
1873 .1.00 1884.1.41

1874 .3.14 1885 ..*.4.00
1875 .5.51 1886.1.66
1876 .2.65 1887.4.07
1877 .3.43 188S.2.79

1878 .3.13 1889.3.20
1879 .6.61 1890.4.53
1880 .3.03 1891.2.77
1881 .3.99

Average precipitation tor this month for
22 years.3.47
Total excess
in precipitation during
month.1.15
Total deficiency in precipitation since
January 1 st.1.69
Number of cloudless days.
8
Number of partly cloudy days.
11
Number of

cloudy days.

Monthly mean dewpoint.
Monthly mean humidity.

11
55.0
75,0

C.

W. J. Cdlby
Dr. G. M. Elliott,
V. E. Hall,
C. D. Adams,
C. E. Plienix,
Jordan Snow,
Barrett Potter,
E, A. Chandler,
E. M. Snow,
Clias. S. Bickford,
u. T. Despeaux,
H. A. Chandler,
A. G. Hall,
Wyman E. Smith,
L. D. Snow,
J. H. Bombard,
Edwin Haskell,
Carl Day,
F. C. Underhill.
The next meeting will be held in the
new rooms as soon as the rooms can be
furnished, when the election of officers

Harvey

A. Stetson,
Geo. L. Thompson,
F. M. Stetson,
W. P. Faulkner,
John A. Waterman Jr.,
R. W. Eaton.
Chas. E. Townsend,

will take place.

[From Our Regular Correspondent.]
Mr. James L. O’Neil of Kennebunk
formerly of Digby, N. S. and Miss S.
Inez Mudgett of Center Harbor, N. II.
daughter of Rev. B. F. Mudgett were
married at Oak Lane cottage, Kennebunk
Beacli on Saturday the 25th by Rev. F.
A. Bragdon.
A pleasant company were
and
assembled
congratulations were
warm and earnest.
Children's Day was observed at the

Methedist

Kennebunkport

Episcopal
{instant. The pastor
appropriate to the
concert by the children and
ladies in the evening drew a full

church

on

preached
day and a
young

the 26th

a

sermon

house. The exercises were very fine and
the floral decorations made a beautiful
display. The pastor’s wife, Mr?. Bragdon is superintendent, and she uevoted
much time to preparation for the concert
An

instructive

interesting,

ana

appro;

priate address was made by Ilev. J. M.
Durtell of Tilton, N. H.
Charles, son of Israel Crediford, died
Thursday the 30th after a short illness.
He was a good young man and his death
at the early age of 16 years is very distressing to his parents and many friends.
They have the sympathy of the whole
community.
The summer visitors are arriving in
large numbers

all is

merry and deOliver H. Durrell who

and

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.
Saturday—Robert E. Diamond and

James

McGee; drunk and disturbance. Fined $3 and
costs each.

Michael P. Lee, drunkenness and resisting
officer. Sentenced to 60 days in jail on first offence and 830 and cost for resisting.
Patrick Ford, common drunkard. Sentenced
to 60 days in jail.
James E. Canary, searchand seizure, He was
bound over after being sentenced to pay a tine
of $100 and costs and GO days in jail.
Owen & Moore's Store.

The store of Owen Moore & Co. will
be closed all day today. Their announce-

lightful. Mr.
usually spends the
gone with liis family

summer here lias
for a tour of the
continent. He wrote as follows before
1
leaving. “I hope shall he able to return to Kennebunkport for I think there
is no place like it under the sun.
The
visitors who come annually are very
much of his opinion and 'those who reside here all the year round say, “There
is no place like home.
Wnte rborough.

W4-TEKBOKOUGH.
[From our Popular Correspondent.]
A remarkable case is that of Mrs. Nancy Welch, of Boston. Mrs. Welch was

ment in tomorrow’s Press will contain
something of interest to bargain seekers.

99 years old last October, and recently
traveled in the cars from Boston to Biddeford, thence by a carriage nine miles
to Mrs. Hill’s in Lyman. She is still
blight and able to do many things of a
light nature. She will complete a century the 20th of October should she live,
anti her many friends intend to make the
occasion one of great interest to all con-

cerned.
The

Free

And the children will
themselves in various ways. A
good time is expected.

The recent rains havo brought good
cheer to the farmers respecting the hay
crop. They express the opinion now that
the yield will be near an average, but the
harvesting of it may be somewhat delayed. Most of the land in this section is
not natural grass land, and the price of
hay higher than in many other localities.
The tempest of Thursday was quite
severe in this vicinity.
The house owned
and occupied by Albert Walker in Waterborough was struck by lightning, the
fluid entering near the chimney. Several rooms were slightly injured, and the
lightning passing away from the house
killed a sheep and lamb near by. Fortunately no person was materialy injured.
This is the second time the house has
been visited by lightning, but with little

damage.

Yarmouth.

aged resident of Yarmouth, Mr.
Moses True, died on Wednesday morning
of last week.
An

Mrs. Henry Houghton, of New York,
is at the home of her mother, Mr. Thom-

Pratt.

I. P.

Pomeroy completes the

of the large
this week.

Baptist Sunday school

in
Lyman intend to celebrate the 4th of
a
basket
in
picnic
the
July by
grove.
There "ill be readings, recitations and
the
in
which
children
and
singing
young

building

Sanitarium at Cumberland

Mrs. Edgar True and son, of Boston,

spending the summer with the
her husband, Mr. and Mrs.
True.

are

parents
Augustus
of

Mrs. Harriet II. Sargent, of Lebanon,
Mo., widow of the late Cyrus F. Sargent,
is in town, the guest of her cousin, E. G.

Blanchard.
Class No. 2, of the Central Sunday
School gave a strawberry festival at the
vestry of the Central church on Wednes-

day evening, July

6.

The Yarmouth Racquet Club held
their mixed tournament Thursday, June
ou.

me

prize was won ojjh. 11.
Lelia M. Humphrey. The
booby prize was awarded to G. P. Lovell
and Lyda Morse. The following is the
score by sets:
Merrill

nrst

and

FIRST SET.

Mr. Merrill and Miss Hum-

phrey

101011011—6

NewtonaudMiss 'Whitcomb. 01010010 0—3

Mr.

SECOND SET.

Mr. Raynes and Miss True.
Mr. Rnssell and Miss Whitcomb
Mr. I.ovel and Miss Morse.
Mr. Merrill and Miss Hum-

111110 1—6
0000010—1
0 0 0 0 0 0—0

111111-6
phrey.
Mr. Merrill and Miss Hum100011111—6
phrey
Mr. Raynes and Miss True. 01110000 0—3

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Graham, pastor
Bapchurch, who lias been ill for several
is
months,
slowly improving.

jGold Clarionj

Is the Monarch of Health and
King of Blood Purifiers. It
brings health to your body, roses

your cheeks, vigor to your
mind, strength to your muscles,
to

and

when all else fails.

cures

King Manufacturing Co.%
Bridgton% Me.
Jy4
_dlynrmteol

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Delightful

Sail 23 Miles Down Casco
Week Day Time Table.

Ray.

Commencing July 4th steamers Chebeague anil
Merryconeag will leave Portland Pier for
Long and Little Chebeague islands, 9.00, 10.45
а. m.; 2.00, 4.00, 6.00 p. m.
Hope and Great
Chebeague islands, Harpswell, 9.00,10.15 a.
ni.; 2.00, 6.00 p. m. Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands,
9.00 a. m.; 2.00, 6.00 p. m.
Return for Portland.—Leave Orr’s Island,
б. 00,11.10 a. m. 4.00 p. in.
Baiiey’s Island,
6.10,10.45 a. m.; 3.45 p. m. Harpswell, 6.25,
11.3d a. in.; 2.00, 4.25 p. m. Littlefield’s, 6.30
a. m.; 2.26, 4.55 p. m.
Jenks’. Great Chebeague and Hope Island, 7.05 a. m.; 12.05. 2.40,
5.05 p. in. Waldo, Little Chebeague, 7.20 a. in.
12.20, 2.50, 4.45, 5.20 p. ni. Long Island, 7.40
a. m.; 12.35, 3.10, 5.00, 5.35 p. m. Arrive Portland, 8.15 a. m.; 1.00, 3.40, 5.50, 6.00 p. m.
Sunday Time Table.—Leave Portland for
Harpswell and intermediate landings, 10.00 a.
m., 2.00 p. m. Return leave Harpswell 11.45 a.
m., 3.50 p. m. Arrive Portland, 1.00, 5.30 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS, General Manger.
jy4dtf
Harpswell Steamboat Co.
rwitjiii ij
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Ax subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
of the estate of
CHARLES H. AVESTON, late of Yarmouth,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs, and I have
appointed AVilliam H. AVeston, of Yarmouth,
Me., my agent or attorney within the Sate of
Maine.
All persons having demands upon
the estate of said deceased, are required to
exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment
to
GEORGE B. ROWBOTHAM, of Boston, Mass.,
Adm’r., or to AVILLIAM H. AVESTON, of

Yarmouth, Me., Agt.

or

Atty.

PORTABLE

C.OOKiNG

With the fact in view that with the practical
housekeeper the question of domestic economy is
always an important one, we invite attention to
the famous

Gold Clarion Portable Range,

with its many valuable

labor-saving improve,
suggested by over fifty years' experience.
Made in every variety and etyle
wanted, by skilful mechanics,
ments

from th9 b9St materials.
We warrant the CLARION to comprise more improvements than
any other make.
Its great sal9s prove the fact that it
Sold by wide-awake Stove Dealers.

If not for
sale *n your locality,
to
? OEND for 32-page book S se.nc*
who will inform you
> U
<
n
> how to
of testimonials.
purchase this

the^makers,

celebrated Range.
Manufactured and for sale by
BANGOR.
MAINE.
FOR SALE BY

A. R. ALEXANDER,

as

112, by John

BY F. 0. BAILEY &

GO., Auctioneers.

Otisfleld.

Monument Sq., Portland, Me.

22

—AND—

SAVINGS BANK BOOK LOST*
have been notiiied in writing,
require 4
WE by
Revised Statutes, Chapter 47, Sectio.
B.

RANGE

FOR WOOD OR COAL.

Yarmouth, Me., June 2,1892. jy2,law3wM

tist

BOLSTER

ADVERTISEMENTS.

—h^THE^

King’s
Sarsaparilla

Staples. 51 Smith St.. Portlan
Me. that his Deposit Book No. 34,237 is lost
and that he desires a duplicate book issued to
him.
MAINE SAILINGS BANK.
comb.
0010000—3
By Alplieus G. Rogers. Treas.
Mr. Russell and Miss G.
Portland,
Me., July 2,1802.
Jy4dlaw3wM
comb.1010101111—7 I
Mr Lovell and Miss Morse.O 10101000 0—5
AUCTION SALES.
Rev. James
of the
GAMES FOR BOOBY PRIZE.
Mr. Newton and Miss Whitcomb
1101111—6
Mr. Russell and Miss G.

H. T. BOYNTON,
95

apr28

Main St., Westbrook, Me.

eortfim

ORCHARD BEACH GAMP GROUND

CAMP MEETING,
June 25tli Continu-

Household

MILLS.

the shower Thursday afterabout 5 o’clock the buildings of Jason B. Scribner of this place were struck
by lightning and burned to the ground.
No one in the house was injured and the
contents of the buildings were safely
removed. Loss about $1000. Insured in
the Etna for $800. Mr. Scribner will
rebuild at once.

Furniture, Etc.

During

noon

Richmond.

Wednesday, July 6th at 10

a. m.

ing until July 5th.

sell the furniture, etc., at house No.
WE 5shall
Portland street, consisting of Parlor

Suit, Tables,Mirrors,Pictures,Rockers,Chamber
furniture, Extension Table and Dining Chairs,
Sewing Machine, Mattresses and Beddng,
Hanging Lamps. Carpets, nice Cooking Range,
Parlor Stove, Crockery, Glass and Kitchen
1e30dtd
Ware, etc., ete.

F. 0. BAILEY &

Auctioneers.

CO^

SALVATION ARMY

CAMP MEETING,

An unoccupied
farmhouse on the
Langdon road, about one and a half Administrator's Sale of Personal
miles from Richmond village, owned by
Property at Auction.
Mrs. Angie Harlow Thomas, was burned
to a license from the Honorable
Most
of
the
PURSUANT
contents
Thursday night.
Henry C. Peabody, Judge of Probate for

July 9th until July

were

Sew Y ork Band will be

Loss about $400:
The fare was of

saved.
not insured.

origin.

Bootlibay Harbor.

Grant Lewis of

Thursday

nrobablv

incendiary

the County of Cumberland, I shall sell at Public
Auction, at the house formerly occupied by
Sophronia Butler, situated on Mechanic street,
u uuuiuiug

on

arrested
Bootlibay
charge ,of burning Mr.
was

Howard’s house in March last. He was
held on “probable cause,” and in default of $500 bail was committed |to this
jail to await the October term of court.

vui iti/i

uii

The number of deaths in this city
last week was 15, from the following
causes:

,-Wards.-,
1

Diseases.

Apoplexy.
Accident, R. R....

2

3

--

4

5

6

7-T

-1-1
1

2
l
i
X
X
x
l
3
3
1

------

Diabetes.
Embolism.

1

—

—

—

______

Epilepsy.

Erysipelas.

—

Paralysis.
Nephritis.

—

x

i
1
21
1 1

-----

-----------

1

Pneumonia.

—

Total.

—

—

1

—

—

—

1-21317

Donations for Veteran

Iff"

Firemen.

The following donations have been
ceived :

re-

Fire bucket of 1826.
Relic of the great fire at Lynn.
Three belts and hat fronts of Dirigo 8 from exmembers of hose 6.
Badge of William Penn hose of Arlington,
Mass., S. M. Kelsey.
Hat front, Portland Veteran Association,
from W. J. Daily, Boston.
Fire hat. from Captain Lester B. Bragg, worn
by Captain Payne, fireman, Washington, N. H'
MARRIAGES.

In North Whitefield, June 14, Mr. W. S. Lamanrl Miss Nellie M. Morse.
In Bangor, June 22. Mr. Claude Downes and
Miss Maud Yeaton.
In Bucksport, June 25, Mr. Frank F. Smith
and Miss Cora H. Hill.
In Solon, June 25, Mr. Janies H. McClintosh
of Bingham aud'Miss Myrtle L. Henderson.

Hill

19th.
ilESU CUEEIEEUIEIC

suat

July 7,1892, at 10 a. m., ail the household
furniture, consisting of sofas, chairs, bedsteads,
bureaus, carnets, bedding, stoves, lamps,books,
dishes, silver-ware, jewelry, etc., etc.
roperty cau be examined on morning of sale.
FRANCIS HIGGINS,
Administrator of the estate Sophronia Butler,

flctures.

the

Id

present

lild IEHCICS1 dl

meeting.

Orchard Beach Camp Meeting tickets 45 ets.
Portland to Old Orchard auu return 45 cts
Ask for Camp Meeting tickets.

jy2eodtf

jiyldtd

F. O.

BAILEY &

The Death Rate

Phthisis.

Kennelmnkport.

SOUTH

tents and seats afford comfort-

able enjoyment to those who bring their
The steamer Mary W.
own lunches.
Libby leaves nearly every half hour
from Portland pier, near the foot of Ex-

fall

Prof.

isters and others.

as

NEW

Permin-

amuse

Freeport.
Miss Mertie

sung,
In the evening a concert was given by
Chandler’s Orchestra, Mr. Stockbridge,
Miss. Brown, and Mr. Pierce of Portland,

■

Cumberland Lodge, No. 66, K. of P.
elected these officers:

Corres-

of the Press.

pondents

was

Young Men’s Club; Hon
Carroll W. Morrill, president of the Lin fireworks. The Fall of Ninevah will be Prophecy.Hattie W. Theobald.
Character.Florence ,C. Call.
coin Club; Judge Symonds, Hon. Jamei 1
presented at each exhibition as well as Valedictory—The Flight of Time.
Nellie W. Card.
O. Bradbury, Mayor of Saco; and otlie:
the triple circus and exciting hippodrome
Benediction.
prominent Republicans, have been in races.
A reception by members Fof the class
vited to address the club. A shore din
was held in the evening, followed by a
Pavilion Theatre.
ner will be served in the large dinin;
dance. Excellent music was furnished
At the Pavilion today special perform
by Pullen’s orchestra.
hall.
ances of that popular play,
“The
PayMonthly Meterorological Report.
Society Elections.
master,” will be given.
The following summary of the condiWoodbine Lodge, D. of R., installet
and
conCommencing Tuesday
tion of the weather during the past
the following officers Saturday evening
tinuing throughout the week Manager month has been received from E. P.
N. G.—Joseph S. Gilliatt.
McCallum’s Home Comedy company will
V. G.-Hattie C. Berry.
Jones, observer:
R. S.—Lizzie B. Spaulding,
present for the first time in this city the Mean barometer.29.93
T.—Maria H. Briggs.
F. S.-H. K. Colesworthy.
barometer, 4th.30.40
great sensational drama entitled “The Highest
Lowest barometer, 20th.29.4!)
TV.—Fannie S. Strickland.
Midnight Express,” which will include Mean temperature. 64.0
C.—Annie B. Redlon.
I. G.—Sadie M. Sands.
the entire strength of the company in the Highest temperature, 14th. 95.0
Lowest temperature, 11th. 45.0
Chaplain—Mary E. Blanchard.
cast. The piece will require a great Greatest daily range of temperature, 13th. 37.0
R. 8. of N. G.—uctavia A. Barrows.
Least daily range of temperature, 27th... 3.0
L. S. of N. G.—Annabel E. Gilliatt.
amount of scenery and stage mechanism,
R. S. of V. G.—Alletice Burke.
MEAN TEMPERATURE FOR THIS MONTH IN
I. S. of V. G.—Addle E. Staples.
but as preparations have been going on 1872 .651882.65
Masconomo Tribe, No. 18, I. O. R. M.
1873
.631883.66
for some time we are assured that from
Sr.

Interest Gathered by

of

A large meeting last week resulted in
Forepaugh street parade will
grounds at 8 o’clock this Mrs. Flint and Miss. Wedgewood of the formation of a Republican club.
Robinson was elected chairman.
morning and pass over the following Cornish. A large audience was present. Prof.
Refreshments were served at Banquet On motion of Mr. F. M. Stetson it was
route:
Hall, after which a reception was given moved to form a Republican Club,
From Forest to Green, Green to Con- at Union Hall.
seconded by F. E. Roberts. The followgress, Congress to Middle, Middle to Exing committees were appointed.
i Richmond IHigli School.
change, Exchange to Congress, Congress
Executive committee—G. L. Thompson, F. E
exercises
of
the
The
class Roberts, Ellery Day.
to Preble, Preble to Portland. Portland
graduating
Committee of by-laws—Barrett Potter Esq.,
to Green, Green to Forest and then to of ’92 Richmond high school, were held
nharlpa ft "Riolffnivl
T? f! W*»hh
the exhibition grounds.
at the Opera house, Thursday afternoon
Committee on membership—F. M. [Stetson, A.
There will be three full and complete Deiore a
Chas. E. Plienix.
(J.
Hall,
targe ana mierestea auaience.
Nominating committee—Chas. Townsend. J.
fintAvtrnnvnpnta
1ft
9 nnrl Q
The following is the order of exercises: A. Waterman Jr., Dr. G. M. Elliott.
Doors open at 9.30 a. m., 1 and 7 p. m.
Allbee.
The outlook was thoroughly discussed
Salutatory.George
Value of Education.Agnes M. Parks. and the meeting enlisted the following
In the evening the Fourth of July will
Class History.Kuth A. Carr.
be celebrated by an additional supply of The Indian Apostle.Bertha E, Jack. charter members.
F.
Robinson.
leave the show

Portland Club Reception.

of

fine

curious

world.

Mr. William E.

nolds,

easily
large numof completely equipped railroad cars
estimated from the

the

E. Chandler.

uits

well

containing

Officer Foss took in two drunken woand two intoxicated men.
There were eleven arrests in two hours,
At Gorham’s Corner there was a bonfire and several free fights.

xicuiy

Items

It was like

that fill a mile of side tracks. The horses
seemed to enjoy themselves in their commodious quarters.
The menagerie is an extensive one

men

xxuu.

seen

officered and manned.
Work proceeded quietly and rapidly.
There was an absence of the rough element which in many cases marks the advent of the circuses. All day the men
about the show grounds were orderly.
The magnitude of this establishment
show was

in however.

The funeral of Alice

could be

Cornish High Sceool.
On Tuesday p. m. June 28th, a large
and attentive
audience; gathered at
Union Hall at the graduating exercises
of the Cornish High School. This is our
third graduation, and we may well be
proud of our school and what it is doing
for our young people and the community.
The class motto “Step by Step,” made
of daisies showed very prettily with its
dark background. At about two o’clock

people will take a prominent part.
haps there will be addresses also by

son

and his

Funeral of Mrs. W.

water

Manager J. T. McCaddon, who is the
youngest of the large show managers,
has made every preparation for the welfare and comfort of his patrons today.
Yesterday it was easily seen that his

in.
McCormack arOfficers White and
rested Dennis McGovern for assaulting
W. A. Ferguson, a fireman of the Portland & Rochester road.
Four stitches
were taken in Ferguson’s lip and two ir
his forehead.
He
had three teetl
knocked out.
Patrick Malia assaulted Officer Usher
who was taking him to the station anc
received a contusion over the eye. Malia

pulled

the

MAINE TOWNS.

the class marched into the hall, already
and evening.
standing under filled with interested friends, directed
Miss Helen M. Adams ofJJKansas is in
shelter from moisture under a gigantic
by their class usher Harry Gordon town.
water shed. Men were placed at work to
Mrs. E. S. Fish has moved from New
Swasey. Many pretty bouquets were
Boston, N. H. to the new cottage just
dig trenches so as to drain off the over- presented during the exercises.
built by her son Will W. Fish on Denniflow.
PIANO SOLO.

Saturday night
young man
wife were assaulted, while returning
from Deering Oaks,by roughs who threw
a brick striking the man in the face.
A
physician dressed his wounds in Smith’s
apothecary store.
James Stanton, No. 2 Cotton street,
came home drunk and assaulted his wife,
stabbing her slightly in the cheek with a
jack knife. Officer Flaherty took him

was

in

Here
Tested.

Yesterday at an early hour the Adam
Forepaugh shows arrived from Roches-

Lively Saturday Night.
a

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O BAILEY.
marl4

C. W.ALLEN.
dtf

WALL PAPERS.
Prices reduced and cut on
Paper Hangings and Friezes,
for next 30 days.
Samples
now ready to show.

The
difference
between a pretty woman
and a homely one is half
in the care of the skin.
Nourish and cleanse the
skin with FRYE’S AMANDINE with QUINCE,
and notice the result.
You will not do without
it.
—

SOLD BY

—

J. M. DYER.
jelSeodtf

SHORT & HARMON.
LORING,
ju21
eodtf

son

CAMPAIGN
FLAGS!

DEATHS.
In this city July 3,
88 years 7 mouths.

Mr. Samuel Grace, aged

[Funeral services will take place at

2 o’clock
Tuesday afternoon at Ills late residence 165
Grant street.]
In this city, July 2, William A. Fields, aged

BEST

FRYE’S

AMANDINE

24 years.

[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, July 3, Marguerite, daughter of
P. and Mary Welch, aged 2 years 4
months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
in West Falmouth, July 2, Annie, wife of
Geo. L. Hall, aged 35 years 2 months 10 days.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from her late residence, West Falmouth.
In Rockland, June 23, Mrs. Emeline Moores,
Joseph

aged 65.

In North Monmouth, June 16, Mrs. Moses
Stevens, aged 80.
In South Thomaston, June 24. Simon H. Harrington, aged 73.
In Bootnbay, June 20, Miss Annie B. Greenleaf, aged 32.
In South Buxton, June 26, Howard, son of
Mr. Arthur Fogg, aged 6.

WITH

QUINCE
SOOTHING,

QUAUTt BUNTING!

Harrison & Reid printed on bottom.
All complete, ready to hang. C to 40
feet. Prices sent on application.

CHARLES

DAY,

544 Congress Street.
jelStudssatlmo

SMOKE AN

COOLING,
HEALING.
—

SOLD BY

RINES BROS.

ONION
eodtf

ju23

jelSeodtf

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AND MEXICO.
Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted

Examination of
will be

combining comfort, low rates, quick time, Pull,
man sleeping cars. Call oil or address K. 15.
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern Ve,
•file Co., 192 Washington 3t, Boston, Mass.
hmlS
oodSai

Teachers—Westbrook.

examination of candidates
teachers in the Westbrook
schools at the High School building, Westbrook.
Wednesday, July 6, beginning a: 0 a. in.
l'er order
SCHOOL COMMITTEE, of Westbrook.
lY3
d3t

THEHE
for positions

an
as

H. E.

MILLS,

Fiano T-U-imoir.
Order Slate atChandler’s Music Store 413
Congreos Street.
feboeotftt

~

SUMMER RESORTS.

The night has a thousand eyea.
And the day but one;
Yet the light of the bright world dies
With the setting sun.

HOUSE,”

“LAWSOA
South

DARKNESS.

Me.

Harpswell,

pleasant seaside hotel has been greatly
THIS
with ail the
improved, and is
suppliedhot
modern
and cold

The mind has a thousand eyes.
But the heart but one;
Yet the light of the whole life dies
When lore is done.
—New York Press.

notv

improvements, including
sea water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed; good
bathing, boating and fishing.
Open for guests
June 15th, 1892. Special rates for parties.

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS
For accommodations or particulars apply to
J.
Me.

ONE SIDE OF A TM.

POOLER, Manager, Portland,
mar24-tf

J.

IIP COTTAGE.

A windy November evening closed in
dark and dismal, threatening wild
weather in the night. The tea things
put away early, we gathered around the
fire, each of us in chosen cozy corner,
for a long, quiet evening, listening to
the wind and the surf, half looking for
a shipwrecked crew to come to us, when
brisk footsteps sounded outside and oui
friend Robinson Crusoe bounded in,
leather jacket and fishing boots dripping
with rain and salt spray, his cheeks
glowing and his black eyes snapping
with fun.
We all started up with the same quick
question of what was the matter, fancying all sorts of mishaps to his lighthouse
or his dory to account for his appearance in the storm and darkness from the
farther side of the always rough channel. But be seated himself serenely near
the door, merely saying by way of answer: “Well, how’s things over your
way? Thank you, marm, I won’t come
no nearer the fire; I’ll set ri’ down here
with my boots, so’s not to mus yer floor
up none,” hanging his sleek wet fur

Mr. C. B. Saunders, so long and favorthe steward of the Cumably known as lias
taken the fine estate
berland Club,
kuown as Cliff Cottage, on the Shore
2i
this city. The
miles
from
Road,
house lias been elegantly refitted and
will be kept as a first-class summer
resort.
All applications for board
should be made to
C. B. SAUNDERS,
Cumberland Club,
Portland, Me.
may93m

PEAKS

HOUSE.

ISLAND

E. A. SAWYER, Proprietor.
Now open for permanent and transient guests.
Shore dinners a specialty. Parties entertained
at short

notice.ju202mo

CASCO BAY HOUSE, Chas. E. Cushing, Proprietor.

Long Island, Casco Bay, Portland, Me.,
Is prepared lo furnish Societies. Clubs, Excursions, Church Picnics, Private Parties, and the
public generally, with Shore Dinners, Clam
Bakes and Chowders of every kind at reasonable rate?. Bathing Houses, Base Ball Grounds
and Groves connected with the Hall, and are
free for the use of our patrons. Long Island is
one of the most pleasant Summer Resorts in
Casco Bay.
Boarding and Lodging by the day
at reasonable rates.

Jun20

or

can

week

eodlm

BEACH.

HIGGINS

THE

HIGGINS' BEACH HOUSE
Is open all tlie year round; always cool, finest shore dinners.
Stables for horses. Just the place
to pass yonr vacation.
Stage
from B. & M., Scarboro Beach
Station. Board $7 to $10 per

week.

E. H. THOMPSON, Pros.

je30dlw

HOUSE,

HICHLAND
Central

Street,

Westbrook,
9,1893.

Open

Me.,

June

is situated on an elevation overlooking the city of Westbrook. Booms all
light and airy. Accommodation for 50 guests.
Three minutes from P. & B. station. Seasonable rates for boarders.
M. G. BLANCHABD, Prop.
ju9dlm

THIS

house

ANY

Tliat has been under medical
treatment three months without

relief,

we

will send

one case

of Murdoch’s Liquid Food, Boston, free of charge.

IF

Paralytic
for

treatment

under

months has had

three

relief,

no

we

will give one case of Murdoch’s
Liquid Food free of cost.
Our
offer

are

that

above

for the

reasons

we

have

nevei

of paralysis that
have not cured or very much

hnown
we

a case

consumptive thai
helped,
has not been either cured ora
or a

strong testimony that life has
been very much prolonged b)
Its

use.

In all cases of Disease beneficial results

are

sure

to

be ob-

tained by the use of Murdock’!
Liquid Food. This statement is ■
attested by the crucial test ol
over THREE THOUSAND oper.
ations in

■

prominent hospita I
in this country, and by its us< ;
the

a

unprecedented

record

wa<

reported of a loss by death ol
only five patients in a thousand ,
and many of these difficult case!
of surgery. We shall be please* I

give ay inquirer the f urtliei
facts, but the above is convin
proof that Murdock’i
cing
Liquid Food is not an artificia [
stimulant to the system, bu t
though it can be given in th< !
■

to

most

extreme cases of

exhaus

tiou with perfect safety, its in
flucnce is permanent and with

■

out a reactionary influence dele

terious to the system.
Wo, would remind the public that n
substitute (and there are many so-calle Jf
Foods and Food Extracts in the market ’
has a record in any way approachili
the results of the Murdock Liqui j
Food in the past 12 years.
»p8r

eodtt

on

his knee to driD and to drv.

“That plaguy dory of mine, she leaks
like thunder. Dunno how she’ll stand
it, laying to your wharf in this way c’
the wind, while I set. But I guess she
won’t damage none but what I can git
acrost in her. ’Tain’t only a couple
o’ miles anyway.”
His shaggy black hair dried in a
tangle as he talked, smoothed down
from time to time by a hand sent aloft
when not fidgeting with his buttons, or
the chair, or his cap.
“I dunno how my man Friday’ll get
along while I’m gone. He's kinder scat
o’ that leetle tower o’ mine, an don’t he
hate wuss’n pison havin me gone! By
thunder! But ef he ain’t old emuf tex
stay alone nights awhile I’ll tell him he’d
better be gettin him another job. Lord!
he’s forty-one, an me goin on twenty-fivel
An I ain’t scat.
Oh, he’s a big fool!
It’s his watch till 12 tonight, anyway,
an he can make the old gal go well
enough if he’s a mind to an don’t go tei
dickerin with the machinery.”
There was a shade of anxiety in his
tone; he rose and tiptoed heavily to the
window, peering out to catch a glimpse
of his faraway light.
“There she goes,” he said. “She’s all
right. Red, ten; white, five; oh, I guess
the old boy knows what he’s about, but
he’s such an old fool, really, he don’t
know half the time which side his bread’s
buttered.”
Sitting down again he stretched ons
leg out, while he dragged up from the
depths of his trousers pocket a letter
wrapped in newspaper.
“I come over to see if I could borry a
postage stamp,” he said; then suddenly
laughed aloud at his thoughts.
“Jim’s so scat I didn’t say a dameu
word how I was comin off after supper. I
jest set him washin dishes, and that
takes all the mind he’s got, an I snuck
out an let the dory fly; an when she
struck the water he come a-bustin out
the door on deck; thinks I’d fell overboard, ye know; and I sings out, pullin
out from the tower, an the wind a blowin—I says, ‘Goodby, Jim,’ says I, ‘I’m
goin ter leave yer now;’ an my Lord! he
stomped int’ the entry and slammed
the door to. Choking mad, he was. My
Lord! guess he hain’t got over a-cussin

off n these pants I’ve got on, but I can’t
sew ’em on.
You bust your buttons off,
terrible, hangin on that ole dory o’
mine, up an down ev’ry time yer use
her; an ’tain’t ’nuff fer me to, but Jim,
he’s got to go a-bustin ’em off my does
'cos he hain’t got ’nuff of his own to his
back, I couldn’t never learn to sew,
somehow. I’ll tell yer how it is—it’s
this way: You take a piece o’ cloth, an
you clap a button onto one side of it, an
then you go to work an try to navigate
through from t’other side with a needle,
an ef you don’t stave the point off ev’ry
single time I’ll swaller it!
“Old lady down to Moose island,
where I come from, last winter’s done
my button sewing for two years back,
an comes kinder rough on me doing of
it myself. Jim hed oughter to know
how to sew, didn’t he now? But he
don’t. I says to him sometimes, ‘Jim,’ I
says, ‘you’d orter be ashamed, big ez
you be an can’t sew.’ But don’t do no
good, only makes him madder ’n a settin hen. Alius does when I get foul er
any o’ his lacks. But he’s a good feller,
Jim is, ony he ain’t never been brought
It makes a lot o’ difference
up right.
to a feller wrhether he’s been brought

up.”
Friday’s critic was spread out at comfortable length in his chair, worrying
his fur cap tirelessly as he talked.
“I don’t mean that kind o’ fetchin up
the big bugs set out to have,” he explained, warming up to a new idea.
“My gracious! there’s one or two houses
I go into sometimes, summer folks down
to Moose island, in town for winters. I
ben to ’em. I know how they done!
Yer can’t tell me! Why, I ’gwin there
awhile an seems ez ef I should dwup
thro’ the ruf, makes me so deuced oncomfortable. So stan up an p’ticler
them kind o’ folks is, yer can’t fetch a
yer come aown on some
er their notions.
Good Lord! in some

step

uui wnai

of them rixtocratic houses yer have ter
split a bean t’ eat it. Ef I want sum’n t’
eat I druther eat off’n the floor than be
so awful slow and mannery.
Now, I
like to come over here, yer don’t have
ter act anyhow.
“Now, I’ll tell yer, did yer ever notice,” (balancing his cap on one fist and
beating it around and around with the
other) “it’s jest this way—sometimes yer
have an awful sight better time when it
don’t cost nothin than ye do when it
does. That’s what’s the matter. Now
I’ll tell yer. I set out to go to Yarmouth
on a Sunday to see my cousin, Maria
Collins, an so I staid over till Monday.
Well, I’ll be blamed ef I ever hed a better time in my life; an do ye believe, the
whole thing didn’t cost fifteen cents.
Nor I couldn’t tell ter save me what I
done, only set roun an lafEed, an I dunno
what I was laff’n at. Maria’s a tearer
and she makes things hum—an so’s her
children. Terrible nice children.
“I’ve ben places where I’d git rid of
fifteen dollars an wisht all the whole
time I hadn’t went.
There’s lots o’
things you pay for that’s poor investments, I say—’specially parties and
presents. Now I’ll tell yer. I went to
a party down to Moose Neck, an me an
nother feller we laid out five dollars for
the two of us, an blamed if it wam’t a
clean fizzle. My boots was too small,
pinched awful, an there was too many
girls. Ef there’s one thing I hate, it’s
too many girls at a party. An I hain’t
went to another party since. An just
see what I laid out, now, compared to
Maria’s, an didn’t get no lastin satisfaction!
“I guess I’ll be goin now. Jim he’ll
be cussin an jawin an lookin out the
door ev’ry little while t’ see ef I’m comin, but soon ez I heave in sight under
them tower steps, he’ll in and slam the
door an make believe not know I’m
aroun.
Oh, he’s a sly one, Jim is.
Well, good night; I guess I’ll be goin.
Hope to see you over to my house, some
o’ these nice nights. Well, I made a
visit, hain’t I, this time! Ef ye stan up
it’s a call, an ef ye set down it’s a visit.
AUUO
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Well, I guess I’ll be goin. Good night!”
o’ common, says he, ‘Deuced tomfool
i —Boston Transcript.
ery,’ says he;” and Crusoe buffeted hig
cap in a tumult of boyish glee.
A Fortunate Greenhorn.
“When I git back he’ll be awful glad,
“When I came to this country,” said a
but he ain’t a-goin ter let on, mind; he
thinks I hain’t got but half an eye, any- merchant recently, “I was a lad fresh
how, an ain’t never up to his tricks. from old Ireland. My first home was
But I know him, sir—marm, like a book! with friends in Cambridge. In one of
He’ll let me haul the old dory up single my walks, before I had been here a
handed an think he’s takin his spite out week, I came across a queer, old fashthat way, but, good Lord! I kin run all ioned house that interested me immense’round him, as fur as tricks goes. Why, ly. I described it to my friends, and
it don’t take more mind than I’ve got in learned that it was the home of the poet
my collar button to git ’roun ole Friday. Longfellow. That increased my interDon’t mean no reel harm, nor I don’t est.
“The next day I went again to the
never reely hurt him, but he is sich an
old fool I like to hector him some. Et
queer house and stood gawkily looking
it blows a haf a puff o’ wind he’s scat ei at it and at an old gentleman sitting in
the yard. I stared so long that the old
the tower tumblin down.
“That night it blowed so—it’s two gentleman noticed it, and coming to the
weeks come next Monday—I tell yer the fence asked me what I was looking at.
old gal shook, an that’s a fack. But, my I told him that I wanted to see the man
gracious! she’s as tight as the hair on who lived there, because I had read his
yer head, an don’t scare me none. But works in the schools of Ireland.
“The old gentleman asked me what I
when we was to supper, an the seas was
a-bangin an a-bustin on her, and the knew about Longfellow’s writings, and
dishes a-rattlin, I jest hit the table leg a I told him I knew enough about one
clip an says solemn ter Jim. I says, ‘Jim, poem to repeat every word of it.
“When he heard that he asked me to
we’re a goner!’ an he up an down a-prayin. ‘Oh, what’ll we do?’ says he. An I come into the house and recite the poem
to him. I went in and repeated ‘The Vilsays, ‘Jim,’ says I, ‘mebbe she’ll fall to
landward,’ I says, an by gosh! wasn't lage Blacksmith’ without making a mistake. That pleased my listener, and puthe mad when he ketched on!
“I ben waehin today. Did yer see my ting on his hat he asked me to walk with
washin out? Washed and ironed same him. He said that I should have someday. See my shirt? Ain’t it clean? thing that many people had asked for
Can’t I wash good?” he asked brightly, and tried in vain to get.
“He stopped under a big tree and said:
standing up and throwing open his
jacket, beating his breast, as if we, too, ‘This is the tree under which that poem
might come forward if we would and you recited was written. The village
smithy was under this tree.’
smite Upon his manly shirt front.
“Then the aged poet marched up and
A fine deep red surged up in his
weather beaten cheeks in pride of per- with his own hand broke off a branch of
formance. “We git done terrible quick, that famous tree and gave it to me.”—
we do.
Shove the table up ’longsiae the Boston Heralfi.
stove an let her go. Hain’t got but one
Caps Used by Tea Tasters.
ftatiron, so I drive her awhile, an then
The teacups used by tea merchants in
Jim, when she’s hot agin. But don’t
Jim make a kick, though! My Lord! tasting tea are made especially for the
Says his’n good enough ef he folds ’em purpose of the finest French china and
have no handles or saucers. The teas
an sets on ’em awhile, but I don’t want
are carefully weighed out and placed in
no man roun me that don’t iron his
does good, an I keep him at it, an while the cups, when boiling water is poured
he’s jawin I jest keep to leeward an lay on them. Tea tasters nowadays depend more upon the odor than the taste
! quiet.
j “I’m a terrible good washer an ironer of teas and some of the most expert do
i myself, but it’s mendin gits me. I’ve got not taste them at all, but rely entirely
them.
a hole in the heel o’ this sock I’ve got on
upon smelling
Philadelphia
Ledger.
now, an kills me to wear a hole. An
blamed ef I kin sew it up. An buttons
You want a Live Campaign Paper.—
off—can’t go that neither; I’ve got three
The Phess costs 50 cents a month.
—
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Samuel Slater, the Father
American Manufacture*.

The Home of
of

[Special Correspondence.]

Pawtucket, R. L, June 30.—This
city, which for a long time claimed the
honor of being the largest town in the
United States, will always occupy a
prominent place in Rhode Island history
as the home of Samuel Slater, the father

Is not advertised to preserve clothes,
hut will do less injury and give better
results than any soap in the world.

of American manufactures and of the
first cotton mill in America. Until recently the house occupied by Samuel
Slater has been used as a private dwelling. It stands upon one of the principal business streets, a large, square,
brick building, with a door in the center of the front and a large parlor on
either side. The quaint, old fashioned
wall paper on these two rooms has always been an object of interest to visitors and has quite a history. It represents
a romantic landscape with trees half
the height of the room, and tradition
has it that this identical paper was designed and made for a European monarch, whose fastidious taste was not
pleased at the completion of the work
and it was refused. The manufacturer
was of course ruined by this unhappy
transaction, and Samuel Slater hearing
of it—whether prompted by philanthropy
or self glorification is not stated—immediately purchased it.
Another object of interest about the
old Slater mansion some forty or fifty
years ago was the family coach, around
which hung an air of genteel antiquity
and memories of some famous general,
who was said to have ridden in it some
time away back in colonial days. It
was the great delight of the boys of
xi_
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WANTED.

FOR SAFE.

have found the Greatest Cure on
Earth, for Rheumatism and Neuralgia in
their worst chronic forms. I suffered twelve
years and tried every known remedy. Sufferers
write to me and enclose stamp.
MISS E. S.
ORR East Harpswell, Maine.
jyld&wlmo*

young English woman, protestant, position as nurse to an invalid or
young children, or to do light work, in town or
country. References given, Address, Beta,
this office.
4-1

19, ladies’ jacket lost
High
LOST—June
street, between Danforth and Congress

"VST-anted—The public to know that I keep
my dining room open evenings and Sundays and serve ice cream. A ladies parlor in
connection. G. DaSYLVA, 25 Pearl St. 4-1

SAFE—One of the most thorough built
three storied houses, pressed brick and
dressed granite, in Portland, the hest location
in the western part of the city, splendid views
on all sides, corner lot. must be seen to be appreciated, cheap. W. H. WALDRON, 180 Midi
die street.
4-1

streets, Sunday evening.

liberally

will be

The finder

by returningthe

rewarded

to
29-1

same

the PRESS OFFICE.

TO
tral.
St.

ER, this Office.

or

agents, security required,
salary expected. Address J. A. E., Press
office.jyleod3t

WANTED—At

Captain Muffet—May I venture to hope tha ;
me a waltz or quadrille?
Lady Sparker—Oh, I’m so sorry, I’m engage!
for every dance! I’m engaged also for suppei
twice; but I promise you faithfully you shal
have my third glass of lemonade.—Punch.
1

of fair business tact
WANTED—Gentleman
general sales agent for manufacturing

business; goods have unlimited demand; no
travelling or soliciting, office work exclusively,
established trade good for $1600 yearly; $100
to $200 required (protected from risk) address
“C. L.” Press office.30-2

wanted- From 16 to 18 years old
to learn the pressman’s trade; references
Sue—How did you and Tom Hillow happen ti
29-1
'required. HASKELL & JONES.
get married?
FEMALE HELP.
Blanche—Well, we were both single, yoi 1
know?
Sue—Yes.
young girl to assist in taking
Blanche—Well, we married to get even.care of child and other light work.
ApSmith, Gray & Co’s Monthly.
house
106
EMERY
street.
30-1
ply

BOY

Why He Did It.

WANTED—A

agents
WANTED—Alive
the cheapest
able bodied
are

Knew How.

could suit you.
.John—Why she took some plums and stirrei 1
’em up with pudding, and baked it, that’s all.
Weary Wife—But, John, real plum pudding i ;
boiled.
John—Of course. Mother always boiled 1 t
after she baked it.—Boston Transcript.
I

If your hair is inclined to fall out and becom
thin use Hall’s Hair Renewer.

wanted to sell

men
life insurancein the United States. Liberal terms to
good canvassers. Previous experience not necessary, Correspondence invited. THE PROVIDENT AID SOCIETY, Office DS Exchange
6-8
street, Portland, Me.

BROWN FACES

Teacher—When is Independence day?
David—Fourth of July.

-AND-

ROUGHSKINS

Teacher—When did
Columbus
discove
America?
David—I don’t know. I think I could remen:
ber it, though, if it was a holiday.—Harper’s

ARE TO BE SEEN ALREADY.

;

use

dear madam about you

Sold

ful.

twin.”—Ej

by

I-tf

newly finished rents at the
Sterling homestead, Peak’s Island. Apph
to Seth Sterling, Deputy Sheriff’s office, Port
4-4
land, Maine.
LET—Two

let—At

TO

Cumberland

Foreside

28-1

FOR

Boston,

foot of Preble St.

first and seconi
collaterals.
Wi
also buy commercial paper and loan life insur
ance policies three years old.
W. P. CARB
Room 6, 2d floor, No. 185 Middle street 30-2
to loan

LET—Money
TO mortgage
and any

on

good

FOR

on Peaks Island
on Massachusett:
Enquire of WM. CARD

SALE OR

Boston, good stock and good local trade; will sell
at a bargain on easy terms.
J. W. BRITTAN
& CO., auctioneers, 21 Milk street, Boston,
Mass.

30-1

LET— An

eight

room

cottage

walk

from

Centra

on

SARE—Houses for sale. Prices, $600,
$1,000, $1,100, $1,300, $1,400, $1,500,
$1,700, $1,900, $2,000, $2,200, $2,500, $2,700,
$4,000. By J. C. WOODMAN, 105% Exchange

season.

Seven minutes

Forest Cit

Landing. Enquire of DR. G. E. DOW, 507 V:
Congress St.30-1

street.2-1

COTTAGES AT OLD

Steamboat For Sale.

ORCHARD—1

for

nished cottage and stable, situated on Ole
Orchard Ave., three minutes’ walk from beach
price $125 for season. 3 furnished cottages oi
Cedar Ave„ on the Highlands, all within shor
distance of the Camp Grounds, have fine viev
and good water; price *100, $90 and $85 fo
season.
Apply to HENRY S. TRICKEY, Rea 1
Estate Agent, No, 9 Exchange street.
29-1
LET—Pleasant,

convenient
up
stairs rent 7 rooms, large yard, 3 Sumne
Court. Also third fiat four rooms. 299 Cumber
and street, for man and wife or two or thre>
adults. Each $10 per month to right party. H
H. SHAW, 154 to 160 Middle street.
28-1

TO

very

!

!

[

cheery, old-fashionei
TObrick residence,fine,
262 Cumberland street, 1 i
LET—The

thoroughly renovated; just ready; ever
room pleasant.
Beautiful lot running back t
City Hall. H. H. SHAW, 154 to 160 Middl !
■

street.

may3-dft

FOR

a furnished col
seven rooms, lathe

1

C. WHITE, 48 )
19-tf

BOARD.
----

n. J.—Winter resort,
A
lady having a pleasant home would take
children to board.
Best of care.
Portland,
Lakewood and other references.
Address
BOX 22.2-1

LAKEWOOD,

mo RET—Convenient rooms with board at
i So. Portland. Address MRS. E. J. FISHER, Box 93 So. Portland, Me.30-ti

COTTAGES TO LET—Some
f
the best summer cottages in Portland hai
SUMMER
to let.
of A. M.

\\TANTED—A
II
Buxton

Me.16-tf

Address MRS. J. M. HUTCHINSON.

C

Imquire

bor

and

THE

The sound and serviceable steamer
the “City of Richmond,” 600 tons,
and having 61 staterooms, now run*
ning between Portland and Machias,
on the route of the Portland, Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Company, is
offered for sale, delivered at either
Portland or Rockland, after July 1st
next. She may now be seen on her
For description and
present route.
terms apply to PAYSOJf TUCKER, <Jcneral Manager, Portland, Mt. Desert &
Machias Steamboat Company, Port*
laud, Me.

__28-1

RENT—The four story brick store Nc
241 and 243 Middle St. formerly occupiei i
by Messrs. Chenery & Co.; has good frontag
and back entrance; elevator and steam heat
would rent ground floor and basement separate
ly from upper stories should tenant desire
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51V8 Exchange St. 28-

SMITH, Portland

now

annual meeting of the Relief Association
of the Portland Fire Department, wtll be
held at the chief engineer’s office, Wednesday
Evening, July 6th, at 7.30 o’clock.
THOMAS PAtNE, President,
J. N. LONG, Secretary.
iun29
dtd

28-1

TO Avenue,Rooms
Peaks Islands, to let very low fo
FOR
large and partially furnish

the
ed.

store has

R. A. P. F. D.

TO RET—Greenhouse and
one hour’s ride from

FORflorist’s business,

RENT—New remington typewriter No
FOR
2.
Inquire of H. J. LARRABEE, MIS!
36
St.

Exchange

28-1

SALE—Lodging houses in Boston, from
$500 to $3,000, for cash or easy terms. If
desire
a business of this kind write us just
you
what you want and will try and find it.
J. W,
BRITTAN & CO., auctioneers, 21 Milk street,
Boston.
2S-1

LET—Summer cottage
TO very
pleasant location
six
rooms.

—

three

occupied as

a

s

boc t

shoe store for over 20 years. Possessio
1st. CHAS. MCCARTHY, JR.

_11-tf
•

28-1

SALE
Columbia pneumatic bicycle
class condition, been in use only
weeks, will be sold at a bargain, double
luggage carrier and bicycle rack with wheel.
Inquire at office of W. A. ALLEN, stair builder

FOR
in first

LET—Very convenient upstairs rent o
TO five
rooms.
Sebago water, No. 6 Florence
1-1
street, Woodfords.

plastered. Inquire
Congress street.

I did n’t know me

Mass.

~

the

& BANCROFT.

;

SALE—All kinds of business chances
in and near Boston, Mass.
Any kind of
business you may desire bought, sold or exsolicited.
changed.
J. W.
Correspondence
BRITTAN & CO., Auctioneers, 21 Milk street,

TO

given July

Castoria t

good clean stock; splendid store; trade
$1,000 per month; no bonus; best of reason for
selling; investigate. J. W. BRITTAN & CO.,
Auctioneers, 21 Milk street, Boston, Mass.

LET—A good tenement of five rooms
centrally located. Price $5 per month
Also for sale houses in all parts of the city. Bi
J. C. WOODMAN, lOSya Exchange St.
2-1

me.

Baby cried,
sighed.
Doctor prescribed:

SALE—Boot and shoe store, 30 miles
established busi-

FORfrom Boston, Mass.; old

ness

neai

LET—Store 278 Middle street, near Moi
ument square,
TO
occupied by Cyru
Lowell. Tnis
been

Mother

SALE—A good work horse.
,J. T.
FORFICKETT,
59 Lincoln St.28-1

Grand Trunk railroad station, a two storiet
house, stable and carriage house, eight rooms
furnished, near the shore. Best facilities foi
boating and bathing. Terms very low for tilt
season.
For particulars apply to HENRY S
TEICKEY, No. 9 Exchange St.2-2

Winnie—How nicely youritrunk is packed !
Did you do it yourself?
Mrs. Nowed—Oh, no; John packed it fo r

Mrs. Newed
(proudly)—My husband can. H
has even told me that lie packed a Primar
once.—Smith. Gray & Co.’s Monthly.

FOR

TO

on

jelSeodtf

Winnie—How funny!
could do such things.

SALE—Farm of 100 acres in City of
Westbrook, on Cumberland street; one
mile from East and West End; known as
Hussey farm, Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
Cumberland Mills. Me.
14-8

LET—Two furnished cottages; seven ane
nine rooms, at Westwood Park, Fal
mouth.
Everything necessary for commoi
Two minutes’ walk fron
housekeeping.
steamer landing (Waite’s Landing!; Dlenty o:
stable room.
Inquire on the premises, or ad
dress E. T. MERRILL, Portland, Me., care o
steamer Alice.4-1

LET—For
season,
Peaks Island;
TO
tage
and
of F.

EASTMAN BROS.

it pays to have the best. Remember, Ayer’
Sarsaparilla is the standard blood purifier.

located and would make a nice homo
pleasantly
or a delightful summer residfine schools
andchurcheswithinafewmiij es’ walk, and
short distance to Maine Central and Grand
Trunk Railroad depots. Will be sold cheap to
close the estate.
Enquire of ANDREW C.
CHANDLER, near above residence, J. M.
Thompson, Esq., Register of Deeds, Portland, or
L. J. STROUT, Administrator, Limington, Me.

■

rooms,

Amandine
Frye’s
AND PREVENT THAT.

charming little boy which pleases me partiev
larly,” said the visitor, who (had patiently sub
mitted to having his corns trampled upon am
his whiskers pulled out by the young hope

Buildings in good repair, good cellar, plenty of water, abundance of
some small fruit.
This place is

WANTED—With capital in a
business.
Address L.
myl 4-ti

this office.

and

apples and

■

Teacher—Right.

28-4

SALE—In the village of New Gloucester
FOR
(Lower Corner). the nice residence ot he
late Mrs. I. H. Keith.

from

RER, or write C. E. StlATTUCK, Wellesley
Mass.
30-1

AGENTS.

Weary Wife—I do wish you’d tell me hov
your mother made plum pudding—then perhap

buy

PARTNER
well-established

avenue,

For a family medicine, Ayer’s Sugar Coatei
Pills are unrivalled. They eradicate disease.

change.

NOTICE—Wanted

1-1

capable book-keeper, one
WANTED—A
with some knowledge of stenographry.
Address, “E. E.” P. O. Box 1898, city, stating
experience; salary expected.1-1
as

Pond’s Extract stops all kinds of bleeding
pains, inflammations and Hemorrhages. Refus >
anything but the genuine.

to

$1000 to $15,
000 worth of cast-oIf clothing; I pay the
highest cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats : call, or address letter or postal to S.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.auglOtf

TO

state

you will give

“And that is?” smiled mamma.
"Dear madam, that he is not a

I

TO LET.

procure

••_

No!l74

walnut; consists of prescription counter,
sales counter, labelled drawers, patient medicine cases, etc.; a rare chance to secure a valuable set of fixtures for less than one-third their
cost; will prepay freight and charges to any
place within reasonable distance, C. B. DAL2tf
TON, 57 Washington street.

iron, rubbers, bottles, metals of all kinds. 11
you have any of the above please drop me £
postal. Address C. B. WISH, 131 Greer
street, city.
11-ltf

MALE HELP.

can

J 1_1

SALE—Elegant set of modern style
FOR
drug fixtures; hand made, finished in ash
and

commer-

who

~

render.

we

manager

*

WANTED—People
EESEEVE FUND LIFE ASSOCIATION,

or

PARTIES—wishing

a
one

TV

and Musical Instruments just receivfor sale by HAWES, 414 Congress
Portland.
28-1
street,

the MUTUAL

call at your store
house
WANTED—To
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels

Adcountry board.
dress M. C. BURNELL. Gorham, Me.,
Box 4, reference required and given.
23-4

WArffTEIJ.

ClTTTr A

SARGENT, DENNISON & CO.,
Commercial street.

176ya Middle street. Free policies. Cash surPaid up value. Incontestable.
Average cost $16 per 1000. 3Vi millions surplus.
Call and see our ten year policy. Smart agents
wanted. Big money.
19-tf

Gold Boot.2-1

a Boston Publishing House,
BY for
our business in Maine,
and handle

CAT XT'

-T

ed

to know

Cool by wearing Brown’s Russet OxKEEP
fords and Russet Bals. See BROWN’S
show window.
of

second

TTIA'D

a new

dress REMINGTON, Press office.28-1

or

SAFE—A

to have
flag. The place
WANT—You
to buy is at RYAN & KELSEY’S, No. 243
SALE—Drums, also Drums and Bani03
FOR
Commercial street.
23-4
repaired. A fine lot of Sheet Music, Music Books

Congress St.2-1

on

30-1

desirable out of town residence near horse cars. 3 miles from Portland. large commodious modern house and
stable with out buildings to correspond, 12
acres cutting ten tons of hay.
For further particulars apply to N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle St.
30-1

■pOR
A

28-1

town.

nice No. 2 Remington,
TYPEWRITER—A
complete, with stand and cover, to let. Ad-

—So Nice of Her.

thing,

28-1

9.

\\TANTED—Every one to know that R. S.
TT
DAVIS & CO., 203 Federal street. Whitney building, have got in a lot ol Window
Screens that spread 38 Inches, the only ones in

buy Russet Oxfords and Russet
MOTHERS
Bals at Sign of Gold Boot for your chil-

paper. Life Insurance policies or anygood
collateral securities. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY,
42Vs Exchange St.
10-4

FOR

street, corner of Oak; as wo
goods, and can therefore give
prices; trunks repaired; open

COMPOSITOR—with

PICTURES!

TO LOAN—on first
MONEY
real estate, good
mortgages
cial

1-1

SAFE—One-half double house containing 8 rooms, fitted for one family with
a stable and good sized lot of land situated on
Elm street in this city, price reasonable.
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42% Exchange street.

the best of references,
as to ability and character, wants a position in a printing office with a chance of learnAddress M. K. B., Press
ing job printing.
Office.
28-2

PICTURES! Those in want of a
good picture, for a small amount of money,
would do well to call on us. Pictures framed
to order; moulding for sale: picture wire and
moulding hooks. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak
and Congress streets.28-1

to measure for $12
making
and upwards, which we still continue to make
at SAM’L WATERHOUSE & SON’S,367 & 369
Fore St.22-2

Portland, Me,

our

evenings until

GENTS

a

acres, large shore frontage near steamej
landing, plenty of pure water on the premises,

grand sea view, elegant location for a summer
residence or cottage site.
Inquire of CUSH
ING & McKENNEY, 18 Commercial Wharf

Congress

manufacture
you bottom

buy Brown’s $3.00 shoes vs. all other $3.00 shoes on earth. Every pair warranted as represented.
B.ROWN’S, Sign ot
Gold Boot
2-1

we

safe on baifey’s isfand—a
For
very desirable lot of land containing about
5

or

having a tierce of molasses, Porto Rico
Marquez, No. 13-86-19 on hand please drop a
card to A. B. C. Press office and he may hear
of something to his advantage.29-1

see

FOR

excellent tone, will be sold at a bargain. Enquire of F. O. BAILEY & CO., No. 18 Exchange
street.
1-1

persons in want of trunks
WANTED—All
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS’, 556
and 558

ATTENTION—Any trader

find that the people know good thing
WE
when they
have had all
it, and
can do in
those suits

SAFE.—A very nice square
PIANO
EMERSON PIANO in good condition and

WANTED—Light

In-

Ring right

GENTS

Sign

one or two families, choice loca.
tion, two minute’s walk to station, near schools
and churches, for sale at a bargain by G. D.
1-2
WEEKS, Gorham, Me.

arranged

29-1

MISCELLANEOUS.

461

4-1

SAFE—In the pleasant healthy village
FORof Gorham,
house containing twelve room*
for

machinery and models to
make; I also do all kinds of engine, saw
mill, grist mill and mowing machine repairs;
keep pipe and fittings in stock. HOLLIS CENTHE MACHINE SHOP, Hollis Centre, Maine.
June 28th, 1892.jy29-8

buy Brown’s Russet Oxfords and
Russet Bals. All widths, sizes and half
sizes. BROWN’S, Sign of Gold Boot.
2-1

BROWN,

almost
Plum St.
nesses

30-1

28-tf

dren.

SAFE—Coach Harness 2d hand, some
fine bargains in city built coach harnew at F. 0. iBAILEY & CO.,

FORvery

ANTED—Anyone that has a friend that
Wf
TT
has the liquor habit can get a medicine
that will entirely kill the appetite for anything
that is intoxicating; it is entirely harmless and
can be given without the
knowledge of the
patient; it is the greatest nerve tonic on earth.
Addres Mrs. with stamp, BOX 4, Willard. Me.

LET—Pleasant rooms, single
in suites*
TO
with board at 110 PARKST. MRS. H. M.
RICE.

WIT AND WISDOM.

“There is one

F.

BOX 1716, Portland.

TO

$40 per month and expenses
paid, a few good salesmen to sell nursery
stock. Steady employment the year round to
successful salesmen. Address with references.
D. H. PATTY, Nurseryman, Geneva, N. Y.

“Was in terrible condition with rheumatisr
years’ standing. Took Ath-lo-pho-ros am
have not had a bad pain since.”—Mrs. M. B
Dows, North Easton, Mass.

nice Portland
built cutunder carryall. Apply at once
O. BAILEY & CO., 32 Plum street. 30-1
a

WANTED—To

LET—Pleasant rooms at 71 Free St.
GOod boarding house near. MISS L. B.
HAY.
14-tf

MOLLASSES

ment,

exchange a heavy dump
cart rigging all good repair for a medium
weight farm rigging, or to buy such a farm rigging second hand. Address immediately P. 0.

or

■-

ot 9

to

water, steam heat when needed,
bath room on same floor. Also a room on the
third floor with water. Good board near by.
Address P. O. BOX 898, city.29-1

rooms.

and select a musical instrua music book or some sheet music;
take
home {he songs “Ta-ra-boom” or “What a differ
ence in the morning.”
4-1

Congress street,

2-1

purchase

WANTED—To

LET—A large sunny and pleasant furnished room, private family, location cenInquire of J. F. PROCTOR, 93 Exchange
28-1

LET—Two good furnished
TO^cgiire
at 43 MYRTLE Street.
j

SAFE Excursionists and visitors to the
FOR
city please call at HAWES’ music store, 414

a
by
competent
stenographer. Address STENOGRAPH-

unfurLET—Single room, furnished
TO
nished, over-looking Lincoln Park. Gas,
hot and cold

V1DIWS

FOR

ANTED—Position
\\T
TT

ROOMS.

Dr. Dareste’s Proposition.
Dr. Dareste has demonstrated that
monsters and monstrosities during animal development are not the result of
pathological changes in the embryo, as
hitherto supposed, but modifications of
the processes of organic evolution, such
as bring about the difference between
individuals and races in mankind.—New
York Times.

He

WANTED—By

on

to the barn in the rear of the house,
climb up on the high seat of the old
vehicle and lounge in the capacious interior.
None of the incidents connected with
Samuel Slater are more interesting than
one given in the records of the Providence plantations. This little account
credits a woman with being the originator of that most useful article, cotton
thread: “Shortly before 1800 a young
lady in Pawtucket made a suggestion
which gave rise to another industry.
Miss Marcy Wilkinson, whose sister
afterward married Samuel Slater, who
established the first cotton mill in the
United States, asked the latter if he
could not make thread from cotton,
since linen was so uneven that it was
hard to use. In reply he gave her some
cotton, which she herself spun into
thread, probably the first ever made in
America. She wound it upon a large
spool and many years later presented it
to the Bhode Island Society for the Encouragement of Domestic Industry, at
whose rooms it now is.”
The Wilkinsons were an old Pawtucket family, and in St. Paul’s Episcopal church, the oldest in the city and an
ugly but unique old frame building, are
marble tablets in memory of both the
Wilkinson and Slater families.
M. A, Taft.
—

LOST AND FOUND.

FOUND—I

...

cpblllUUO

SOAP

WELCOME

TO LEST.
Floor space with
heat am I
power. Apply to GIANT ELEC
TRIC MOTOR

COMPANY,

2; ►

and 27 Commercial Street.
>aar7d.ti

few boarders on a farm at
Centre. 1% miles from station,

large, airy rooms, good board.terms

reasonable.
28-1

ME., Stanley Farm. Summer
W1NTHROP,
••
board; 2% story house, near Lake Marranocook; horses, carriages, pleasant drives;
references given. MRS. CHARLES STANLEY,
BOX 55,

8-4

_

Boarders Wanted at Hotel Long,
Bitckficld, Me.
Tills house Tias recently been enlarged, newly
papered and painted, and otherwise improved.
Bucklield is a beautiful village on the Portland
and Rumfort Falls 11. R„ and easily reached by
train. Saturday train leaves Portland at 5.10
Corresp. m.; due at Bucklield at 7.25 p. m.
pondence solicited.
GEO. M. LUCE, Proprietor.
dtf.
jelA

FIMCIALMDCOMERCIAL
Retail Grocers' Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5VSsc;confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
Be; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.
Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. July 2.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand. 99 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 149 cars.

New V ork. Chicago & Bfr Louis. 16
tlo 1st pfd. 71
Ohio & Miss. 20
Out. & Western.
Pacific Mail. 33%
Pullman Palace.194
Reading. 60%
Rock Island. 81%
St. Louis & San Frail. 76
St. Paul. 82%
do nfd.
St. Paul & Omaha.49Vi
uo pfd.122%
Sugar common. 975/a
Sugar prefd. 96%
Texas Pacific, new.
8%
Union Pacific. 397a
U. S. Express. 60
Wabash, St, Louis & Pacific
10%
do pfd. 261/4
Western Union. 94
St, Paul. Minn. & Mann.116%
Kienmonci « West Point.
6%
do Dfd. 43%
..

Portland
PORTLAND. July 2,1892.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
Wholesale Market.

Flour.

|

Grain.
Corn, car lots.. ,61®62
Corn, oag lots.. 63@G4
Meal, bag lots. .60<£61
Oats.cr lots....43® 4 4

Patent Sprng
Oats, bag lots. .45.547
■Wheat.
.5 25@5 601 Cotton See clMich, str’gln
ear lots. 25 503 20 00
roller... .$4%@5 001 bag lots. $26®27 00
clear do.. $46/s®43/i: Sacked Br’n
1
Stl.outs st'gt
car ots.
$19(520 00
rooler. ...,$6@5 12V2i bag lots. $20@21 00
clear do... $4VsS47/s! Middlings. -$19®22 00
■Wnt’r wheat
I bag lots. $21@24 00
Provisions.
patents... 5 25!®5 50!
Flsli.
j Pork. Bks.16 50®17 00
Cod—Large
clear.. .15 75@16 00
Shore
.6 25®5 fioi short ctslG 60:3,16 75
Small do.. 3 75®4 25 Beet,extra
Pollock
.2 75® 3 751 mess... 8 00® 8 25
Haddock...:
plate... 9 00® 9 50
Hake.
ex-plate.10 00410 50
Lard. tubs. 0l4@ 7“4
Herring, box
Sealed....
ll@15c| tierces... OVA® 7%
Mackerel, b)
palls.... 6Va@ll
Shore ls..$
I pure leaf.lo
®loy*
Shore 2s..$
I Hams
11 V2@12
Med. 3S...1000®$12| do COV'l'fl. 1 2 V2 4. i 3
Oil.
Large3s.. 13 50®$15i
Produce.
Kerosene. PortI land ret. pet... 6
Cne Cran’s. husn..
Pea Beans.. 2 oo®2 Co I Ligonia....... 6
tier, mea... 2 00®2 lo! Centennial.6
Yellow Eyes.l 75c®2 OOl Pratt’s Astral.. 8
Cal. Pea... .2 4!'@2 551 Uevoe’s brilliant 8
New Potat’s 2 50®3 00!
Raisins.
Sweets
®4 00 i Muscatel... 1 5OS2 00
CaDDage.bbl 1 60@1751 London lav’r2 00®3 50
Onions—Ber
Onpura lay’r.8 @9y2
muda_1 60®1 761 Valencia.
6V4@7
I
Egyptian do 3 00®
Sugar.
Chickens...
4%
15® 17 ft I Standard Gran
Fowls. 13@ 14ci Ex-nual’ty fine
Tprkevs.... 17@ 19ci granulated... 411-16
1 Extra C. 4ya
Apples.
No 1 KusSeed.
I lied Top.
setxs.
.175@185
ating.
Timothy.. .1 65®1 70
7
vap © ft..
@8c Clover.... 12 @16
...

...

..

..

—

....

..

Lemons.
Butter.
Palermo ... 4 50®5 60 i Creamery.2 03'21
Messina..
6 00®5 75 Jilt Edge Yr’mt.l9@20
..

Choice.18a,20

Oranges.
Valencia—
Florida....
Sicily.'
Kegs.

Jood.17@19

I Store.14@16
Cheese.
V. Y.lfct’ry.10
®10V2
Eastern ext.... 16® 181 Stormont.. 10
@10s/t
Held.
j Sage.liy2@12
<
Limed.
Portland

Daily

Press Stock List.

Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
Canal National Bank.100
123
125
Casco National Bank.100
113
115
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
41
40
First National Bank.100
100
102
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
115
117
National Traders’ Bank_100
115
116
Portland National Bank_100
103
105
Portland Trust Co.100
114
116
Portland Company.100
100
Portland Gas Company. 50
76
80
Portland Railroad CompanylOO
115
120
Portland Water Co...."... .100
115
120
Maine Central R R.100
130
135
BONDS.
Portland City 6s, 1897.107
109
Portland 6s. 1907.123
125
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding 102%103Vi
103
Bangor 6s. 1894 R. R. aid-101
110
Bangor 6s, 1899, R R. aid.108
Bangor 6s, 190o, Water.118
120
Bath 6s. 1898. R. K. aid.106
108
Bath 5s. 1897, Municipal.102
104
Bath 4%s, 1907, Municipal.100
102
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding. 98
100
Belfast 6s, 1898,R. R. aid.106
108
Belfast 4s. 1892—1922, Municipal.. 98
100
Calais 4s, 1901—1911, Refunding. .100
101
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.112
114
Lewiston 4s, 1913. Muiiicipal.100
102
Saco 4s, 1901, Municipal.100
102
Maine CentralR. R. 7s.l898,lst. mtgll3
115
7s, 1912, cons. mtgl35
137
‘‘4V2S.103
105
’I
“g6s, 1900, extens’nllO
112
“6s, 1895—1905 D’bl02
103
Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6s. 1896.105
106
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895..
103
106
Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900, 1st mtglOS
110
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.108
110
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1927. 9S
100
..

Grain

NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.

PUBBEN, CROCKER
Thursday's Quotations.

& CO.

Julv.

Aug.

Highest...........

8(5%
8(5%

«6%

Closing.

86
86 Vs

Lowest.

86%
86%
86%

CORN.

July.

Opening.
Highest.

57

57
6614
56%

Lowest.
Closing...

Sept
5514
653%
5434
64/s

Friday’slquotations.
WHEAT.

Julv.
85%
86Vs
85%
86ya

Opening..

Highest.

Lowest.

Closing.

Aug.
8614
86(4
85%

86ys

CORN.

July.

_

Opening..

56yg
57%

Highest..

Lowest......

Closing.

66

67%

..

Sept
54U.

65%
643%
551/8

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Friday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Julv.

Sent

Opening. 78
Closing. 781%

78

781/4

CQRN.
July.
Opening. 49%
Closing... 6OV2
Saturday’s quotations.

Sept.
483%
48%

July.

Sept

78%
78%

CORN.

July.

Sept.
5114
50Vs

Opening. 5114
Closing. 60

76
127

48%
118

987a
97%
7%
39Vi
60

107»
25%
93%
115Vi
6%
42

Tho Wool Market.

BOSTON, July 1, 1892.—The quotations on
Wool for this market are not mueli changed.
Tlie market begins to he rather better established than previously noted, but yet considerable changes are liable to take place within the

next month

or

two:

Ohio and Pennsylv’n XX and above.28%@29
Ohio and Pennsylvania X.26 @27
Michigan and Wis. X and above.. .25 @25%
Ohio and Penn. No 1 clotlmig.32 @33
Michigan No 1 clothing.31 @31%
Ohio delaine, fine.32 @33
Michigan delaine.30 @31
Ohio Nol combing.35 @36
Michigan Nol combing.34Vi@35
Fine unwashed & unmerchantable .18
@22
Unwashed combing.25 @27
Medium unwashed:.19 @21
Fine Texas and territory.....17
@22
Medium Texas and territory.16 @21
Fine medium Texas and territory ..37
@22
Ordinary Texas and territory.16 @20

Oregon.16
California spring.16

California fall.15
Kentucky and Indiana clothing.... 25

Georgia.27
Super pulled.30
Cape Good Hope.28

Montevideo.27
Australian and New Zealand.32

@19
@22
@19
@27

@27%
@42
@30
@28
@41 Vi

Pieces.
Production.200,000

Deliveries.200,000

Stock..
Sales. 92,000
Spots. 26,000
Futures.
Prices, 3%c for 64x64s; 3e for60x56s; tho
market is firm.

Money Market.
(Friday’s quotations.
NEW YORK. July 1. 1892.
The following are to-dav s closing q dotations
of Government securities:
June 30. July 1.
NewJ’r. reg.nc%
116%
New4’s coup.llTVa
*116%
United States 2s reg.100
100
Central Pacific lsts.108
108
Denver & R. G. 1st.116
116%
Erie 2ds.105%
105%
Kansas Pacific Consols.109%
109%
Oregon Nav. lsts.112
*109%
Kansas Pacificists.109%
106Vi
*Ex-int.

Closing quotations

of stocks:

Adams Express.147
American Express.117
Central Pacific. 30
Ches. & Ohio. 23%
Chicago & Alton.148

Chicago &

Alton

preferred....

165

147

117V3
30

24ya
160
165

Qiuncy.lOl
Chicago, Burlington
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.137

100%

Lackawana &

156%
16%

Delaware.

West..157%

Denver & Rio Grande. >6
Erie. 27%
Erie preferred.
Illinois Central.102%
Lake Erie & West. 23%
Lake Shore.134%
Louis 6i Nash.

71%

Michigan Central.108%
Minn. & St. Louis.
Minn, fi! St. Louis pfd.
Missouri Pacific.

11

28%
58%
New Jersey Central.138%
Northern Pacific common.._20V3
Northern Pacific pfd. 66%
Northwesterp.117
Northwestern pfd.144
New York Central...112%

137

27
64
102

23%
135V3
7’21/s
108
loy3
28y4
58%
137%
20

66V4

116%
146

111%

Havana Market.

TIAVANA.Jiily 3,1892—Only small was done
during the past week in Sugar, buyers holding
aloof; market closed quiet; Molasses sugar,
regular to good polarization, at 2 18% @2 31V4
gold %r qti; Muscovado, fair to goo
refining,
85 to 90 degs polarization, at 2 12V2@2 25;
Centrifugal 92 to 96 degs: pol., in hhds, bags
boxes, at 2 6o%@2 93%.
Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matan28 boxes, 1.154,000
bags, and 1350 hhds;
receipts from June 23 to June 30tn, 27,000
bags and 157 hhds; exports for same time 4
boxes, 166,000 bags, and 769 hhds, of which
119.000 bags and all the Ulidsjwere to the United States.
and
zas

Freights

dull._

Foreign Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON. July 2, 1892—Consols 96 13-16d

for money and 96% d for the account.
LIVERPOOL. July 2, 1892.—The Cotton
market is dull middling at 4: sales 6.000 bales;
speculation and export 500 b<nes.
Cheese 44s edifor white.
LIVERPOOL. July 2. 1892,-QuotationsWinter wheat at 6s 7d@6s 8d; Spring wheat at
6s GVisdiges 7V4d. Mixed SAmeneau corn at
4s 6% d.,
OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.
FROM

FOR

TIME

Sarnia.Montreal... Liverpool. .July
Teutonic.New York.. Liverpool.. July
City of Berlin .New York. .Liverpool. .July
Waesland
.Now York. .Antwerp ...July
City WashingtuNew York.. Hav & Mat. July
Servia.New York. -Llverpool.u..Jiy
Arizona.New York.. Liverpool. .uJly
Marcia.New York. .Rio Janeiro July
Federation
.New York. .Rio Janeiro July
Mongolian... .Montreal.. .Liverpool. .July
Vigilaucia-New York. .Rio Janeiro July
Rotterdam-New York. .Amsterdam July
Labrador.Montreal.. .Liverpool. .July
Venezula.New York.. Laguayra.. July
Santiago.New York. .Cienfuegos July
New York.. Rio Janeiro July
Enchantress

6
6
6
6
6
9

...

..

9
9
9
9
13
13
13

13

14
16
T.iv«rnnm. .Tiilv ifi
Regina.New York. .Rio Janeiro July 20
Marcia.New York.. Rio Jauero July 23
Philadelphia New York. .Laguayra. .July 23
Numidian
.Montreal... Liverpool. .July 23
Vancouver
.Liverpool. .July 27
..

Sardinian

Montmal..

..

MOo^se"^^3:::*0 81

Total. 686,029,330 00
60 00
Increase.
Debt on which interest has
ceased since maturity.8
2,785,875 26
Decrease.
381,470 00
Debt bearing no interest. 380,403,685 37
Decrease.
768,992 98
Aggregate of interest and noninterest bearing debt. 968,218,840 63
Decrease.
1,140,412 98
Certificates and Treasury notes
offset by an equal amount of
cash in the Treasury. 620,245,304 00
Decrease. 13,836,413 00
Aggregate of debt including
certificates and Treas. tiotesl,588,464,144 63
CASH IN TREASURY.

Gold

coin.$180,741,320 69
Bars.74,836,384 54
Total.$255,677,706 23
Silver dollars.$357,189,261 00
Subsidy coin. 14,224,714 26
Bars...
76,669,15101
Paper, legal tenders,

old issue.
Treasury notes of 1890.

Gold certificates.
Silver certificates.
Currency certificates..
National bank notes.
Total.

64,490,573 66

pons,

intorout onH

nnn

paid awaiting impurse-

nient.§
Minor coin and fractional cur-

rency.
Deposits in national bank depositories ■-general account.
Disbursing ifficers’balances...

23,210 23

461,493

29

13,148,188
3,703,697

74
50

Aggregate.$786,487,984

81

Decrease of debt during month,

1,140,412 98

Boston Produce Market
are

to-dav’s quotations of Provisions. Produce, etc.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00815 50: short cuts at
00 00815 75; backs at 15 75@00 00; lean lends
at 00 00@15 75; pork tongues 17 76; butt pork
Hams at ll^c; small do 12c; pressed hams
UVaC.
Lard—Choice at 7s,ic i> lb in tierces and tub3;
10-lb pails in cs 8Vac.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%c » lb; country

do 542

c.

Butter—Western extra creamery at 21@2Je:
fancy higher: firsts and extra firsts at 18fa20c;
extraimitationcreamrv 17@18 c; factory choice
15@16c Northern creamery. choice at 22@23c;
New York anti Vermont dairy, good to choice
18®20c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
21@22c. The above quotations are receivers,
prices for strictly wnolesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams, new at
8%<89c; fair to good at 5@8V2c; Western
choice, new, at SfgSMsc; fair to good 6@7V2c;
sage 9@10c.
Eggs—Eastern extras 17c: Vt and N H extras
at 17c; Mich, extra at 16c; Western firsts at
15V2@16e; seconds at lBgjloVic.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed spring chickens at 25c; fowls 16@16c; Western iced fowls
at 11® 11 Vic; chickens at 18@20c;live fowls at
10811c.
Beans—New York, hand-sicked pea. at|l 90@
1 95; marrow pea 1 85; choice screen Dea at
1 50® 1 75; hand-picked medium at i 80;clioice
yellow eyes, 1 8081 85: California pea Deans
2 3082 40: hand-picked. 2 5082 60.
Seed—Timothy, 1 6081 75; Western red top
1 508S2: clover,l2@13c;Hungarian,l 15®1 30.
Hay—Choice. $21(800 00: some fancy higher;
fair to to good 18 00@$D'00: Eastern fine, $18
@$19; poor to ordinary. * j©$17.
Potatoes—New Potatoes at 1 76@2 25 ^ bbl.
old stock at 15(830.
Apples—No 1 Russets at 00(84 50; No 2s at
3 0084 00.

CHICAGO.July 2,1892.—light hogs at 5 15®
15;g5 65; heavy ship-

5 65; mixed packers at 6
pers 5 15@5 70.

Cattle receipts 2500; market steady.
Sheep—receipts',1500; market steadv.
CHICAGO. July 2. 1892.—The Cattie market
—Receipts 2500; shipments 1000; steady; Texans 1 90@3 75; natives 3 00@6 00; cows 126®;
3 50.
_

(By Telegraph.)
CHICAGO, July 2,1892.—Wheat rather firm

to-day

at 78
Corn firm

for June.
to-day at 51@6iyec for

■ ■

@49780. July.

c

July;

49

Vs

Oats easy at SSVsC for July; 32Vic for Sept.
Fork firm to-day at $11 40®ll 60 for July.
Bard firm to-day at 6 97713 Tor Julv.
Short ribs at 7 47Va for July.

LOUIS, July 2, 1892.—Wheat opened
steady at 77c bid and 77%c asked for cash.
Corn opened steady to-day at 44»/sc for cash;
44’A @4oc for July.
Oats.steady to-day 30% c for cash: 30% chid
ST

July.

CHICAGO, July 2. 1892.—The Flour market
is dull ami unchanged. Wheat firmer and higher; No 2 Spring 78%c: No 2 Red at 80c. Corn
firmer;No 2 at cl-Vsc. Oats firm; No 2 at 33VS
@3374. Rye, No 2 at 76c. Barley, No 2 at 60c.
No 1 Flaxseed 1 03%. Provisions higher—mess
pork 11 60@11 6274. Lard at 7 05. Short rib
shies at 7 oO@7 56.
Dry salt meats—shoulders
6 62 % @6 75; short clear sides at 7 86@7 aO.
Receipts—F'lour. 15.000 bills: wheat. 58.000
bush; corn. 316.000 bush: oats. 303.000 oush;
rye. 11,000 bush; barley, 20.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 17.O0O bids ;wneat,241.000
bush; com, 629,000 bush; oats 137.000 bush:
rye, 00,000 bush; barley, 5.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. June 2, 1892.—The Flour marker is dull and unchanged. Wheat rather firmer;
No 2 Red 77Vac. Corn firmer; No 2 at 44% @
45e. Oats firmer; No 2 at 30% c. Provisions
arediieher and strong; pork at 11 00 for new
Lard at 6 75®)6 90.
Dry salt meats
and old.
—loose shoulders at 6 60; longs and ribs at
7 62% ; shorts at 7 75; boxed lots 15c more.
Bacon—shoulders lat 6 67%; longs and ribs at
8 60 ;shorts 8 75.
Sugar cured Hams 11 50(5)12 50.
Receipts—Flour. 5,000 bbls; wheat. 29.000
bush; corn 420.000 bush: oats, 31,000 bush;
rye, 0,000; barley. 00,000 hush.
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PORTLAND.
2.

Arrived.

Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John, NB
via liastport for Boston.
Sell W C Pendleton. Webber, Damariscotta,
Sch Sarah & Ellen, Henley. Kenueb'-c for
Philadelphia. In coming into this port Friday
night ran on a ledge inside the Breakwater and
remained all night, but was hauled off on the
morning tide without injury by tugs Belknap
and C A Warren.
Sch N II Skinner, Nickerson, Kennebec for

Philadelphia.

Cleared.

Steamship Manhattan, Bragg, New York—
J B Coyle.
Sch.Maud Pye, (Br) Buck, Moncton, NB—
Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch E C Allen, Meady. Kennebec to load for
Philadelphia—Peter S Nickerson.
Sell Anna E J Morse, Crocker, Kennebec for
Philadelphia.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta—

J H Blake.
Sch Maud S Robbins, Harrington—J H Blake.
Sell Eastern Queen, Lamson, Bangor—J II
Blake.
Sch Portland Packet, Gardiner, Pembroke—
S H Blake.
Sch Gamecock,

Wallace, Millbridge-J

II

Blake.
SAILED—Schs Monhegon, A E J Morse, S H
Ritchie, E J Simmons, J Nickerson.

SUNDAY, July

3.

Arrived.

Steamship Cottage City, Benett, New, York—
B

passengers and mdse to J
Coyle.
Barque Golden Sheaf, Chandler,
tuiii iu lutmuui u>

New York

juumustci.

do; Sea Bird. Bluehillfor do; Addie, Clark’s
Island for do; Sarah Mills, Hoboken.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar Juno 30th, schs E
S Briggs, Newburg for Bangor; A S Allen, Hoboken for Eastport; M E Crosby, Somes Sound
for New Y'ork: Herald of the Morning, Green’s
Landing for for F A Magee. Ellsworth for Kondout; Agricola, Bangor (tor orders) New Bedford.
Ar 1st. A R Keene. Hohoken for Boston; G M
Brainerd, do for Kittery; Anna Shepard, do for
Kenuebunkport; SiS Hudson, Philadelphia for
Pigeon Cove; Lizzie Cockran, St John, Jill for
New York; L E Friend, Pigeon Cove for Philadelphia; IT P Dixon, Boswiek, Elizabethpprt lor
Boston.
Sid sells F A Magee, Agricola; Lizzie Cockrail ; Emma S Briggs, Mary E Crosbv, Herald of
tile Morningr A R Keene, Eliza B Emery, G M
Brainerd.
Sid 2d, schs Bat Wilson, Addison, for New
York; Madagascar, Rich, Calais for New Bedford, (and both sailed.)
DUTCH ISLAND—Sid '1st, H li Metcalf,
South Amboy for Haverhill: AL Wilder, Fall
River, for Rockport; Puritan do for Mt Desert.
GLOUCESTER—Ar schs Lucy Wentworth,
Machias for Boston; Charles McDonald J A
Decker and C C Miles, Rockland for New York;
Georgietta, Boston for Boothbay; Pochaset,
Blueliill for New York; Victory,Bristol for New
York.
NEWHAVEN-Ar 1st, Soli M E Amsden,
from Calais.
NOBSKA—Passed east 1st, sells II C Luce,
Brunswick via Charleston for Portland; Star of
the Sea and Independent, Baltimore for do; H
C Smith, Philadelphia for Bangor.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 1st, sch Frederic Roessner. New Orleans.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 1st, schs Fostina, Port
Johnson; E H Foster, Shnlee, N S, for Boston;
W M Snow, Rockland for New Y’ork.
Sid sch John Twoliy, Washington via Bangor.
WILMINGTON—Cld 2d,.schNettio Langdon,
Ross, Guauianamo.
Ar 2d, barques S E Bearse, Thestrup, St Vincent via Hampton Roads; brig Ascot, Cates,
Matan/as
Cld 2d, Alfred W Fish. Kelly, Weymouth;
Mattie S Hart, Keene, Portland.
DELAWARE BREAKWATER—Sid 1st, sch
Anita, Porto Rico for New York.
RICHMOND—Sid 2d, sell Addie P McFad(or

den, Philadelphia.
Ar 1st, ship John McDonald, Storer, New

York.
uni

v cooci
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Wakefield, Liverpool.
CAPE HENRY—Sell M Luella Wood,Spaulding, Coosaw. S C, for Baltimore.
DARIEF, GA-Cld 1st, sell M V B Chase,
Pinkhani, Bath; Flora Rogers,Bunker, Boston;
F W Dunn, Ross, Philadelphia; Calebs Ridgeway. Chambers, New York.
Georgetown, dc-cri 2d, ciiiide Harold,

Manson. Baltimore; Agnes E Manson, Manson,
HYANNIS—Ar 2d, sells Charles I, Jeffreys,
Bassett. Gardiner for New York; Flora Condon,
New York for eastern ports (and all sailed.)
Passed west, sch Carrie Norton, Ered Jackson and Wm Mason.
MOBILE—Cld 2d, sch Josephine Carle, CarNEWPORT NEWS—Ar 30th. sell General
Adelbert Ames, Jameson, Savannah.
BATH—Ai June 29th, sch Mary E Godfrey,
Philadelphia.
Sid 1st, sch Richard B Chute, Philadelphia. *
Ar 2d, sells Wesley M Oler, Boston; Maud
Sherwood, Boston; J H Crowley, Boston; Jonatnan Sawyer. Saco.
Sid sch W S Jordan, Philadelphia.
BANGOR—Cld 1st, George P
Davenport,
McLane, Baltimore; Fannie C Chase, Bowen,

Washington.
Ar 1st Vandalia, Portland.

Foreign Ports.
Manilla 16th, ship Wandering Jew,
to lord for New York.
Sailed June 30, barque Edward May, McAr at

Nichols, Hong Kong,
Lure,

Boston.

Ar at Port Pirie 1st. ship Hawkesbury (Sw)
Nordfelt, Tacoma; sch Gov Ames, Davis, Port

Gamble.
Sid fm Queenstown 1st, barque C Southard
Hulbeft, Southard, Liverpool.
Ar

at Barbadoes June

Allen,

18th, brig Stockton,

Accra to proceed to Turks Island to load
Boston.
In port, Mary Gibbs, Moore, for New York.
Slcifm Caleta Buena June 23, ship Benj Sewall, Sewall. Hampton Roads.
Ar at St Thomas May 20, sell Albert S Butler, Foster, Matansas (and sailed for N of Hatteras).
Sailed May 29tli, sch Anita, Dennison, Vieques, to load for Delaware Breakwater June 5.
At St Pierre June 17th, brig Screamer, Berry,
from Sagua.
Ar 3d. to sail about 22d. for Turks Island;
sch Alfaretta S Snare, Smith, from Bucksville,
SC, ar loth, to sail about 30th for-.
for

ISLAND STEAME113.

ABOUND THE WORLD $610.

On

Railway of Canada.

and
After SUNDAY,
June
Trains will leave as follows:

26tli.

DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 8.40 a.
in., 1.10.
6.15 and 8.15 p. ni. For Gorham and Island Pond. 8.40 a. m.. 1.25 and
8.15 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago
8.40a.m., and 8.15 p. m. For Quebec, 8.40
a. m. and 8.15
For Rucklield and
p. m.
Canton, 8.40 a. m. and 1.25 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn. 7.35, 8.25 and
11.45 a. m., 3.10, 5.40 and 5.60 p. m. From
Island Pond and
Gorham, 7.35, 11.45
a. m.. and 5.40 d. m.
From Chicago and
Montreal,57.35 a. w., and 5.40 p. m. From
Quebec, 7.35 a. m., and 5.40 p. m.
The 8.15 p. m. train runs only to Island Pond
Saturdays: to Montreal and West, every other
day. Sundays included.
TICKET

OFFICE.

Exchange Street,

50

and
India Street.

Depot foot of

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago $20 and $15.00; St. Paul, $31.50 and
$25.75; San Francisco. California, $90 and
$56.75. These rates are subject to chance.
L. J. SE AEGEAN T, General Manager.

jun27dtf_

Portland & Rmntord Falls

Railway.

In Effect Juno 27, 1892.
Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, daily 8.40
1.20 p.

a.

m.

RETURNING—Leave Canton daily 8.35 a.m.,
3.20 p.
STAGE

m.

Mondays only

6.00

a. m.

CONNECTIONS-Daily—From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfield for W.
Sumner and Turner; Canton for Peru, Dlxlield and Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mill3,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
uw,

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
For

Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.

On

and after
June 26. 1892, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30, and 11.10 a. mM 1.15, 5.10 p. m.,
and on Sundays at 6.40 p. in.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 6.40 a. JTi., *1.00,
5.05 and +11.20 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
6.40 a. m., 1.20 and $11.20 p. m.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 6.40 a. m., *1.00, 1.20, 5.05, and
$11.20p. m., and for Brunswick, Gardiner
and Augusta at HI-20 a.m.
Farmington, Phillips, and Rangeley via
Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.15 p. m.; via Brunswick, 6.40 a. m., 1.00 p. m.
Monmouth, Winthrop, Readfield and Oakland, 8.30 a. m., 1.15 and 5.10 p. m., and for
Winthrop and Oakland at 11.10 a. m.
Waterville via Lewiston, 8.30, 11.10 a. m.,
1.15.5.10 p.m.; via Augusta, 6.40 a. m.,
*1.00, 1.20, $11.20 p. m., and HI.20 a. m.

Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.15 p. m.; via
Augusta, 6.40 a. m., 1.20, $11.20 p. m.
Belfast, 1.20 and 11.20 p. m.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 11.20 a. m.,
l. 00, 1.20, 11.20 p. m.
Bangor via Lewiston. 11.10 a. m., 1.15 p. m.;
via Augusta, *1.00. 1.20 and $11.20 p. in.,
HI.20 a m., and Sundays only at 7.20 a. m.
Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, at
11.10 a. m., 1.00 and 11.20 p. m.; via Oldtown at 11.10 a. m., 11.20 p. m.
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, 11.10 a. m., *1.00
and $11.20 p. m. and HI.20 a. m.
Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
11.10 a. m., *1.00, 1.20 and $11.20 p. m.
Honlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook, 1.20 and 11.20 p. ill.; Sfc. Andrews, 11.10 a.Li., HI 1.20 p. m. The 11.20 p.
train Mondays, Wednesdays
connects at Rockland with

m.

and Fridays

Steamer Frank Jones

tu
—i.«

for Bar Harbor,* Mae.Uiasport and intermeMay 6,Iat 12 S, Ion 21 W, ship Isaac Seed,
diate landings.
Waldo, New York from Hong Kong.
*Runs daily, Sundays included. tNight exI
May 31, lat 0 N, Ion 29 W, barque B Webster, press with sleeping cars attached, runs every
Pray, from New York for Calloa and Mollendo. bight. Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Sid fm Cienfuegos June 24th, sch D H Kivers, Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or be-

Memoranda.
Norfolk. Va., July 1.—Sch George Clark,
Bartlett, from Philadelphia for Charleston put

impr<

Sch Quickstep of Portland, before reported
wrecked near Providence, R I, was insured for
gl600 in the Boston Marine.

is

an

naled

dy

for

pepsia,

Mariners.
Notice is hereby given that on April 25,1892,
each of the three lights at Nauset, Beach, Cape
Cod, Mass., Wes moved toa new tower erected
estward of the corresponding
30 feet to the
old tower.
The characteristics of the lights were not
each light is now exhibited at an
chauged, but
elevation of 97 feet above mean high water, and
it is visible in clear weather from the deck of a
vessel 15 feet above the sea, 15 1-2 nautical
miles.
The new towers are conical wooden structures
shingled and painted white. The old towers
have been demolished.

laria

in here with her sails

split

and other

damage.

Notice to

May 29th,

Ar

sch

barques Sar-

Viator,Laughton,

from

New

York.
Cld at St John, NIB.lst, Lillie Bell, Cameron,
Thomaston.
_

IrTwoodbury^santidote
and

the

appetite
tion, and it

«

reme-

Ma-

Stomach

ailments.

Sold hy all Druggists.
rilycd
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RAILROADS.

ROYAL

BLUE

LINE.

Finest and Safest Trains in the World
-BETWEEN—

Neir Fork, Philadelphia, Baltimore and

Washington
—VIA—

Domestic Ports.

NEW YORK-Ar 1st, Tug B W Morse with
barge Washington hi tow from Norfolk.
Ar 2d, sch A D Lamson. Smith, Pensacola.
Passed Hell Gate, sch Henry Cotton, Sands
River for New York.
July 2d, schs Kolon, Sands River, NS, via
New Haven for New York;
J
Ponder,
Kendall, Bangor via Stonington for New York;
Lavolta, Whittaker. Ellsworth for Kondout.
Bound east, sch A W Ellis, Ryder, New York
for Portland; Richmond, Matthews, New York
for Salem.
July 2d, Lanie Cobb. Falkingham, New York
for Boston; B R Woodside, Wade, New York
for Boston; Lizzie Lane, Classon, Rondout for
Bangor; Merrill C Hart, Blake, Hoboken for
Boston; John C Case, Wilson, Hoboken for
Boston; Eliza Levensaller, Kelley, Amboy for
New Bedford; Walter M Young.
Sid 2d, sch Jeanie A Stubbs, Ponce.
schs Anna Pendleton,
BOSTON—Old list,
Thomas, Fernandina; R M Malls, Smith, Kennebec ; Mary Standish, Moore, Swan’s Island
umi

ivun,

uv

uie same.

Sailed sells .J A'Ward, Kennebec and Philadelphia ; E .1 French, Bangor and Baltimore.
Ar 2d. sells Minette, Crockett, Wlnterport;
Phineas H Gay, Bryant, Daiuariscotta; Hattie
M Mayo. Garnet, Calais.
Cld brig H B Cleaves, Wallace. Portland; sehs
Susan N Pickering, Haskell, Brunswick, Ga;
Julia Baker, Harding, Somes Sound and New
York: Thomas H Lawrence, Kelley, Kennebec
and Now York; Thomas B Garland, Crosby do
and do.
Sldbktn Nellie E Rumball, Baltimore and
Santos Anna Pendleton, Fernandina; Junietta,
Macuias; Alsatian. Kennebec; Tom Beattie,
Hallowell, Samuel Dilloway, Kennebec; Timothy Fields, Rebecca M Walls, Kennebec and
Philadelphia; J Kennedy, Calais; W T Emerson,

Bucksport;

Mildred A Pope,
and Richmond.

Addison;

Maud, Kennebec
APALACHICOLA—Ar 1st, sells Cactus,
Wiley, Galveston; Benjamin Hall, Hall, do;
Henry Clausen. Jr., do.
BALTIMORE—Cld 1st, sells Douglas Dearborn Welch, Bangor; Walker Armington.Drinkwater, Providenc, O D Witherall, Gartiald, St
George. SI.

FERNANDINA—Daisy Farlin, Dunton, Albany.
Sid 2d, sch Henry Crosby, Stubbs, Fall River.
JACKSONVILLE—Sid 29th, sells Aetna,New
York; Lois V Chaples, Philadelphia.
PORT ROYAL, SC-Sld brig Ella M Mitchell,

Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld bark Miranda, Smith.
Ponce, PR; Celina. Moray, Portland; J P Wyman, Hodgdon’ Newport; Estelle, Hutchinson
Bangor; Ebenezer Haggett, Poole, do; Frances
L Godfrey, Young. Gardiner.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar June 30th, sch Wide
Awake, Maddox, New York.
Ar 1st, sells F G French, Look, New YorkGarland, Libby, do.
Sid 2d, sells Addie Sclilaefer,
Alwyndd
Searsport; Wide Awake, Maddox, Boston.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 1st, ships Henry B
Hyde. Pendleton, New York; Cyrus Wakefield
Morton, Liverpool; barque Rufus E Wood
Ryder, Nanaimo.
Sid ships Willie Rosenfeld, Liverpool.
STONINGTON—Sid 1st, sell Hattie Godfrey,
Stroul, Amboy for Cherryiield.
SULLIVAN—Sid July 29th, sld sch Nellie

Woodbury, Washington,

SALEM—Ar June 30th, sells Henry, Downing
Cove for New York; Ospray from Chatham, NB,

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted bj
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
time table May 22,1892.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North Biver.
For Philadelphia at 4.00„ 7.45, 9.00. 10.00,
11.30 with dining car, a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30
12.15 night. Sundays—y.oo, 10.30, 11.30
with dining ear a. m. 1.3u, 3.30 with dining
car 5.00, 6.00, p. m.. 12.15 night
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
11.30 withdiningcar a. m. j 1.30, 3.30, dining
car 5.00 p. m., 12.15 night
Additional train week days for Baltimore at
(kOO p. m.

Farfor cars on” day tralns^-'Sieepers on nighl
trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

England.

Boston

dec22

office, 211 Washington street

dtf

Portland & Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
STATION FOOT OFPREBLE STREET.
On and after Mond/iy, June27,1892, Passentrains will Leaves Portland:
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.

§er
'or

m.

and 12.30 p.

in.

For Manchester, Concoi*d, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. ill., 12.30 and
5.30 d. in. Sunday 6.00 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.30 a. m., 12 30
3.30, 5.30, 6.20 and, 11.15 p. in. Sunday 6.00
p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, West
brook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30.
9.00 and 10.30 a. ni., 12.30, 2.00, 3.30,
6.20, 9.00 and 11.15 p. m. Sunday 6.00

5.3o’
p!

m.

(Deering),

For Forest Avenue
6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. in. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station.

Cushing’s!

Greenwood Garden and
Island Steamboat Line,
|

7, 8, 9.30, 10.30 a. m.; 1.15 2.15, 3.30. 4.46;
G.15, 7.30, 9.30 p. m.
Return for Portland—Leave Peaks: 0.20,
7.30.8.20,9.50, 11 a. m.; 1.45, 2.35, 3.50,
15.15, 0.35, 9, 110.15 p. m.
Leave Cushings: 7.20, 8.30,10, 10.60 a. m.;
I. 85, 2.45, 4, 5, 0.45, S.45, 9.50 p. m.
Sundays- For Peaks and Cushings: 9, 10,
II. 30 a. in.; 1, 2.15, 3.30, 6, 0.15 p. ill.
Return for Portland, leave Peaks: 9.20,10.30,
11.50 a. 111.; ] .30, 2.35. 4.nO. 5.30, 0.35 p. m.
Leav Cushings: 9.30,10.20,12a. m.; 1.20.
4. 5.20. 6.45 p. ill.
2.45,
* Does not
stop at Cnsliings Island.
t Or at close o: enOTtuinments.
ju27dtf
L. C. MEANS. Agent.
*6.

Grand Trunk

W S Jordan & Cs.
Brig Henry B Cleaves, Wallace, Boston.
Sch Hattie C Luce, Torrey, Brunswick, Ga.
Sch Independent, Case. Baltimore, with coal
to Sargent, Dennison & Co.
Sch Star ol the Sea, Hopkins, Baltimore with
coal to Randall & McAllister.
SchS P Hitchcock, Blair, Philadelphia.
Sch William L Burrough, Perth Amboy.
Sch O M Marrett, South Amboy.
Sch William H DeWitt, Boston.
Sch Theodore Dean, Sullivan for New York.
Sch Pemaquid. Rockland for Boston,
Sch E M Thompson, Thompson, Friendship.
Sch Benj Fabens, Condon, Wiscasset, to finish
loading for Damerara.

Colcord. Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Elo Jtaerio May 29th,
meinto. Strout from Eosario.

HTEAMKHA

|

to
JAPAN and return,
$428.50. ALASKA and return, j
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
$223. SO. Apply to CANADIAN
PACIFIC RAILWAY, 197 Washington
Commencing June 27, 1892. steamer S. K.
Spring will leave Portland Pier as follows:
St., Boston.
Week days—For Peaksand Cushings Islands:
jel4tulit&S3mo.
Boston

m.

-amp

aiu,

tliagena.

SATURDAY, July

448,083,116 26
34,866,175 84
3,660,414 00
15,363,690 00
4,733,601 00
490,000 00
6,376,892 27

Ot.hpr hmtrte

Height tide

M^RHSTE
PORT OF

WASHINGTON, July 1, 1892.—The following is a recapitulation of the debt statement issued to-day:
ifonds at 4% continued at 2 per
cent.8 26.364,600 00
Bonds at 4 per cent. 669,684,250 00
Refunding certificates at 4 pr ct
; 83,680 00

Total.

.Montreal..

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JULY 4.
Sunrises .4 13 Hich.water i-634
Suh sets.7 24 togh'watei {_ 6 eo

The Publie Debt.

Domestic Marktes.
New York Stock aucl

Shipments—Flour. 6,000 bbis; wheat. 19.000
bush; corn, 23,000 bush; oats, 8.000 bush;
rye, 00,000 bush; barley, 0,000 bush.

...

FALL RIVER,Mass.. July 2.1892.—The flowing is the print cloth statement for the week:

Chicago Hog Market.

WHEAT.

Opening...78%
Closing. 781/2

80%
825/8

11 25.

WHEAT.

Opening.,..

18%
33%
194
60

BOSTON, July 2, 1892.—The following

Quotations.

CORRECTEDBY

16
71
20

yond Banffor. excentinir Rn.r TTarhnr
nn
Sunday mornings.
fKuns daily, Sundays included, through to Bar Harbor.
White Mountains and Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills. Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, and Fabyans, 8.45 a. m., 1.05 and
6.15 p. m.; and for Cumberland Mills and
Sebago Lake at 2.50 p. m; St. .1 olinsbury,
Newport and Montreal. 8.45 a. m.. 6.15 p.
m.; Jefferson and Lancaster. 8.4o
a. m.
and 1.05 p.m. For North Stratford, Colebrook and Quebec at 1.05 p. m.
The 8.45 a. m. train connects for all points in
Northern New Hampshire, Vermont. Chicago
and the West: and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast points.
The 6.15 p. m. train
runs daily, Sundays included, and has through
sleeper for Montreal, where connections are
made with trains via “Soo” Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Waterville and Lewiston. 8.30 a. m.: Angusta, Bath, &c., 8.35; Montreal, St. Johnsbury, Fabyans and Bridgton, 8 a. m.; St.
John, Bangor, etc., 11.45 a. m.; Farmington,
Skowhegau and Lewiston, 11.50 a. m.; Bar
Harbor and Bangor Express, *12.05 p. m.;
St. Johnsbury, Lancaster. Fab vans and Bridgtou, 12.16 p. m.; Sebago Lake
4.45
p. m.;
Bath,
Waterville,
Augusta and
5.25
Rockland,
Yankee
p. m.; Flying
6.35 p.m.; Kangeley, Farmington,Skowliegan,
Waterville and Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.; Mont-

real, Quebec. Lancaster, Fabyans, Bridgton,
8.15 p. m.; Night Pullman, *1.40 a. m. and
Bar Harbor Night Express, *3.20 a. m.

‘Sundays

Included.

PAYSON TUCKEB.
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHY, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland. June 24,1892.dtf.

Boston & Maine R. R.
In Effect June

26, 1892.

DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Scarboro Beach. Pine Point, 7.30. 10.15 a.
m., 1.45. 3.30, 5.15. 6.15, 8.30 n. m.; Old OrWESTERN

1.45,3.30,5.15, 6.05.6.15, 8.30 p. m. Saco,
m..
7.30,
8.45, 10.15 a.
12.20,
1.45,
Bidde8.30 p. m.;
3.30,
5.15, 6.05,
ford, 7.30, 8.45,
10.15 a. m. 12.20, 1.45,
3.g0, 5.15, 8.30 p. m; Kennebunk, 7.30. 8.45
a. m., 12.20, 3.30. 5.15. 6.05 8.30 p. m.; Wells
Beach, 7.30, 8.45 a.,mM 3.30, 5.15 p.m.;North
Berwick, Great Falls, 7.30. 8.45 a. m., 12.20,
3.30,5.15 p. ill: Kennelninkport, Dover,
7.30, 8.45 a. m., 12.20, 3.30, 5.15. 6.05 p. m.;
South New Market Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 17.30,
18.45 a. m., $12.20. 3.30 p. m., f6.05 p. m.;
Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay. WolfWolfboro. 8.45 a. 111., 12.20, 3.30 p. m.;
boro, Center Harbor, Weirs, (via Alton Bay
and Steamer Mt. Washington), 8.45 a, m.,
12.20 p. m.; Worcester,
(via Great Falls
and Rochester), 7.30 a. m.: Manchester and
Concord, (via Lawrence), 8.45 a. m., 12.20 p.
111., (via So. Newmarket Junction), 8.45 a. ill.
3.30 p. ill.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.00, 8.30 a. m.,
1.00, 4.00 p. m.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for
Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard
Beach, Saco, Biddcford, 9.00, 10.30 a. m..
2.00, 3.30. 4:15. 5.30, 6.20 and
12.55,
and 7.15 p.m.; Kennebunk, Wells Beach,
Great Fftlls, Dover, 12.55, 4.15, 5.30 p. ill.;
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 12.55, 5.30 p. in.
EASTERN DIVISION.

From Union Station.For Cape Elizabeth,
Scarboro Crossing, (53^8.45 a. m.; Amesburv, 3,30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30, 6.00 D. m.;
Biddeford. Portsmouth. Newbury port. Salem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.15 13.30 a. in. daily),
19.00 a.m.. ($12.30 p. m. daily) C.00 p. m.
Boston icr Portland, 7.30 a. Hi., (*9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. m.. (§7.00, 9.45 p. m. daily.)

oil and after MonFreeport at 0.30 a.
2.05
m.
Wolf’s
m.;
Point 6.40 a. in.: 2.10.
p.
P m. Great Cbobeague 7.05 a. in.; 2.40 p. m.
Littlejohn’s Island 7.10 a. m.; 2.45 p. m.
Cousins’ Island 7.15 a. in.; 2.6C p. m. Falmouth Fore Side 7.40 a. m.: 3.10 p. in.
Arrive at Portland 8.30 a. m.; 3.50 p. in.
RETURNING—Leave Portland Pier 9.25 a.
m.; 5.00 p. m. F'almonth Fore Side 10.00 a. m.;
5.30 p. nr.
Cousins’Island 10.25 a. m.;6.0o
Littlejohns’ Island 10.30 a. m. 6.05 p. m.

4.30 p. m.
For Portsmouth aim way stations. 4.40

p.

at

Union

Station,

JOHN W. SANBORN. Acting Gen. Man..lieston
\V. F. BERRY, Gen'i Traffic Manager., Boston.
D. ,T. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A.. Boston.
D. W. SANBORN. Genl, Supfc, Boston.
ie27dtf

m.; 6.10 p.

m.

Portland k
Summer

Wolfs

NEW EXCURSION ROUTE

7.45

in.

Steamboat Co.

Boothbay

Arrangements. On and after Maas

a. ni. on

uiytOdtf

Fridays and Saturdays at 5.50 a. in. for all landings. Returning leave Portland Mondays,
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays
ju20dtf

TREMONT

Island and So. Bristol, *Steame rtouches from
Ijme 15 toSe.pt. 15. No freight received after

j

By STEAMER PHANTOM,
Will leave Portland Pier for Mere Point and
ail landings, week days, at 9.26 a. in.
Returning leave Mere Point lor all landings
at 1.30 p. m.
Will leave Mere Point Tuesdays.Wednesdays,

at 5 p.

AND

lay, May y, Stmr. Enterprise will leave Hast
Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a. m. for Portland, touching at So. Bristol, •Heron Island,
Boothbay Harbor and "Squirrel Island. Every
Tuesday leave Franklin Wharf, Portland at 8
i. tn. for Bound Pond, touching at "Squirrel
Island Boothbay Harbor and •Heron Island.
Every Wednesday leave Bound Pond at 8.30 a.
m. for Portland, touching
at ‘Heron Island,
and •Squirre Island.
Every
Boothbay Harbor
Thursday leave Portland at 8 a. m. for Pema;;nld, touching at "Squirrel Island, Boothbay
Harbor, "Heron Islauu. So. Bristol and East
Boothbay. Every Friday leave Pemaquld at 8
l, tn. for Portland touching at So. Bristol, Easl
Boothbay, *Heron Islauu, Boothbay Harbof
ind ‘Squirrel Island.
Every Saturday leave
Finland at 8 a. m. for East Boothbay, touching
it. "Squirrel Island, Boothbay Harbor "Heron

Point 11.05 a. in.; 6.45 p. m.
Arrive at Freeport 11.10 a. m.; 6.50 p. m.
Fare to South Freeport, including a drive of
five miles, making an Excursion of 3s miles for
$1 the round trip.
Passengers taking the 9.25 a. in. boat for
Freeport will arrive in time for trains going
East. Passengers coming West by all a. m.
trains can have a delightful ride and sail intaking our carriages at Freeport Village for
2.05 p. m. boat, arriving in Portland at 3.50 p.

day

of

sailing.

ALFRED RACK. Manage*.

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

for Mere Point.
H. B. SOULE, Manager.

Mid all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Bret311.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT

Summer Arrangement.

Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.

On and after July 4 and until flintier Go.
tice, the steamers ot this line leave Railroad
Wharf. Portland. Wednesday and Saturday at
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
Monday, May 30, 1.392. • iboveconnections; Returning, leave St. John
For Forest City Landing, Peaks Island, I tnd Eastport Tuesday and Friday.
5.45,6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. in.: 2.15, 3.15,
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. EgjfFreight received up to 4.00
6.00, 6.10 p. m.
For Cushings Island, for cottagers onlv, * 1>. In.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Un6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a.in.; 2.15, 3.15,5.00,0.10
ion Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
information
at Company’s
Office, Railroad
{
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, Peaks j Wharf, foot of Stine street
J. B. COYLE. Gen’l Manager.
Island, 6.30, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30, a. m.: 2.00, i
4.20,6.10 p. m.
dtl
je2?
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island. 5.30,
!
8.00, 10.30 a. m.; 2.00, 4.20. 6.10 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, I
10.30 a. m.; 2.00 p.m.
RETURN.

Commencing

Leave

Forest City
a. m.;

8.30, 9.30,10.50
m.

Landing, 8.20, 7.20, I
2.35 3.45, 5.30, 6.30 p. 1

Leave Ponce’s Landing, 6.05, 8.50, 11.20 a.
; 2.50, 5.10, 6.50 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s, 7.05, 8.15, 11.05 a. m.;
2.45, 3.50, 5.20, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.30, 7.20, 9,20 a.
m.; 12.00, 3.30, 5.35, 7.15 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.25, 7.15, 9.15,
11.55 a.m.; 3.25, 5.30, 7.10 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.20, 7.10, 9.10,11.50
a. m.; 3.20, 5.26, 7.05 p. m.
Leave Evergreen, 6.15, 7.05, 9.05, 11.45 a.
m.; 3.15, 5.20, 7.00 p. m.
Leave Marriner’s Landing, Long Island,
11.30 a. m.; 3.00 p. m.
m.

TIMIS

For Forest

Tri

m.

or Cottage City
Mondays, Wednesdays
md Saturdays at 6 p. m., affording a splendid
lay trip on Long Island Sound. Returning,

Franklin Wharf

eave

Pier 38, East River, New York,

1

mus

a. m..
p. m.
For Falmouth Foreside, 8.25, 11.00 a.m.
and 2.20, 5.00, 6.15.
For Diamond Island, 6.50, 7.45, 10.00,
11.00,12.15 a. m. 2.10, 4.00,5.15 6.15 p. m.

to

or

BOSTON ANO PHILADELPHIA.

RETURN.

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

Portland and inter
mediate landings, 7.00, 9.45, a. m. and 3.40
p. m.
Leave FalmouthTown Landing, 5.50, 7,30,
10.16 a. m.; 1.00, 4.15.
Leave Diamond Island, 6.30, 7.20, 8.15,
10.30 a. in.; 1.25, 2. 45. 4.45, 5.30 p. m.
Royal River House carriages from Yarmouthville will connect with steamers at Yarmouth
Foreside.
B. M. SEABURY, Gen’l Manager.
Yarmouth for

From Boston every
From

and Saturday.

Freights

jommission.
Round Trip S18.00.
Passage S10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,

Special Meeting of Stockholders.
The stockholders of the Fort Pavne Coal and

Iron Company are hereby notified that a special
meeting of the stockholders will be held at the
company’s office at Fort Payne, Alabama, at 10
o’clock in the forenoon of Tuesday, the 26th
day of July, 1892, to attend to the fallowing

LougWhari, Boston.

70
B. SAMPSON,
82 State St.,

4gf.it,
E.

Manager,
Mass.

business:

Treasurer and General
Flake Building, Boston,
oct22dtf

Portland, Mt. Desert & MachiasS. B.Co.

tu

tie issue of Company bonds to an amount sufficient to take up all outstanding bonds, pay off
all liabilities and provide a suitable working
capital, and consent that such an issue .of bonds

Mice to Passengers and Shippers of

mortgage

shall be secured by a conveyance,
or
trust deed of the company property; if such
consent is given, then to fix the amount for
which such bond sball Isstse. and to direct as to
the time and place of payment, rate of interest and manner or kind of security, and to act iu
any and all matters relating thereto.
2— To see if the stockholders will vote to sell
all the property and franchises of the company
to any person or corporation
and fix the
time, place, manner and terms of such sale, and
act in any and ail matters relating thereto.
3— To see if the stockholders will vote to coil-

|

Freight.

STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND
rHE
will make its last trip from Portland
FriJune
on

lay,
vill

24th, at usual hour and thereafter

Rockland, leaving there Tuesdays,
I’hursdays and Saturdays at 6 a.m., from Maine
run

from

Jentral ft. It. wharf in connection with Maine
Central R. R. trains, thus making THREE trips
>er week instead of two as formerly. Passenj ;er trains will leave Portland for Rockland comnencing June 27th, at 6.40 a. in., 1.20 p. m.
; md 11.20 p. m., the latter train
running dally
| Sundays included with sleeping car attached.
After Friday the freightbusiness will be handed by the Maine Central R. R. and shippers
nust deliver goods at the freight house of $b«
takroad Company instead of sending to the

solidate with

one or more other mining,
quarrying or manufacturing corporations, and act in
matters
and
all
relating thereto.
any

4— To see if the stockholders will vote to reduce the par valu6 of the shares of the capital
stock to fifty dollars each, making the capital
two and one-half millions of dollars, or amend
the company charter so as to provide that the
par value of shares shall be iifty dollars instead
of one hundred dollars.
6—To see if the stockholders will vote to
amend the by-laws of the company.
6—To act upon any other business that may

■

vharf.

Freight will be received at Freight Home
►Vest Commercial street up to 4.80 p. m. and
ent forward by express freight leaving Port,
; and at 6 p. m. on Mondays, Wednesdays and
■

Mdays.

Returning Cltyof filohmond leaves MaahtaeMondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 4 a.
passengers arriving In Portland at 1.20 am.
The City of Richmond will be succeeded by
: he Steamer "Frank Jones" onor about
July lb.
FAYBON TCCKFP., OenM Manager.
lort

; n..

legally come before the meeting.
By older of the directors. Dated this 25th
day of Juno, 1892.

I

Jun21_dtjlyl
Allan

JAPANESE

CURE

Wednesday

Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.

From Lone Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
for the West by the Penn. K. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

ju4dtf

Guaranteed Cure for

CLhia,

or general information
address the General Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADAMS & CO.,
Lli> State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
jelO

June 6, steamers Alice and
COMMENCING
Isis leave Portland Pier for Yarmouth,
2.20 and 6.00

PILE

—

Freight. Passage,

For

8.25

<T3t

FOB

of Panama.
For Japan and

ipply

W. 1>. KICK, President.
W. T. DUNN, Secretary.

LINE

NEWPORT sails Monday, July 11, noon
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA, sails Saturday, July 9.

Time Table 1893.

uuuacut

—

From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
Sorth River, for San Francisco via The Isth-

DIAMOND ISLAND, YARMOUTH &
FALMOUTH FORESIDE ROUTE

jy2

Mon-

Jalifornia, Japan, China, Central and South
America and Mexico,

C. W. T. GODING.
General Manager.

mu

on

PAClfimiL STEAMSHIP COMPANY

For Cushings Island, for cottagers only,
a. m.; 12.15. 2.15, 3.15, 5.00 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00,
9.00,10.30 a. m.; 12.15, 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
10.30 a. m.; 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island,
10.30 a. m.; 2.00 p. m.

x—xv acc ix me atwiuiumcia

on

lays, Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 p. m.
$5.00; Round trip, $8.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
-4-F. LISCOMB, General Agent.
my2odtf

9.00. 10.30

Leave

eave

Fare

TABLE.

City Landing, Peaks Island,
a. m.; 12.15, 2.15, 3.15, 5.00

may30dtf

Weeltly Xalue.

Steamers Manhattan

8.00, 9.00, 10.30,
p.

m.

{Connects with Uttil Lines lor New York,
South and West.
{Connects with Sound Lines lor New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
^Western Division from Dover,
reconnects at Scarboro Crossing with
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
Through tickets to all points Soutli and West
for sale

a.

PALATIAL STEAM BAA

Aiternatly leave FrenUIn w*mrf. Peril and,
ivory evening at T o’clock; arriving In season
lor connection with suites trains lor polDts beyond.
Through ttckots fot Providence, Lowsll
Worcester, New York, So.
Returning. leave India Whnrt. Ho?too.every
“vening at 7 o’clock.
F. LISCOMB,
J. R COYLE,
General Agent.
Manager,
dtf
seplG

PHANTOM
STEAMER
day June 20 will leave

reat Chebeague 10.40
&m.

AND

PORTLAND

Time Table I'or 1892.

Cape Elizabeth ami Scarboro Crossing

|K?"12.26,

Dally, Including Sunday*
THE NEW

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For

SIJifVifIKK AimAi\Gi:mEIVT.

i

JWysl Mull

line
iilpi.

! IETWEEN LIVERPOOL, yL..

AND WDNTWtJB.

From
i: mu
j
I
( Ftem
■iverpool I Steamships | Muuireal I Quebec.

23 June
30
7
14

July

I •Mongolian
| Sardinian

t*
l«

July

10 July"
17 "

23
*Numidlan,
24
30
| Parisian,
81
*S. S. Mongolian and Numldlan will only carry
passengers on the voyage to Liverpool
'abiu $45 to $80 according to steamer and
I

of whatever
] oeation of stateroom.
Second cahtn $30
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
; steerage $20.
Bleeding. Itching. Chronic, liecent or Herediot
tary. This remedy has positively never been
]
known to fail. $1.00 a box, 6 boxes for $6.00;
New
Vovkiuidr.lftgjfow, via Londonderry,
A
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
very fortnight. Cabin 44a
apwarda. R*
written Guarantee positively given to each
, urn 5*7n ana
upwards.
nurcliaser of 6 boxes, when purchased at one j
to UoDton dirm
OlasRow
n»
j
Derry
*me, to refund the $6.00 paid if not cured,
la I way. Prepaid
steerage #10* Jatermediat®
Guarantee issued by W. XV. XVIIXPFI.K Jb j
to
Apply
McG-OWJlN
Portland*#
T.jf.
CO., Wholesale and ttetnil A,$ nta, 21 Monu { i- &• a.
Bopwo.
ect28eodB
meat Squire, PortisSS, Me.
[ yiOlu ALLaN,
4tj
A

Piles

iTATE LltVE{SenrlC0

THE

THE GLORIOUS DAY.

PBESS.
Plenty

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

Fourth of July began as early as 10
o’clock last evening, when the small boy
got abroad with the fire cracker. Later
the bells and cannon began and by sunrise bedlam was loose.
The only celebration of the Fourth by
municipal authorities will consist of a
salute at sunrise, noon and sunset, the
ringing of the bells, and concert by
Chandler’s band in the morning, at 10.30
o’clock, on the western promenade, in

When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.

the afternoon at 2 o’clock at the

When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had

Children, she gave them Castoria.

decll
_

Celebration in This Town Today
For All.

of

TODAY.

FINANCIAL.
II. M. Payson & Co.
FIFTH PAGE.
Savings bank book lost.
Harpswell Steamboat Co.
King’s sarsaoirilla.
Notice is hereby given.
EIGHTH PAGE.
Farrington & Bickford.
To Tliamas B. Hashell.
Sealed proposals.
A brief narrative.

THE DRUMMERS’ PUNCH.

eod&wly

Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
Med over Fifty Years by millions of mother*
tor their children while! Teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens tho
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regulate*
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes.
For sale by Druggists
ij» every part of
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow's
Soothing Syrup. 2ac a bottle.

tobSHWAFAwlp

Oaks,and

in the

evening at S o’clock at Fort Allen
Park.
For outside entertainments there will
be the three performances by Forepaugh’s
circus on the

at 10

Deering grounds,

m., 2 and 7 p. m., the

at Old

races

a.

Or-

chard, the ball

game between the Portlands and Lewistons at 10 a. m., the

’Longshoremen’s excursion to Lake Sebago, and the performances at Granite
Springs Casino, Long Island, the Pavilion
and Greenwood Garden, Peaks Island.

Kniglitville to Celebrate.
We recommend the use of Angostura Bitters
There
will be a grand celebration of
to our friends who suffer with dyspepsia, but
only the genuine, manufactured by Dr. Siegert the Fourth of July at Knightville. Fan& Sons. At druggists.
tastics at 6 a. m. At 7 a. m. the boat
julylFMW&wlw
races will take place, consisting of double
additional
see oared working boat races, open to citizens of Cape Elizabeth, double oared
working boat race by three crews from
Cumberland boat club; single dory race,
DRUMMERS AT THE ISLANDS.
open to citizens of Cape Elizabeth, tug
•
of war on the water and tub race. At 9
Portland’s Visitors Given a Sail and Clama. m., the potato, sack, wheelbarrow and

For
Fifth Page.

Local News

_

UttK.Ua
wueo

The

shone brightly Saturday morning, a cool breeze ruffled the surface of
the bay, Chandler’s band played its liveliest airs and the people who looked upon the beautiful scenery from the decks
of the steamer Forest City appreciated it
all and had a good time.
To many of
the members of the Dominion Travellers’ Association, the trip was through
unfamiliar places. To their hosts, the
Maine commercial travellers, a sail on
Casco Bay is always as delightful as it is
to other Maine people.
The visitors
from Canada first had a glimpse of Portland’s business streets as they marched
from the Preble House to the boat. Then,
as the steamer followed
its winding
course among the islands, they caught
fleeting views of Cushing’s island, named
for a Montreal family and the summer
home of many Dominion people; they
saw the big rink, Greenwood Garden and
the other attractions of Jones’s landing,
the Portland Coney Island; soon after,
passing between Pumpkin Knob and
Peaks Island, they felt the swell of the
ocean as it gently rolled the steamer from
side to side, and finally after the points
of interest had been pointed out on a
sail which extended nearly to Harpswell,
the steamer swung alongside the wharf
at Chebeague and the party marched to
the Waldo.
The Canadian visitors were at once
made acquainted with the New England
baked bean, which was one of the attracsun

tinnc nf

a

cnlictantiol limnln

the band, dancing

on

the

\lucio

Kxr

piazza, and the

national game, in which the Abou Ben
Ulsley nine defeated a nameless aggrega-

S, while both sides kicked the
umpire, made the time fly quickly.
tion 23 to

At three, o’clock a clam bake was
served under the supervision of Landlord
Reed of the Waldo and it was a good one.

Nearly

400 persons enjoyed it.
After dinner President Loring acted as
toastmaster. The first toast to “The
Queen,” was received with a burst of
music by the band, the company singing
“God Save the Queen,” Col. Stevenson
of Montreal leading.
Then “The President of the United States” was proposed
and responded to with the “Star SpanThe other toasts, to
gled Banner.”
which responses apt, eloquent and witty
were

made,

were as

follows:

The City of Montreal—Col. Stevenson.
The City of Portland—Mayor Ingraham.
The Maine Commercial Travellers’ Association—Mr. Joseph H. Dow.
The Dominion Commercial Travellers’ Association—Mr. Morin.
The Ladies—Mr. Fred N. Mayberry,
The Press—Mr. Fred G. Fassett.

icggeu

laves wm

occur,

wmie

at

10 o’clock will come the bicycle race of
the Cape Elizabeth wheel club, 100 yards
dash, 500 yards dash, 50 yards dash for
ladies, 500 yards dash free to all.
The afternoon exercises will begin at 2
o’clock with a base ball game between
the Giants and Pigmies. There will be
an eating contest at 4 p. m. and a
sawing
wood contest at 4.30. Tony Clark’s great
Juvenile Band will furnish music through
the day, and give a grand band concert
in the evening from 6.30 to 8.30. There
will be a grand balloon ascension at 10

p.

m.

Open Air Band Concerts.
Open air band concerts will be provided
by the city fathers during the day, beginning at 10.30 a. m., on the Western
Promenade, where the following will be
the programme:
Introduction and Bridal Chorus “Lohen-

grin”.Wagner

Overture—“Ungarische Lustspiel”.. .Kela Bela
Overture Medley—“Southern Plantation”..

.Conterm
American Dance Characteristic.Bendix
Waltz—“Plni eD’Or.Waldteufel
Overture—“Barber of Seville”.Kossini

Medley—“College Songs”.Moses

Selection—“Mikado”.Sullivan
Grand Medley—“Bric-a-brac”..Missud
Galop—“Tally-ho”.Bernstein
Star Spangled Banner.
In the afternoon, at 2.30, the second
concert will be given in Deering’s Oaks,
with this programme:
Fest

?T.oreh—“Tannhauser”.Wegner

Overture—“Zampa”.Herold
Potpourri—“Musical Jokes”.Hamm

Duet—“Down in the Deep Cellar”.Fischer
Messrs. Welcome and Taylor.
Waltz—“My Dream”.Waldteufel
Overture—“Concert in F”.KaLiwoda
jrairoi— me
narKies".Lansing
Dance—“Polish.” op. J, No. 1.Schanvanka
Medley—“A Boston Bake”.Brooks

Selection—“Erminie”.Jakobowski
Star Spangled Banner.
In the evening Fort Allen Park is the
place selected, and this programme, to
begin at 8 o’clock:
March—“Trombone Section”.Chambers

Overture—“Figure Dance”.Suppe
Medley—“Pretty as a Picture”.Cuttin

Introduction and Tarantelle.Rollinson
Selection—“Ten Minutes with the Minstrels”
Bowron
Overture—“Fr a Diavolo”.Auber
Medley—“The Jolly Fellows”.Brooks

Dance—“Alricaine”.Gilder

Selection—“Huguenots”.Meyerbeer
Waltz—“Ella”.Cardoza
Selection—“Olivette”.Audran
Star Spangled Banner.
Hampden Boat Race.

One of the most interesting events of
the day will be a race of Hampden boats
in the harbor. Eight or nine of the fastest boats will
one

participate for two prizes,
of $10 and the other of $5. The start-

ing point will be nearly opposite Custom
House wharf. The start will be made at
2 p. m., and the course will be down the
bay to Clapboard Island. The boats participating will come from Peaks Island,
Willard and Ferry Village.

Reciprocity—Levi Turner, Jr., Esq.
The Mayor at Home.
Mr. George A. Thomas delighted the
Mayor Ingraham will receive visitors
party with his songs.
at the Mayor’s room from 11 to 1
today.
After a few closing words by President
the
Miss Slinw Received in Court.
Loring, urging
co-operation of the
merchants in tbo affairs of the drumThe Bar narbor Record says that Miss
mers’ association, the partv marched to
the boat well pleased with the day’s ex- Harriet Shaw, daughter of Mr. O. M.
pedition. Yesterdaytlio visitors spent' Shaw of the West End Hotel, whose harp
at Old Orchard and other near
by re- playing was so popular hero last sumsorts.
mer, has not only been playing her harp
at the American minister’s in London
OTV/-1 r»4-
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Inestimable
Value
The discovery by Dr. Price
of a new process for extracting from the true fruits their
natural flavor will be of
inestimable value and benefit
to the consumers of

extracts.

By this

flavoring

process the

flavoring principle of the fruit
employed is brought out so

perfectly

that when used to

cakes, creams, etc., it
imparts the delicate and
flavor

delicious taste of the fruit
itself. Thousands of pounds
of the costly Mexican Vanilla
Bean are annually consumed
in the manufacture of Dr.
Price’s Delicious Extract of
Vanilla.
Ladies, try Dr.
Price’s flavors if you wish
nice desserts. You will never
be disappointed in their use.
_

J
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presented to tlie Queen at her last drawing room, and has written a very interesting letter concerning this most important function, which she found not nearly so difficult and trying as she anticipated. Miss Shaw is not playing this
season in London,
except in a few instances in some of the best
houses, but
is making herself known
socially and is
laying her plans for a successful profes.
sional season next year. Meantime she
is further cultivating her talent
by taking
jessons from Sohn Thomas, who has the

honor to be harpist to the Queen.
Change iu Eye and Ear Infirmary Staff.
Dr. Willis B. Moulton,
surgeon of the
Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary, has retired
from his position in that institution. Dr.
Moulton lias recently been elected clinical lecturer on diseases of the
eye and
ear in the Medical School of Maine and
instructor in the Portland School for
Medical Instruction. It is understood
that his retirement from the infirmary
was necessitated
by his acceptance of
the positions in the medical schools.
City Treasurer Walker has required
from the Eye and Ear Infirmary a bond
to indemnify him in case the $2,500
appropriation made by the city government
for the institution,! should be declared

illegal.

Tho bond has been given.

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Democrats Try Their Rand at
Making Political Capital, and as a Re-

The Swett

sult

Mayor Ingraham Finds Himself

in

Hole—Sheriff Cram Did Right and

a

Won’t Have to Crawl.

An incident which took place last Friin connection with the entertainment of the commercial travellers has
been the occasion of some extravagant
rumors and a good deal of downright
lying. The Argus of Saturday morning
is responsible for a great deal of the
misrepresentation, because it began it by
stating in effect that Sheriff Cram had
harrassed the drummers by an unreasonable seizure which his deputies made on

day

Friday.
The circumstances are as follows:
Sometime Friday a citizen of Portland
complained to Sheriff Cram, who was not
at that time in the City Building, that a
considerable amount of what seemed to be

Saturday

was

PERSONAL.

bright and pleasant.

Go to the Pavilion performance today.
The Atkinson Company will be closed

all day today.
The short lobster law hag

gone into

which 26

were

for drunkenness.

George P. Crosby

O’Donnell and Robert Wallace.
Wallace is an ex-bartender. Within the
last fortnight a number of liquor warrants have been issued for this house and
Wallace, who has a record on the dockets of the court. Knowing the house to
be one of the most notorious in Gorham’s
Corner, Sheriff Cram ordered Deputy
Plummer to visit the place and seize the
stuff. Deputy Plummer had heard that
the commercial travellers were having
some

liciuor for the

use

of their Ernests.

but did not know where they were to
have it. He suggested to Mr. Cram that
this liquor might belong to the drummers.
Sheriff Cram replied that 48 Danforth street was a notorious place, and
that the presumption was that the liquor
was for illegal sale.
After the liquor had
been seized would be time enough for
ascertaining its ownership. Sheriff Cram
knew nothing more of the matter until,
after the seizure had been made.
But meanwhile a strange performance
had been going on.
The committee
of
the
commercial
of
travellers,
which Luther B. Roberts, chairman
of the Democratic city committee, is a
member—shall
we
prominent
say
schemer, also—had wanted some liquor
to make the punch for the Canadian visitors. So his committee, which included
Republicans also, got the Mayor of this
city—this is as the committee represented it and as the Argus stated Saturday—
to approve the act of the city liquor
agent in selling the needed spirits. The

liquor

was

bought avowedly

Tippling Purposes,
agent acted in direct violation of
law in selling it. But Mayor Ingraham—
who before election was a promising politician and among other things was for
discontinuing the agency—presumed, according to the committee and the Argus,
to interfere to acsist the agent in doing
an unlawful act.
So the liquor was purchased of the city liquor agent.
Then one of the commercial travellers’
committee went to the office of the
liquor deputies and informed Deputy
Mr.
Sterling what was being done.
Sterling did not know the man, but accepted the story as true, and informed
Civil Deputy Dresser, as was his duty.
For

and the

But Sheriff Cram not

Building,

Mr.

being

at

the

City

Dresser did not inform

him.
When the liquor deputies got the order
which Mr. Cram delivered to Plummer
they executed it, assuming that Sheriff
Cram knew about the notification served
by the drummers, which he did not.
After the seizure the committee of the
commercial travellers appeared at the
sheriff’s office.
Mr. Cram was there
when they arrived. Mr. Luther B. Roberts was their spokesman. Sheriff Cram
told them that he was not informed fully
as to the case; but would at once inform
himself; and iu half an hour would give

a

permanent driver in

appointed
the fire depart-

ment.

Dealers were paying the fishermen
$1.25 for mackerel out of the boats RatayThe excessive rain is proving very disastrous to the strawberry crop in this

region.
The

pack

of lobsters

this season, it is

in the Provinces

reported,

will

be

un-

usually small.

celebrate their first field day at Peaks
Island with that company.
The State and High St., and Free St.,
and Friends picnics Saturday were largely attended and much enjoyed.
The horses for the new chemical engine have arrived.
They are dark bays,
weigh 1100 apiece, and are very fast.
Even song will be recited at St. Luke’s
during July and August, for which Mr.
Carter has arranged a musical
offertory.
Instructions have been given the
patrolmen on the different beats, where
sickness exists not to allow noise in the

ble papers.
The trenching of the mile track is com-

pleted, and the grubbing

and

plowing

almost finished. Mr. Griffin is expected
about Wednesday.
A petition for a range for target practice will be presented to the City Gov-

Diamond Island.

The new building at Great Diamond
Island will be ready for inspection this
evening. The formal opening at 7.30
will be followed by music, vote for name
of the

building and entertainment for
people.

the young

JOHN FINZER& BROS., LonisviHe,

the 6.10 boat.
Mr. Jeremiah O’Brien, 42 Salem
street,
was transferring a heavy box of tin from
car to car, in the Maine Central
yard,
when he fell and broke his leg and dislocated his ankle.
It was announced
at State street
church yesterday that the society will

worship
mencing

at

I

police signal system has been

Patrick Mulkern

making things so
neighborhood last evening
that officer Norton was called in to quiet
lively

was

in his

him.

Mulkern went for Norton with an
axe, but was captured after a severe tussle and taken to the station.
The Portland banks have declared their
semi-annual dividends.
The First National, Cumberland National and Portland Trust Co. declare 3 per
cent; the
Canal, Casco and Traders, 4 per cent;
and the Merchants 5 per cent.
Officers Chase, Plummer and Goold
Friday night seized two barrels of bottled
whiskey, seven boxes of whiskey, and a
five gallon jug of some other intoxicant
at the Boston & Maine freight yard as it
was being loaded into a team.

—

hang together,” responded
Franklin, who stood by him,
“for if we don’t all hang together, we will all hang separately.”

the late after-

noon

received with

Mr. Macintosh gave

Our store will be easy of access
view the circus
street parade this
morning. All are
velcome.
Suits fitted and pressed while you
vait.
lor customers to

H© Got th©

Whiskey.

but Gould seized it.

Boys Attention.
On account of serious illness don’t fire
crackers or torpedoes in the vicinity of
South

streets, on Pearl beand Oxford, and in
the vicinity of 27 Quincy street.
tween Cumberland

There is sickness also at 46 Green
street.

mayor Ingraham has signed the order

The first Grand Trunk vestibule train

The Post Office Today.
The cashiers
and general delivery
windows will be open between the hours
if 8 and 9 in the morning and 1 and 2 in
die afternoon. Delivery by carriers at 7
». m.
Collections made by carriers at 7
i. m, and 6 p. m.

DR. WARNER’S

Four-in-Hand Coraline Corsets 1.00.
Ladies who have large hips and those who
have trouble with their Corsets breaking down
will find the Four-in-Hand especially adapted
to their needs.
It gives a graceful figure, is
very comfortable and is a special favorite with
a large class of ladies. Made in white and drab.

DR. WARNER’S

444

Furnishings during the morning.
We close at

noon.

i

FARRINGTON

&

Mr, L, B,

Hamlen,

Of Augusta, Me., says: “I do not remember
when I began to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla; it
was several years ago, and I have found it does
me a great deal of good in my declining years.

BICKFORD

CONGRESS

542

DR. WARNER’S

STREET.
dlt

Fo Tliomas B.

Elizabeth,

Haskell, of the Town'of Cape
in the County of Cumberland,
GREETING:

of the State of Maine, you are
hereby required to notify and warn the inj labitants of said town of Cape Elizabeth, qualiby law to vote in town affairs, to assemble
\ icd
t the Town Hall, in said town, on
i he ninth day of July, A. D. 1882,Saturday,
at 2.30
’clock in the afternoon, then and there to act
ipon the following articles, to wit:
Art. 1.—To choose a Moderator to preside at
the

[N

name

J
!

aid

are a

mild, gentle, painless,
Always reliable.

1.25.

Dr. Warner’s Genuine Improved Coraline
Corsets give better value and better service for
the money than any others.

Dr. Warner’s

cind

{ treet, extending

over

land of Wm.

Thompson,

‘Fickett heirs. Morrill Lewis heirs,
Albert Spaulding, terminating near bank
* f Creek.
Art. 4.—To hear and act upon the report of
t he Selectmen upon tne petition of Edward
'letcher and others, to lay out a town way, beinning at a point in the southeasterly side of
he Saco road, about
(200) two hundred
ards southeast of the Boston and Maine R. it.
) rack, and extending parallel with said track,
ne and two-fifth miles to the Scarboro line.
fathan S.

\ ,nd

JACKSON FAVORITE WAIST
has

international reputation, and embraces
features w'hich no other Waist embodies.
It is designed to meet the requirements of ladies who cannot comfortably wear a stiff and
rigid Corset. While it can be worn with as
much
comfort as an ordinary dress waist,
vet it will give the same elegance of contour a3
the heaviest boned Corset.
Sold only by us.
an

many

FERRIS WAISTS.

]

art. 6.-10 see n me town win vote to recind the vote passed at a special town meeting
1 eld March 30, 1892, whereby the town voted
t hat the Selectmen be instructed to sell the old
'own House lot (so called) provided a satisfact ory price can be obtained.
Art. G.—To see if the town will vote to sell
t o Howard E. Dyer for ($250) two hundred and
1 fty dollars a certain lot of land situated on the
ortheasterly side of the Ocean House road,
nd adjacent southeasterly, land of one J. L.
] ’arrott, said lot being (50) fifty feet in front on
aid Ocean House road and extending back
t herefrom northeasterly (4Va) four ana one1 alf rods, being a part of the lot occupied by
t beoldTown House;
and authorize the treasrer of the town to convey the same to the said
1 )yer on the payment of said sum.
Art, 7.—lo see if the town will vote to sell
t 0 L. C. Jewell and others, that portion of the
( Id Town House lot left after leaving out the
I art that was taken for widening the village
1 oad as per plan of C. E. Staples made Novem1 er 10 and 11, 1874, said plan being on file in
t he town office. Also sell the (10) ten feet adjac ent said old Town House lot, being the land
urchased of J. L. Parrott, February 28,1873,
nd fix a price on the same.
Given under our hands this first day of July

l
2

l.

1

D. 1892.
Geo. C. Mottntfort, )
Selectmen
E. C.- Robinson,
of
J
M. B. Fuller,
J Cape Elizabeth.
true copy.
Attest;
Thomas B. Haskell.

Perfection Waists.

These justly popular Waists are made of fine
iattecn, and fastened by flexible tape in place
af steel clasps.
They are provided with thin
flexible steels in front and on the sides, but
these can be removed if desired.

meeting.

Art. 2.—To see if the town will vote to rethe vote passed af the annual meeting in
■ hich a clerical error appears
in the report of
selectmen on laying out proposed street lat
] •Ieasantdale.
Art. 3.—To hear and act upon the report of
t he Selectmen, upon the petition of Albert
ipaulding and others, to lay out a town way,
ieginning at a point on the southeasterly side
f Sumner street, on a straight line with Main
f

YYeu&xxy tvio

xxiosb

jjupixictr styles

OI me r©r»

ris Waists for ladies and misses.

Dr. Warner’s Summer Corsets
this year better than ever before.
The
bread lace netting used in them is far superior
n appearance and durability to any other netting ever employed for Summer Corsets. They
ire boned with Coraline.
ire

50c SUMMER CORSETS.
Our

50c Summer Corsets are equal in
juality to those we sold last season at 75o.
are
made
of good netting and fine satins
rhey
strips and are excellent shape.
new

R. & G. CORSETS.
We have quite a full line of these celebrated
Corsets, which we are selling at close prices.

FRENCH C. P. CORSETS.
We have a broken lot that are being closed
)ut at less than import cost.

jy4dlw

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

HOOD’S PILLS

Corsets

ventilating.

months and 26 days old, and my health is perfectly good. 1 have no aches or pains about me.

safe and efficient cathartic.

Health

Coraline

This is the largest selling and most standard
Corset in the world. Millions attest its merits.
The elastic Coraline busts insure an elegant
form and well fitting dress. Made in medium
ind long waists, and in white, drab, black and

2

preparation ever was made so well suited to
the wants of old people.” L. B. Hamlen,
Elm Street, Augusta, Me., Sept. 26,1891.

1.25.

Corsets

French strip Corsets, designed afThey
ter the latest Paris fashions.
They are constructed throughout of the finest English Satteen, are light in weight and long waisted, giving a lady a neat and graceful form.

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

I am 91 Years

regulates my bowels, stimulates my appetite,
and helps me to sleep well. 1 doubt U a

Coraline
are

<

ippropriating $550 for band concerts.
Eight concerts will be given in July and
August, and two in September in this
The dates
city and two at the islands.
will be arranged tomorrow night.
Matinee and evening performances at

if the season arrived Saturday. There
were five cars and they
were all well
tiled with members of the Carpenter
party, going to the Ottawa house.
Die train was run to the head of the
wharf, where the party was transferred
:o the island steamers in waiting.

This is the most
popular $1.00 Corset ever
manufactured. It is made in two lengths, medium and extra long, and in
white, drab and
black.

shirts, Neckwear and all kinds of

much enthusiasm.
fine description of
it by large photo-

Saturday Deputy Sheriff Gould saw a
man named James S. Conarg go into the
sailor boarding house at Ho. 328 Fore
street and believing he intended to
get
liquor followed him in. The woman of
the house took him for a customer, went
to a bed lounge, lifted it back and handed a quart bottle of whiskey to Conroy,

Furnishing and Hat man will
glad to serve you with Negligee

Our
1 )e

a

Venice, illustrating
graphs.

Spring and

DR. WARNER’S 50c CORSETS.

The Colonists ook their lives
in their hands when they went
into revolt. John Hancock
perfectly understood this when,
having signed the declaration,
he remarked “We must all hang
together.” “Yes, -we must all

exchange of congratulations, followed by a wedding supper. Mr.

was

The merit and popularity of Dr. Warner’s
Coraline Corsets is attested by the fact that the
sales have now reached $2,000,000 annually
and are increasing rapidly year by year.

pendent.

mony came an

bers of the Antiquarian Society, at the
Old Meeting House, Gorham, on Thursday afternoon of last week. Miss Chase,
a guest of Mrs. Irving True’s, read with
fine expression, “The Old Church on
the Hill,” a poem written by Miss Augusta Davis. An ancient Bible, a gift to
the association from Mrs. Wm. Buxton,
was presented by Rev. Mr.
Reynolds,
and other unique articles of “ye olden
time” gifts to the association, were ex-

Corsets.

This is the anniversary of the
when the thirteen colonies
were declared free and inde-

officiating clergy-

on

Coraline

day

man.

and Mrs. Mosher left

DR. WARNER’S

Dr. Warner s Coraline Corsets 1.00.

Mr. Thomas B. Mosher of this city was
married Saturday
to
Miss
Anna
M. Littlefield
of
Saco. The ceremony was performed at the home
of the bride
on
Beech
street,
Rev. S. Marsh, pastor of the Saco Unitarthe

Celebrated Corsets.

Fifty cent Corsets are sold without any profit
to the manufacturer and almost without profit
to the merchant.
Nevertheless there is a large
demand for 60c Corsets, and we challenge comparison between Dr. Warner’s fancy strip Corsets and any others at similar prices ever offered to the public.

High street church, comnext Sunday, until the new
church is ready.
Don’t miss the Pavilion two performhibited, a velvet waistcoast, looking as
ances.
good as new, presented by Mrs. Octavia
Rev. Mr. Cuckson of Boston did not
True, and once worn by the father of
not preach at the First Parish
yesterday. Col. Benj. True, (the velvet was importThe pulpit was filled by the Rev.
ed, but the woolen qnd linen lining hand
Mr. Piper, formerly secretary of the Sunwoven and of a fine texture), and an
day School Association.
elaborately carved hand reel, the handiThe alarm from box 412 Saturday evework of the father of Mrs. Olive Hill,
ning was caused by a fire cracker setting nee Prince. A charming little address
fire to a pile of rubbish in the rear of from a venerable graduate of Yale Col38 Union street
A hydrant stream ex- lege, Rev. Mr. Butler of Massachusetts, a
guest at Camp Hammond and a personal
the
flames.
tinguished
friend of Mrs. G. W. Hammond and of
The new tool house on Hanover street her
parents, Rev. and Mrs. Dorus Clarke,
has been constructed.
None of the bids
for the iron bridge at the Oaks have been
accepted. The Gamewell contract for

Ky.

jy-j(ltfnrmtopcol

train for the West on a wedding
tour, after which they will return to
The Y, P. C. U. of the charch of the Portland, residing on Pine street.
Messiah will go on their basket picnic,
Antiquarian Society Reception.
to Mr. Lefavor’s cottage, Trefethen’s
Mrs. G. W. Hammond, gave a very
Landing, next Wednesday afternoon by pleasant informal reception to the mem"

:lie Pavilion.
Charles F. Stebbens, the eight year old
son of Mr. Lewis Stebbens. the plasterer,
while crossing Washington street Saturday morning, was knocked down by a
torse driven by Mr. Hunt, the engineer
it the post office, and badly cut about
die neck and head.

_

—

Maine

Relatives and friends were present. The parlor waa beautifully decorated for the occasion with ferns, potted
plants and cut flowers. After the cere-

This was certainly a strange proceeding, which has given rise to suspicions
that the whole thing was a put up job on
the part of some Democratic managers
of the Swett faction to get up a hue and

ellers’ committee.

Five Brothers Plug Tobacco is
the Best Chewing Tobacco that
can be
made
the
choicest
selections of the highest grade
Leaf Tobacco, used in connection
with absolutely pure ingredients
to produce a pleasant flavor and
a palatable chew.
We want your
judgment. Ask for Five Brothers
Plug. Use it once, and we believe you will always use it.

Mosher-Little field.

church, being

DR. WARNER’S

A Brief Narrative

Spring

street.
The following- is the list, of the
on

ian

meeting tomorrow evening by
military companies.
Mr. Frederick J. Hanson, teamster for
Brown the truckman, had his face
badly
bruised with powder by the premature
explosion of a small cannon.
Schooner Sarah and Ellen of this port
dragged her anchor Saturday and went
ashore on Spring Point Lodge. She was
towed off with but slight damage.

signed.

since it was absolutely illegal.
The Argus stated Saturday that the Mayor apand
it
was
so
proved
represented by the
Commercial
Travellers’
committee.
There seems to be an issue of veracity
between the Democratic Mayor and the
Argus, backed by the Commercial Trav-

Merrill,

the

He did investigate the case; decided
that the liquor belonged to the drummers,although the sending of it to such
a notorious place seemed a queer circumstance; and informed Mr. Roberts and
his associates that they could have their
property. Part of it they took; and the
remainder they left for safe keeping un
til the next day.
The drummers had their punch Friday
evening as if nothing had happened. City
Marshal Swett was there and knows
that there was nothing to mar the pleasure of the evening.
Of course Mr. Roberts and the Swett
partisans attempted to make political
capital. All sorts of stories were put in
circulation. It was said that the liquors
were seized in the Commercial Travellers’ rooms, etc., etc.
In short, almost
everything seemed to have been told except why Mr. Roberts’s committee didn’t
have their liquors taken from the agency to the club’s rooms or some other respectable place, instead of to a notorious
place in Gorham’s corner.

did not approve the sale at the agency,

Mr. Alfred A. Montgomery of the Portland Savings Bank sailed Saturday for a
two months’ vacation in Europe.
St. Lawrence University at Canton, N.
Y., has conferred the degree of D. D. on
Rev. Mr. Bicknell, formerly of Portland.
Mr. H. B. Peters, the manager of the
Portland Beef Company, left Friday for
a trip to Chicago and the West on business of the house.
Professor O. R. Cook of the Warren,
Rhode Island, High school, and Mrs.
Cook are in the city, the guests of Mrs.
Fox on Locust street.
A. C. Both, civil engineer, of Portland,
arrived at Bucksport last week and made
his preparations for surveying the river
between there and Winterport, in the interest of the work which the general government is to have done in the future.
Last Wednesday evening Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond, nee Annie Louise Cary, celebrated the 10th anniversary of their marriage at the home of their sister, Mrs.

ernment

the new

iffship.
Mayor Ingraham was seen by a Pkess
reporter yesterday, and stated that he

J. R. LIBBY.

people who sailed for Europe in Miss
Towle’s party on the City of Rome Saturday: Miss Susie M. Adams, Mr.
George D. Armstrong, Mrs. George D.
vicinity.
Armstrong, Miss Alice Benjamin, Mrs.
A party of insurance agents left Satur- J.
F. Chenery, Miss L. H. Chenery, Mr.
day to attend the banquet given by Hon. J. G. Chenery, Miss Louise S.
Davis,
Frank Jones at the Wentworth, Newcas- Miss Nellie B.
Jordan, Miss Dora Jordan,
tle, N. H.
Miss Hittie Kensell, Miss Rebecca MaxGreat show at the Pavilion. Go see it.
well, Miss E. C. Mitchell, Miss E. A.
Mr. H. H. Ricker had his pocket
Mosman, Miss Mary Stanton, Miss C. A.
picked at Nnion station Saturday, of his A, Towle.
pocketbook containing $150, and valua-

them his answer.

cry to aid the Swett canvass for the sher-

Colonel F. E. Boothby has gone to St.
N. B.
J. E. Boyle, advance agent of Erwin
Brothers’ circus, was in town Saturday.
Hon. B. W. McKeen, secretary of the
state board of agriculture, was in town

Andrews,

mail service.

has been

was

Peter

DRY GOODS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

operation again.
Work was begun on the new Green Saturday.
street sewer yesterday morning.
Dorillus W. Dow of this city has been
There were 37 arrests last week of appointed substitute cleric in the
railway

The Eastern Yacht Club will
probably
being put into a visit Bar Harbor next week and stop at
house at Gorham’s Corner, No. 48 Dan- Portland on the
way.
forth street. This house is occupied by
The V eteran Firemen’s'Association will

intoxicating liquor

NEW

SEALED PROPOSALS
dll be received at the office of Elmer I. Thoms, architect, Auburn, Me., up to l p. in., Monay, July lltli, for furnishing all labor and mandat to fully complete a brick block in Lewis
may be seen at the office of the
! m. Me. Plans
rchitect, or at my office in Portland. Me.
iv4d3t
-ISAAC C. ATKINSON.

J

J. R. LIBBY,
Congress Street.
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